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THE CI in OF HEALING.

l>ri. l.tn|is, in one of his ndmisahlo lectures on “Tlf
of
Mcsrn-.has tin- following iciiic.rk-> on the pow<r«>f It ■ -al mg liy the
laying' on of hands Ac.:—
‘•1 heli-■vv the doctrine of uiir Saviour to la'a perfectdo,. t. ino. mid
exactIv adapt-'d to the bodies a- well as tile souls of men. I belie,»;
that lie i-. our example to follow. and as lie went al»>iit doirnr g'-od. h'-ali ii g i-h km. am I veii trii• ■* <iilln o| body as well a. ■- pis aching the gos
pel tolieal die ra •:-.»! m. la ii ■ of the -mil, -o it is niii'ditty to do the ••ame.
It is. liioi. ■ ae:' au'-l evident that Ids doctrine. to the. liiH-at i \teul ho
commanded his apostles to preach it, was to go down to all MiM.-i-uctit
ag-e., so long us human !> ings should have a liahitatiou on ea;ih. And
our Saviour just as much commanded his apostles to heal the t ielr, asho
did to preach the go-pel. Now 1 cannot believe that olio half of tho
power and mercy of his doctrine should cease with the miniury of his
apo-tles, and the other half continue. I cannot believe that its. healing
eiheaev, so far ns tin- body is concerned, should r< a-e, and vlc.r was applieahle to the soul should continue. If this !.,.• -o, then what a favored
generation ol Chri-tians exi-t- ■! in that day, so far, at least, a-, healing
the liodv was concerned. It was .-¡id in the apmtolie age, • Is any mail
sick, let him send for the elders of the church, and let them lay their
hands upon hint and pray, mid the sick shall r< cover.' [ believe thsi
now, and so f ir as wo have power and taith, it can he accomplished now

as well as ever."

Corrrspon&cittc.
A WOltD WITH “THE YOKKS1HKEMAN."

To the Editor of the Yorkshire Spiritniil Telegraph.
Mr Editor,

.
When a gentleman gives his opinion on any of the thousand and
one subjects that engage the public mind, lie is deserving of the thanks of that
particular section thereof to which his observations more immediately apply.
The arguments of such an one should always command respect, even though
they may seem to lack proof and consistency. They may be highly plausible
and scholarly in arrangement, but for want ofpractical experience on which to
base them the splendid superstructure gives way and falls to the earth. But the
intention being good, the argument should receive the best consideration, and
whatever truth it contains be accepted with gratitude.
When, however an individual comcs forward who is evidently not a gentleman,
and presumes to pass judgment and cast ridicule—not to reason—on matters too
high for his earthly mind to reach, and on which kc shews the darkest ignorance,
—when such an one accuses another of lying, of whose character he knows no
thing,—such an individual, instead of meriting our regard, can only claim our
pity. Excuse me, therefore, if I cannot endorse your remark at the conclusion
of your observations on The To rhshireman's article. Let us thank the considerate,
the kind, the truthful, and good, and not waste our gratitude on scoffers and evil
speakers. That he is honest in revealing his own character I have no doubt; but
that he is so in estimating the character of the movement about which lie writes,
or of the individuals connected with it, he has, himself, given us no reason to be
lieve.
*
1 have, since reading your notice of the aiticlc under review, had an oppor
tunity of .perusing it throughout, and have looked in vain for any argument
against the possibility of Spirit-manifestations, but have found it full of sly, uncortcous, and uncharitable insinuations against the honesty of the mediums and
spiritualists generally. Nearly two long columns are occupied with inuendos,
and low witticisms against men who are well qualified to defend themselves,
should they deem it necessary. I pass on, therefore, till I meet with the informa
tion that “one Jesse Jones, of Coventry, has a still move wonderful story to tell
of a spirit who moved an infant, while asleep, to say * good night.' ” What, in the
name of common honesty, would the man have me to say? I simply stated a
truth,—which statement I now reiterate,—that which my cars and the cars of my
family heard. But the fact of the child speaking, could he depend on my ver
acity, he would perhaps concede. The cause of the speaking, however, may be
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I say the cause was spiritual: he would perhaps say it

was electricity, magnetism, or steam; vapour on the child'» stomach; anything
hut spirit. The words were intelligible in themselves, snd intelligently used at an
appropriate time, ar.d 1 therefore attributed them to an intelligent source. This
1 conceive to be the true method of reasoning—that of induction. The words
and the occasion when used indicated an intelligent origin, and he would attribute
them to the operation of an unintelligent power; thus the cause and the effect do
not agree. This I conceive to he a false method of reasoning, and a violation of
the Baconian method. 1 take the the higher ground to account for this and
similar phenomena; he would take the lower: he has the right to do so, but I
envy him not his choice.
Passing on a little further, I meet with some attempts at pleasantry, which no
doubt afforded much amusement to their author; one of which plainly indicates
the spirituous direction in which his thoughts are apt to wander. However
familiar he may be with sect spirits, he will agree with me that honest teetotalers
arc not indebted to them for inspiration.
Concerning his compliment to myself—his christianly, gentlemanly denial of
my truthfulness—1 cast it back on himself. We know that it is a law of mind
that it cannot rise above itself in its estimation of the character of other minds.
Thus it is that the thief imagines all to be thieves; the liar, all to be liars; the
lewd, all to be libidinous; and the impostor in embryo believes all who are, not of
his particular doxy to be impostors, when opportunity ofTers. We know how
ready tbe thief is to be the first to cry ‘stop thief,’ and the poor miserable who
walks the street at night, to tell a virtuous woman she is no better than she
should be. In regard to myself 1 can well afford to smile at the imputation, know
ing well that had he known me, reckless as lie is in the choice of epithets, he
would have hesitated before employing the one he has. Common honesty de
manded that he should have known something of my character before bringing
such a charge. It is easy, however, to interpret his motives. Create in the pub
lic mind a conviction that the advocates of Spirit-intercourse are impostors and un
truthful, and the progress of Spiritualism will cease. Futile attempt! As well
try to stop the flowers from blooming, or the winds from blowing!
That there have been foolish notions held by Spiritualists, and errors committed
by them, is saying no more than can be said of every individual or sect under
the sun; but shall we therefore assert that every one is an impostor and every
movement an imposition? To say it would be easy enough, but the proof? Just
so with Spirit-intercourse—we demand the proof. The Yorishireman may rave
about " heated brains, crazed enthusiasm, designing impostors," and other sup
posed characteristics of Spiritualists, but in so doing he is only giving palpable
proof to a discerning public that these maladies exist to an alarming extent in
himself. When the cynic Diogenes visited Plato the philosopher, and found him
surrounded with many luxuries which lie thought were useless, stamping haughtily
upon the splendid carpet that covered the floor, lie cried, "Thus do 1 trample on
the pride of Plato.” “ And with greater pride still,” calmly replied Plato. And
when The Yorhehirtman, and others of like animus, hurl their crazed, unreasonably
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and monstrous charges against us vc may quietly reply, in the spirit of l?lato, The
evils you charge upon u- without proof you are yruirselvcs guilty of. Physicians
lical yourselves, then shall we he better able to judge of your ability to heal us.
With heated brains you charge ua with excited imaginations; with lies on ycur
lipa you designate us liars; holding many opinions that will not bear tire light of
reneon, you call us superstitious; i: -.p;..-i.ig on the credulous with designing false
hoods, you stigmatise us r.simport-1 s; sitting in judgment on a matter of which
you arc ignorant; you charge us with ignorance.
In conclusion, I emphatically reassert the unexaggcratcd tiuthfuluess of all I
haft reported, as having' taken place in my family. 1 do this not with the ex
pectation of convincing the Editor of Tie Yiohd-.ireman. of my veracity—for this
I have no anxiety to do—but for the purpos: of preventing more honest minds
than his from being led astray by his duplicity. My own conscience is perfectly
easy in the matter, and 1 am ever ready to subn.it my cause to the Judge of every
heart. Other extraordinary matters-besidcs there reported have transpired among
us, but they are of such a character that 1 foibcar to describe them, or they
would ‘certainly be too. mucii for tbs nerves of cur amiable critic, in his present
excited condition. The man who i; ever ready with the elegant words “impos
ture,” and “lies,” to account Lr phenomena that transcends the powers of his
mind otherwise to account for, i, def ining only of reprobation and pity. With
theSe-feelings I pass him by, hoping, hr-wew that ha may yet become what at
present he certainly isnot—a v.i «, cli.vit .tide, and u-eful member of society, in
stead cf being as he now is, a blind h.:.?.:r of il:r blind.
That the present phase of Spiritism is bef.ttive and transitory in its character
is admitted by all advanced Spit h-.mllsts. But they .also have great reason tobelievo that it is introductory to that time fjrclold by the prophets and sung of by
the pocls when the Spirit oi’God sl.a’l hs poured out upon all flesh, and all shall
know God, even from the least unto the gr-ctest. They believe that the special
Pentecost at Jerusalem was the j rophoc-mtJ ft.r.'rtm:ior of this universal Pente
cost: and my worst wish towards oar mistaken censor is, that he may be found
worthy to take part in that blessed di-peniatjjn.
Congratulating you on the improvement ot the Telegraph, and wishing you
every success,
•
I remain,
Ilill Fields',
Yours in truth,
■ Coventry,
Jussc Jones.
•
Nov. 11, ll'.‘ib.
•
’

York, Nov. 15, 1856.

To the Editor of The Yorkshire Spiritual Telegraph.
bin,

'

’

Having 'read in the pages of the Yurhshire,>ian a most contemptible and
«landeious- article on Spiritualism, in-vIach the Editor, quite apparently Unable
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to reason about the matter in a logical r.iamicr, seeks to vent his spleen in a volley
ol abuse and misrepresentation. In my opini m, the Editor, by his pitiful mode
of warfare, has earned for him ¡elf • .■ 1.1,.. eudit than might justly be claimed by
the veriest clown ; for, despite of all cxi.;'i”; t-iets, regardless of character, repu
tation, moral honesty, or the te.-’.ii.:mix of i!..,.u --:::,’. ; E.i. have practically investi
gated and proved the truth of the operation of spirits upon mateiial substances,
and their conjunction with mtn on oaitb,—he unhesitatingly gives the lie to the
whole fabric, as being the shorn. ■ v.ey to fli.-pmse v.ith difficulties.
The Editor seems to he vastly r.lar.u.-.Ucst the belief in Sphituali<m should find
too many adherents, and lie say-, “it i> n..t by ipne.i:ig its existence that we can
combat Spiritualism; it is only by the timely e..eiliun of common sense and ridi
cule, that we can hope to put d-uvn .. d.hi.i.m sa rb.iutd, and yet so captivating.”
We should feel obliged to the li.’.i'.o.’ f r a y, ,ii■ ten of his “Common sense”—
his ridicule is folly. Hi- the pl.m-.; . :c..l ih.iur lived in the time of the apostles,
and heard of the miracles pyvf’mmed th.vupii them hy spiritual power, they would
unquestionably have Le-.n ti-..t£ 1 win: th. . tine amount of ridiculoand contempt
by the philosophical Editor, r. ml tie.' vet' d uniE.stations, and miraculous cures
of the most hopeless uisea-cs that have beui effected by the SpirituallsUof the
present generation.
If the Editor of Th■: rcr.Is’irrixr.-: is really, as hj professes himself to he, so
intensely opposed to Spiritualism, why r.r.t throw off his disguise, and appear in
his true character, and ridicule all the spiritual claims of the sacred scriptures.
What kind of philosophical reasoning is it, tint would divide Spiritualism into
two parts,—denyii>g its present exigenc e and admitting its primitive reality. He
cannot surely be acquainted v. ith the na ture of S, iiitualUm, even in its simplest
forms, for he says, that '• the spEitimlh,.:c ra, 1• of rai-.ingspirits, and clothing
them with bodily forms and att.:' i.t.s. s i far from cnblirnating them to theju di
viner essences, nmE-ii'lir.:s and c .;;; di.;. j the r.e.t sacred and mysterious
agencies of nature, m s thus to..
< . •. 1 «• .rides them to tire level of the vutthing mateiiatEtic or carnal iu.the
gare.st understandings.” ICo—, if;’.. . hr
operation of spirits upon mr.teii tl 0 >1 .t. . ..- .. iivtehy th -y can intelligently com
:h ■ •■ etl h. ir.g of spirits in the flesh,
nnmicate their thoughts and i.. tr'eti rei
pointing out, as in motca cs th.y >, u !„■ m.of.tt an ■ 1 religious duties cf man as a
responsible being, giving the met .- a“-t-.atorv proof of a life after .death, and.thus
efficaciously checking mit.rmlam in IE ’fy;-:" the iml .-prudent powers of nature;
if these spiritualistic acqui-nn . >-i? 1 -re a t.m.E:i.-y ti b . -■•«t infidelity and promote
atheism, we should f* .1 very .i.’.'f 1 if the tit-sr of The YuriMrcman would
show us how we can provt. th it a ■•e.-at nit: ib r ofiiuhltls have been converted
to the belief of a life after d.’..tl'., ! v E." t’ i.m:. ‘rEions cf on intelligent spiritual
power, that neither I’e'fc? m Em;. ■’ . ti. ■ -r, :.':r the Editor of The Yorkshirewon’s “common .-•eni? " can i..t? ;> i y
•, t'l- ■■pp-iin:,l pact, at he styles him,
The Editor also refer: to Thu-. In 1!
a
,
a't “ E’.ic of the Starry 'Heavens,” in
who has written under »pwitn.d md-” : .
■.¡.I
.. 1 in t'v* richest language, but for
two hundred pages,—a poem not fm’;.- e
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sublimity of thought, and the glowing splendour of its Imagery, stands unrivalled

in the annals of modem poesy.

It is the duty of all honest truth seekers and progressionists, to oppose the
pitiful and tottering system that seeks to uphold the belief, that it is the design of
their Maker, that mankind should be ever shrouded in ignorance, and immersed in
the perplexities of doubts and fears, stagnating in theputresence ofconservativism,
and perishing under the chilling influence of darkness and mystery.
We have only one more remark to make at present, respecting the Editor of the
Yorkthireman'e misrepresentations of truth. In alluding to the illustrious seer,
Swedenborg, whom the Editor falsely designates the “ amiable lunatic." He says,
he, Swedenborg, “once met St. Paul in the flesh in Cheapside.’’ Had he said
Swedenborg once saw St Paul in the spirit, hp might have been near the truth,
But it appears evident, that the Editor of The Yorl;shireman has such a mortal an
tipathy to everything of a spiritual origin, that he would not only exterminate the
spirits, but brand all believers in their existence as lunatips. Anf this is the
man that seek
*
to lead the enlightened portion of sppicty to follow in his footsteps,
For our own part we wPhld rather he paused j we prefer an upward course to a

T, M.

downward one,

27, New Charles St., City Road, London, Nov. 19, 'SO.
To the Editor of The Yorkshire Spiritual Telegraph,

9 in,
I perceive from the last number of the Telegraph, which you were kind
enough to send me, that it is still kept up at a considerable loss, and that there is a
consequent probability that its weekly issue may be discontinued. I think this
would be a great pity, and would therefore suggest (as you are about to com
mence a new volume,) that a shilling subscription list be opened for its support,
to be made periodical,—annually or half-yearly, as might be found necessary,
until such time as it becomes self-supporting.
J think there are few ofyour readers who would not be willing to contribute so
small & sum.
Permit me also to suggest the establishment of a central society, consisting of
*
friend
in any part of the country favorable to tl»e cause of Spiritualism, or Spirit
ism (whichever it may be called,) and of all spirit-circles, who might wish to
place themselves in union with it; the object of the society being to difusa a
knowledge ofthe factsofspirit-communication, and of the advantages to be derived
therefrom, &c. This could be done by supporting the Telegraph, or any similar pub
lication that may be established; by circulating tracts, such as the admirable one
of Verax, just published; by making arrangements for the delivery of lectures in
different towns, Src. See. At present we are disconnected and yet placed in cir
cumstances which renders union more than usually desirable,
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Perhaps if an “ open page ” in tlic Telegraph could he reserved for the reception
and discussion of these and simitar suggestions, it might lend to some good being
done.
1 remain, Sir,
Yours truly,
T. S.

[ Respecting the suggestion of our esteemed correspondent fora subscription in
aid of the Telegraphy we beg to say that we have 1 rid the matter before our pub
lisher, but he is unwilling to accede to the proposition. lie will be very happy to
comply with those friends who choose to subscribe one shilling, half-yearly or
yearly, by forwarding them the amount in return, either in Tracts or Telegraphs,
which, if distributed, would answer the end, perhaps move effectually than any
other mode.
He did not undertake to publish weekly with tire expectation of realising any
profit from it. But as several calls were made for us cither to publish oftener or
enlarge our paper, it was considered to he the more feasible plan to keep to the
price and size and to publish weekly.
The mass of valuable communications now laying by us, together with the ever
increasing class of correspondents prove tlie necessity of a weekly organ, and
by an active association throughout Great Britain, it might speedily he made
self-supporting.
We have received several suggestions respecting an organization, and shall be
glad to adopt the plan suggested of an “open page" for discussion on those
subjects.—E d.]

Pcasholmo Green, York, Nov. If, ’.'»id.
To the Editor of The Yorkshire Spiritual Telegraph.
Sir,

.

I take the liberty to present you with a plan of my invention of a Spirit
Table, the leading idea of which was suggested to me by the spirit of my dear
brother John, who was drowned some thirty years ago, whilst bathing in the river
Ouse. Amt I think you will at once sec that the contrivance in itself is very
simple. The circle being on a large scale, the beauty and elegance of this mode
of communication 1 think mint be obvious. The medium standing in the centre
like a true magician, will give at once, a dignity and sublimity to his operation",
necessary to the advancement of truth. Also, the rapid evolutions of the planet
to the varied letters &c., will tend to awe the vulgar and charm the
curious.
.
I therefore leave the plan with you for examination and shall be glad to hear
from you at your convenience. But you must not consider my letters strange,

§
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Wc live in a strange world; we hear of strange things ; and we are all strangers
and pilgrims. The Editor of The Yorkshlreiman is a strange man, like me; and
you are a strange man to me, till we get to know each ether.
So for the present I conclude, with my best wishes for the
* success of the cause,
the noble cause you are engaged in.
.
I remain,
Yours sincerely,

Joseph Walls.
P.S. My first plan of communicating at our cjrcle was by means of a small tea
tray, placed upon a small plate which answers better than, a table leg,
[The plan above referred to may be seen at ourpublisher's residence for a few
days. It is certainly a remarkable drawing, and we shall be glad to learn how it
answers.—En.]

Tlin following has been forwarded to' ns by Mr S, Goode, of
Hincklev:
» —
Sir,
My son and wife were both busy at work, when they each felt a strange
sensation come over them. My son was thrown into an unconscious state for a
few moments, when the following was received. It did not pass through his mind;
hi3 hand was guided by an invisible power.
The first was in characters which were given, but I have omitted that part and
sent you the explanation. It was about an inch in length.
The following is the explanation :—
“God lovetli all men, and desireth them to come to the kingdom of
heaven.
“Them that will do the will of the Lord shall come into my kingdom, andshall
be my ministering angels; but they must do that which they think is right in the
sight of me. Some things that seem wrong in the sight of the world and in the
sight of your own eyes shall be right in my kingdom of heaven.
“ Man will be his own torment in this world and in the next. I will judge him
and send him away to his own pleasures, that he may do the will of his own mind,
for I have the control of all men, and over all earths, and over all my dominions,
andshall rule them according to my will, and the lulls to rule themselves at times,
until they get out of the bounds of my laws, and then I show them that 1 rule
over them, and that 1 have all power. Sometimes they think there is none that
can stop tlieir wicked ways, till I show them the light of heaven, and then it makes
them think of me, and that is a punishment to them. That is what those dots or
marks stand for that I have written. You may think you shall know them n~ain,
but the same dots or marks may mean something else in another part of my do
minions. You will never he able to make them out unless the spirits tell vouwhat
they are.
“ J nin the Ruler of all things,"
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Tm: CoMroirEi;: or tho Sui:rirAL Wound's Express. Vam I. to
VI. Published by Daniel Jones, llvutlWil, Wilts.
The Southcottians are helmed by most people to ba an extinct sect, who per
ished with the death of their founder. Such however is not the case. Many
thousands are yet the followers of Joanna and they are also on the increase. Since
her death many sects have appeared among her disciples, under George Turner,
John Roe of Ashton-under-hyne, /ion Ward, and others as their leaders, all
agreeing as to the Mission of the woman, as they term Joanna, but each disagree
ing with the claims of the other, and thus shewing that they belong rather to the
dispensation of Christ, the Divider, than to that of Christ the Gatherer. Estab
lished at first upon Spirit-visitations, it is no wonder that at last Spiritism, in its
modem forms, makes its appearance among them.
“The Comforter,” which is a Southcottian organ, is apparently edited, printed
and published by Laviniuand Daniel Jor.es, and there is a certain literary refine
ment about its contents which indicates that its editors are to some extent educated
people. Their views moreover of the progress and comparative perfection of
Humanity upon earth, find favor in our sight; and approach in many respects
those of our friends of the Communist Church, although dimly and in shadow.
As a “Spiritual World's Express ” however, the Comforter, will probably prove
most interesting to our readers, who wiil with ourselves be sorry that its publica
tion is discontinued. The six parts published contain, amid a majority of
matter of general religious import, some interesting records of a circle meeting in
London, under the medium-hip of Mrs. Marshall, whose voice is used by spirit-in
fluence ; and of another assembling in Groat Marlborough Street, where the com
munications were alphabetized fr>rn tapping sounds. There1 me also some re
cords of American Spiritism. The juice of the numbers > threepence each. Al
though discontinued the publication shows that Spiritism isinfluencing the obscure
religious sects, mid we believe it cannot be long ignored by the more eminent
churches.
------ o-------

THE PAGES OF THE PARACLETE.

r.'.nr: xir.
Behold, in that white day which is before us, there shall be no move nations,
neither wars nor fightings among human hind,
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For the church shall truly say: Peace be unto ye; and its apostles shall pro
claim the Truce of God.
And the waters shall retire from the channel and Gaul and Britain shall again
be reunited.
And the cock shall awake the lion in the morning and in the day they shall
walk together.
And of the eagles shall the talons be drawn and of all the wild beasts the claws.
And the crown shall no longer be above the cross, and the cross and the crescent
shall not fly asunder.
And there shall be stars without the stripes and the cactus without the leopard,
and the rays of the southern cross shall shine triumphant,
And all the plants and flowers shall grow together beautifully in the garden of
God.
The rose shall not flout the thistle nor the thistle the shamrock, nor the trefoil
despise the leek because of its smell nor the leek be envious of the rose because
of its fragrance and beauty.
The lilies and the violets shall bloom together and the aloe flower oftener and
the palm trees and the oak trees shall love each other.

Branches ofAcacia! Branches of Acacia I shall the people cry; and they shall
say, He is found who was lost! He is brought together who was separated!
the flesh is reunited to the bones, and there is one man!
And whispers shall go forth, Itis Hiram AbifT! it is even Abiram l

And no more shall kings rise up against kings and nations against nations or
mountains divide people.
For faith saith unto the mountain, Go! and it goeth; and it walketh upon the
ocean and on the floods.
And rivers and seas shall no longer divide man from man, but shall unite people
with people and the boundaries of countries shall be no more.
And there shall not be nations or kings or sovereigns or emperors, but Christ
shall prevail over Cresar and in his hand shall he hold a cross and upon the cross
there shall be one crown.
And the whole earth shall he one country and all people shall he one nation,
and among them all shall be universal peace.
For there shall no more be Phillistines, or Canaanites, Moabites or Edomites,
Hivitesor Jebrnites, or any people of lshmael; but there shall be one Israel, the
nation of God, the people of the Lord.
And they shall no move send armies against men but against the deserts and
the oceans and the evil fires that burst forth from the earth.
And they shall subdue them and conquer them, and rule over them, even as
already men have made the sun their painter, and tire their messenger.

And in that day, all shall say, We are of one nation; God is our ruler and we
are his people—glory be to his name!
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A COMMUNICATION FROM THE SPIRIT OF DR. COMBE.
Since 1 entered into the spirit-world I have made it my business to enquire into
the cause of human suffering and its cure. Were I to give it c name, I should
call it ignorance, hut that is perhaps too general a term, since it is the parent of
nearly all the evil in the world.
One great cause of human suffering has to he endured in consequence of the
want of knowledge and man's ignorance of that want. If man only knew his
want in this respect there would be better grounds for some hope of his escape
from such a state. It is the most hopeless state that a person can he in,—to be
ignorant and not know it. I find this is a very common malady, and even spirits
themselves are not free from it.
Again, when those somewhat more intelligent than themselves try to instruct
them, or shed new light before them, they no sooner receive anew idea ora small
ray of light, than they begin to make it prop up some crotchety idea of their own,
which, in truth, it was intended to remove. Now it is against this malady that I
wish to caution you; on my success in this particular depends your prosperity in
a real radical reform.
If you should use the few proofs we are able to give of our presence with you,
and the desire manifested to benefit those who are still toiling in the flesh, fo
confirm some old notion which may have been useful but which would not be con
genial to that state to which men are fast hastening, (though unconsciously,) our
labors with you would be vain.
Iam aware that it is difficult to throw away notions that have grown with your
growth, and this is one of the obstacles to the rapid progress of spirits in the
spiritual world. To become wise it is necessary that you take upon you the
spirit of a child and feel a desire to learn. Nothing is so productive of pride and
ignorance as self conceit. With this, knowledge can never co-exist: hence the
importance of Christ’s teachings when he sets before us, as an example, little
children, telling us that of such is the kingdom of heaven. Here we have au in
vitation to return to that state of innocence from which the corrupting influences
of a grovelling sensual world has gradually lead man. This child-like simplicity
i* as much needed with us as with you for we exercise an influence over men to
a greater extent than popular philosophy is prepared to admit; but eternal thanks
for the signs of the times. Men and women among all nations, and of every va
riety of pcrsnasions are being made aware of the power and influence of spirits.
’Tis true that spirits differ in their accounts of v.h.at is taking place in the spiritual
world, and will continue to do so, so long as there is au imperfect spirit with power
to communicate, yet those seeming inconsistencies cannot long withstand the ac
cumulative amount of demonstrative evidences. The co’d and hopeless state of
scepticism—brought on by au equally absurd doctrine of meritorious faith—must
yield to these demonstrations, and allow a more congenial and hope reviving doc
trine to supersede them, that shall teach the value and importance of practical
truths. Then will men cease to war with eaeh other: then will man learn that
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wherever there is a human form—no matter whatever be his color, no matter what
*
ever he his creed—there he will behold a brother. What but the most lamentable
ignorance could possibly keep men from hastening on this blessed state. It is,
as 1 observed at the commencement, that men are ignorant and yet they do not
know it, and what adds to our obstacles, spirits are also in the same deplorable
condition. If men and spirits could only get rid of the foolish notion of per
fection being attainable by finite creatures, then would our progress be more
rapid.

A COMMUNICATION FROM THE GROUP OF SPIRITS.
At one of our sittings a member of the circle expressed a desire to know whether
any effort' on the part of the mediums would enhance the power of the spirits to
communicate with us?
We were first directed to read over the 12th chapter of 1 Corinthians; after
which the following was received through the tipping process :—
“ It is perhaps necessary at the onset, to inform you that the chapter just read
is strikingly appropriate for our present purpose. By careful attention to the
principles laid down, it will teach you that we are limited in our sphere of action,
by the peculiar gifts of the mediums, and their power of reception.
It is true that any medium may, by proper attention to the laws in the spirit
world, (as are generally known by their own experience,) that they may do much
to assist in bringing themselves into a more susceptible state; but whilst they are
surrounded by selfish mortals, and they themselves absorbed in worldliness, our
chances of approaching them are difficult.
"Now those who covet the gift of mediumship should try to keep their minds
as tranquil as possible. Let not the luring cares for human follies predominate
over the gentle influences proceeding from the spirit-land. The saying of our
Lord, that “ye cannot serve two masters,” involves a great fundamental principle,
indestruetive by any human artifice. The truth of this is evident in all your trans
actions.
What relish have you for many cf the formularies of the present day?
and how feeble is the support you render towards such. Is it not plain that this
arises from your lack cf relish for them? If then, ye fail to associate with, or
take pleasure in, such things and such company, for want of such a taste, does it
not plainly imply that like attracts like? and he or she who wishes to become
spiritualized must cultivate spiritual aspirations; for if your aspirations be of a
worldly nature you need not to expect spiritual information. Where your heart
is, there will your treasure be. Ye cannot serve God and mammon ; lienee your
power to remove obstacles to good mediumship lies in your observance of the
foregoing instructions.”
Wc h uve a rather lengthy communication that has been obtained from the
above group which shall be inserted as soon as possible; but we desire to give
opportunities forrecording facts in connection with the movement, from all parts
of Great Britain,

ia
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A COMMUNICATION FROM THE SPIRIT OF JOHN EDMUNDSON.

[continued from. jmye 111, Kol. 7/,]

'

After we had examined the fountain and taken notes of all its particular part?,
my friend Murgatroyd asked me which part of the fountain was most in accord
ance with my present opinion f I answered with a feeling of reluctance; (and
I will not for truths sake keep anything from you that may be beneficial for your
luture welfare,) that the great dragon of fire which had seven heads was the near
est to common sense and science. I remarked that the models of the fishermen
on the top of the fountain, were quiet distasteful and entirely out of place.
At this my friend Murgatroyd began to look sorrowful, yet I knew not why;
but he soon told me that he felt sorry for my sake, that the latter end of my life
had been spest in a very careless manner and quite contrary to the will of my
maker.
“Sorry am I” he continued, “for thy sake, that thy understanding should have
been so blunted by indulging thy appetite too freely, so that the beautiful cor
respondence is hid from thee. Rut I ought not to upbraid thee for thy failings
for I myself had many: and few, very few indeed there be who are without, and
1 am glad for our sakes that none arc permitted to judge but He who made us,
Glory be to his holy name."
Amen, amen, I exclaimed ; and he lifted up his hands and gave thanks to the
impartial andjust Judge of all his creatures. “Yes" said lie “now docs the re
collection of the many incidents of my life come fresh to my memory. Now do
I recollect the day and even the hour when 1 first resolved to do everything with
a single eye to the glory of God ; and many times have I been singled out as
an hypocrite when I chanced to step a wry, and all because I publicly professed
*o be a follower of the Lord.
Many times have I been upbraided by the none professors of religion for evad
ing the truth, for rash expressions, for dishonesty, for selfishness, and even for
my cheerfulness on the sabbath day, whilst they themselves lie, swear, quarrel and
fight, and spend their sabbaths in all kinds of debauchery and intemperance, and
their only plea was that they did not make a profession of christtamty; forgeting
poor souls, that every thought, word and deed, are as stones to build up their
eterual mansion, whether they professed christtanitv or no, or whether they were
in the church or out of it.”

While he was thus soliloquizing on his past trials, I too had given way to a
profound and silent reverie, from which we weie both suddenly - and unexpectedly
aroused by a gentle sprinkling of water from the lowermost part of the fountain,
when, lie suddenly exclaimed with his usual cheerfulness,—“ Come we had bet
ter retrace our steps to the banks of the valley, for immediately the fountain will
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be Iu full play, and tliou can have the pleasure of witnessing one of the most
beautiful sights that thy eyes ever beheld,” and soon the valley was cleared of
all who had been enjoying themselves in its luxurious sweetness, and by the time
wc bad arrived on the banks, the fountain was in full play, at tha sight of which
1 can assure you that 1 was quite delighted; but 1 must leave it to your own
irnmagination, and, just for a moment picture to yourselves a fountain one hun
dred and sixty cubits high—perfect in all its parts—in the centre of a circular
valley—forty five thousand cubits in circumference, and so minutely adjusted as
to sprinkle with perfect equality, from the centre, to the brink of the valley.
1 cannot omit to mention that we stood on the west side of the valley, and 1
was informed by my friend Murgatroyd that if we went a little toward the south
we should see the beauties of light and shade. And as we advanced toward the
south, 1 beheld by degrees, six beautiful rainbows, one above the other; the
lowermost of which was in the darkest shade and the least of them all; and they
were larger and brighter as they grew higher. Again, over these . was another
broad, bright rainbow, which completely encircled the other, and was the great'
est of them all.
And as wc walked leisurely towards the south, I perceived that the rainbow
became brighter: and when we had passed the south, and were proceeding to
ward the east and north, they gradually disappeared, and my friend Murgatroyd
cheerfully patted me on the shoulder, and exclaimed in his usual tone : “ Well
John, 1 have shown thee all the principal things in the valley and all around the
borders and as yet thou hast said hut little. Why art thou so mute ? const not
thou perceive the beautiful correspondence between the fountain, the rainbows
the valley, the plants, and the first dawning and gradual advancement of Chris
tianity.”
O,no, 1 exclaimed. 1f there he any correspondence at all, 1 must confess 1
am unable to discern it. All I can say is, that everything is very beautiful.
lie then promised to give me an explanation of the whole if 1 would accompany
him to a distant bower, which was situated on the south side of the gardens,
which surrounded the philanthropists’ valley. Of course I told him that 1 should
take it as a very great favour to learn anything from him providing he did net
neglect other important duties while attending to me.
“Not in the least,” he exclaimed, and he conducted me toward the south away
from the philanthropists’valley, though it was with reluctance oniny part, but as
wc advanced toward an elevated ground, scenes still more grand and enchanting
attracted my attention. My friend Murgatroyd proceeded towards-the bower at
a quick pace and seemed not to notice anything which surrounded us.
llut before wc proceed further, 1 must give you a description of the route
which led from the valley to the bower. There were beds of the sweetest of
flowers which extended along our path and which formed a very beautiful bor
der on each side ; then nail), behind the borders, were arranged tall trees at
uniform distances, whose branches projected only from two sides of the trunk;
those on the right bearing long yellow leaves, fringed with purple and gold, and
also a k^nd of light green fruit suspended from every branch, and those on the
left bearing dark red leaves fringed with white and blue, and also a kind of vel'
low fruit suspended front every branch.
*
(to le continued)
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CONFESSIONS OF A TRUTH SEEKER.
in.

'

Tut communication in reply to my enquiry with which I closed my last letter,
was written on the instant, without a moment’s pause, and with a rapidity' that
was something wonderful : and this was generally the case with regard to all
answers to questions thatl saw written, whether those questions were put by my
self or others. These Were 6f the most diverse, and sometimes abstruse nature:
questions in Divinity, Psychology, Ethics, Medicine, &c. &c., (and of which no
previous notice was either given or expected,) were all answered in the simS
rapid, unhesitating, perspicuous manner. Those accustomed to literary compel
sition will know that the faculty of improvising answers to unexpected questions
in this way is rare, even among educated men; but that a person comparatively
uneducated and of ordinary ability should do this, in addition to frequently de
livering discourses suth as I have before referred to; amid all the distraction of
domestic and family cares, and while often suffering from ill health, was, to say
the least of it, a very note-worthy phenomenon.
•
These communications purported to proceed from different spirits, and the
members of the circle, after a while, were easily able to distinguish among those
who most frequently communicated, (of whom the principal seemed to be the one
who signed “Phreno,’’) by marked and obvious differences of caligraphy, style,
and other evidences of separate individuality and identity. Sometimes a new
spirit would favor us with a communication, and this was usually at once percep
tible to all present, by the evident difficulty it experiencedin controlling the hand
of the medium, so that it seemed sometimes only by a painful effort to be able to
write even a single sentence, and which when written, was with difficulty deci
phered. Occasionally a communication would be thus commenced, which the
spirit was (from the cause I have mentioned) unable to finish, and it would then
obtain the assistance of a friendly spirit to complete it,—the second spirit signing
its name, and giving that of the first one, which would then affix its mark where
it could not sign its name. I have seen this take place, in the case of more than
one medium, at a private seance, and at our ordinary circle-meetings.
1 make no comment upon these things. Some of yonr readers may consider
them, or if not these, other facts which 1 shall have to relate, as incredible, con
trary to reason, and so forth. I can only rejoin once for all, that I record facts
which have come under my own observation, and “ tacts are chields that winna
ding.’’ "I speak that which I do know, and testify to that which I have seen.”
I am aware that, (as a polite French author expresses it,) "nothing is so brutally
conclusive as a fact;” it pays no respect to philosophers, has no regard for thrones,
it shatters systems to fragments without remorse, and marches over their rii:rv;
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it will tell its own tale in its own way, let those list who will. 1 do not ask that
my concluuiont from the racTs should be accepted,—that is quite another matteri
If any one can help me to a more satisfactory explanation than that to which tlie
races have conducted me, I can assure them that even “ the smallest donation will
he thankfully received."
,
,
Your readers will please to bear in mind the statement made to me by “ Phreno,"
“ though you are brought to truth in an apparently round about way, yet it ii tho
right way be assured." On reflection, 1 could not help feeling that though a
strange, end “apparently round abont way," yet if it proved to be “the right
way," it was one to which a mysterious providence seemed to have conducted me;
one which 1 had been brought to regard as, at least, the most hopeful, and to
which 1 had been led by what 1 may call the exhaustive process; 1 had tried
every other way that had presented itself, and discovered after proceeding a short
way, either that 1 was manifestly going a wrong road, or was stopt by a decided
" no therefore," or that the way 1 was journeying was so devious and intricate,
that I “found no end in wandering mazes lost;" no chart, compass, or hand
book proving itself a trustworthy guide to me. Let me here, as I premised in my
first letter, go back a little in illustration.
I am not writing my autobiography,
and shall therefore, put what I hare to say on this head into a few paragraphs,
when I hepe to get into the main stream of my narrative, and pull the boat along
a little faster.
Trained in the school of a narrow evangelical theology, mj' character pro
nounced “naturally grave and thoughtful for a child," acquired a deeper serious
ness under the influence of its harsh dogmas and pitiless creed; its teachings
often filled my childish mind with terror and apprehension, not alone for myself,
but for those I most loved. Ah! many a young heart has it blighted, many a
sensitive, timid conscience has it saddened with dire alarms, casting their ever
lengthning and dark'ning shadows over advancing life; while many a bolder
mind has sought in a dark and dreary materialism, a refuge from its still drearier
and darker faith.
.While yet a boy, 1 was thrown not only into the agitating social and political
questions of the time, but into the still more exciting arena of theological contro
versy. 1 was brought face to face with those great and awful questions—God,
Providence, moral evil, and Human Destiny, as well as all those minor sectarian
disputes which have agitated the Christian church. Not only were the particular
dogmas of my youthful creed called in question, but the foundation and object
af all religious faith was boldly assailed. At first, as might be expected, I shrunk
back with horror from such impieties. I should not have been at all surprised
if ths horns or cloven hoof, with which popular superstition has invested the evil
one, had bodily protruded themselves; in fact, I should have thought they were
appendages rather to be looked for, under the circumstances, than otherwise. If
the hardy atheist, whom I first heard maintain that doctrine had been struck dead
by lightning on the spot, I should have thought it the most natural occurrence
possible. I soon found, however that Heaven does not deal about its thunder
trolls in that way, and after a while, the discussion of these questions posserse^
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for me an irresistible fascination: it was the exploration of a new world, a voyage
Upon an hitherto unknown sea, with none' to guide me, (my father had died in
early life) none to whom I could speak on the thoughts that were seething within
me, none with whom I could take counsel, except young men engaged in the like
enquiries, or busy proselyters disputing with one another. The result may te an
ticipated: the strength of my religious instincts, and the force of early education
served as barriers for a while; 1 did not yield without a struggle, without many
an earnest prayer, many a sleepless hour. 1 gave to the subject all the study and
thought of which I was then capable. At length, however, I could not conceal
from myself that I had drifted far away upon an unknown sea of speculation, be
yond all sight of land ; that th? faith which 1 had once regarded as fixed and
Immoveable had, hit by bit, crumbled away, till solid foot hold upon it was r.tj
longer possible.
Strange as it may seem, the young men with whom I had thus associated, while
openly avowing their disbelief in all beyond the present life and the material uni
verse, were yet earnest, full of faith in human progression, and in the social mil
lenium ofjustice and brotherhood, which they believed nigh at hand, and laboured
themselves earnestly for its promotion. The world, and particularly the (so cal
led) religious world, does not understand such men, knows not what to make of
them, or doubts altogether of their existence. It has only one type of the infidel,
—it regards Rochester as the representative of the whole school, and hence, it
blunders moat egregiously whenever it undertakes to deal with them. I ean only
■ay of those 1 knew, that their sincerity and earnestness was beyond all doubt,
and that their zeal and practical elforts to ameliorate the condition of mankind
mightput to shame many bodies of professing Christians. If they disbelieved in
religion it was not, as is often too hastily' assumed, because they wanted to free
themselves from its restraints, but because a God had been offered for their wor
ship, whom they couM not in their hearts reverence. If they had rejected the
popular creed, it was because it did violence to the truest and deepest moral in
stincts of their nature. How could they accept as divine truth, that, at which
their mind and conscience alike revolted? no, their self-respect, their reverence
for truth and goodness, the very religiousness of their nature, the divinity that
was unconsciously stirring within them, forbad it.

" There dwells more faith in honest doubt
Believe me than in half the creeds.'.’
So sings our noble Tennyson, and my experience of honest doubters confirms its
truth.
The overthrow of all superstition (meaning thereby religious faith in general,)
was unhappily regarded by them as a necessary preliminary of those social con
ditions which were to inaugurate the coming millenial era. Their belief in this
golden future of humanity came to their minds with all the force, the quickening
power, the sustaining influence of a religious faith, and while it lasted, had upon
tbeir minds, in some degree, the effect of one, so that they did not experience
the full sense of their deprivation.
1 entered largely into their views,
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and shared their enthusiasm; but when these hopes and dreams had vanished,
when the visions ef youth, with which our hearts had been cheated, faded away,
when our grand scheme of world-mending broke down, as many like schemes
had done before, and we were left to the cold, hard, naked reality, we began to
think these religious questions over again, upon larger grounds, and in a somewhat
different mood. It was a rough shock to us, hut a useful discipline in the end:
and now, on looking hack upon ouv little band, I scarcely know ofone who has
not been led, by subsequent thought and the experiences oflife, to the recognition
and acceptance of the cardinal principles of religious truth, and among their later
convictions, I think there is a very general one, that the want of some religious
faith as a binding principle, maybe enumerated as one of the causes of our fail
ure. They have learnt that in man there are wants, feelings, aspirations, which
cannot be ignored, and which require an answering objective reality.
And how indeed could their experience well be otherwise ? The renunciation
ofreligion is an abnegation of thebest portion of the crowning excellencies and glory
of our nature: it is altogether an abnormal condition, which in minds healthily con
stituted, cannot be a permanent one, and is generally the intermediate passage from
a dead faith to a living one. But the tree is not dead because dead leaves are
falling from it to fertilize the soii: the living sap still circulates within its veins.
Have patience with the returning spring; it will again bud and put forth leaves
—men shall rejoice in its beauty, and the birds of the air sing amid its branches.
Better that it be bare and leafless now, than that it should maintain a goodly
show, while decay is spreading within: better than that it should put forth the
dead sea-fruit of a hollow conventionalism, fair to look at, but dust and ashes
within.
I commenced anew my search for truth, with soberer feelings and chastened
mind. 1 enquired of nature and of man. I endeavoured, as far as I was able, to
glean it from the wisdom of the past, and the philosophy of the present. I studied
books, and sat at the feet of living teachers. 1 felt the need of faith, and an ever
growing distaste for the philosophy of negations. But, after all, I could not at
tain to that clear and certain ground of conviction fer which 1 was striving. It
seemed a very nearly even balance of conflicting probabilities ; the great problem
was unsolved, and 1 began to fear (in this life, at least,) unsolveable. Perhaps,
after all, God did not wish that we should know him,—it might be absurd aud
presumptuous in us, mites on this little cheese of earth, to vex our souls with ques
tions beyond “this bank and shoal of time.” Were we not bound to earth,—
wherefore lift ouv eyes to heaven? I could not, however, thus content myself:
“facts of history,” and“ functions of digestion,” would not satisfy the hunger of
the soul; it was altogether a different pabulum that it needed.
Still, to my cry there came no sign, “no voice, nor answer, nor any that re
garded.” Would the light never dawn? Yes! it came at last. I had sought it
earnestly and long,—I had sought it through the usual channels in vain. Yes, it
catne at length, “in an apparently round about way, 'butit was the right way be
assured.”
JIow it came I must beg leave to tell your readers in another letter,
T. S?

SO
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A LETTER FROM JH09. PAWHO BARREL Esq. TO MR J. JOELS, OF PECKHAM,

The Park, Ealing, ?3rd Oct. 1855,

My dear Sir,

.

1 am lorry I hare been prevented from sooner according to your
wishes, , .. . , I could not, till left quietly alone, give you the little history
you wish for,
.
However astounding the faots I shall presently state may appear to some who
may read my account of them, I assure them that I saw and heard what I here
describe with my own eyes and ears; and I am thoroughly convinced from what
I have known of Mr Hume, after several months acquaintance with him, and.
after carefully watching all his movements, while I wituessed his wonderful pow
*
ers, that not the least deception or delusion was ever attempted, The Erst time
I had ah opportunity of witnessing them was at my own house, on the 4th ofMay last, when I was engaged to pass the evening at Mr Rymer's; but as Rheu
*.
matism prevented my going, Mr Hume, knowing how much I wished to witness.
his wonderful powers, very kindly came to me for an hour or two before the par
* ty at Mr Rymer's had assembled. He, and Mr Rymer's son Bamett, who came
with him, had only just taken a chair to sit down when, for - ths Erst time in my
life, - I- heard Spirit raps, not only on the table I was sitting at, but over every ■
part of the room,—when Mr Hume observed “how kind of the spirits to come - to
us so soon.” 1 then asked if he thought the Spirit of my own dear son was pres
ent, and on Mr Hume's replying “ 1 have no doubt he is, and if you really wish ,
it, and will ask him, he will give you some proof that he is now here,'’ 1 >aid, .
“Henry my dear child, if you erenow with us, and it be possible, give me some .
proof by touching me, or placing your hand on inc, that I may have the comfort
of knowing you are really with me;” when almost instantaneously, raps .
came all around me, and a hand was placed upon my left hand, which
was then resting upon my knee.
1 will here remark . that as the table I- .
was sitting near was placed close to the wall, (on one side of the. room) and there ,
was a clear space between my chair and the place where Mr Rymer's sou. and Mr, -. Hume were sitting, it was quite impossible that the hand 1 felt placed upon mine could have been either of theirs; but as 1 am only giving a plain statement of
facts and not endeavouring to explain them, 1 shall not attempt to argue or reason .
upon them. •
On my- thus - feeling a hand I exclaimed to Mr Hume “how wonderful this is,. .
and how soon my dear child gave . ms the proof 1 asked.”. Mr Hume then said,
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‘perhaps as you are suffering acutely this evening in your foot he may be able,
to relieve you—I have known many such instances;" when in less than a minute
innumerable raps came all round rue, and I again felt tho hand; but this time,
instead of being laid on my knee, I felt as if it was rubbing my leg, between my
knee and my foot. This continued about ten minutes, when the pain entirely left
me, and 1 felt no more of it during the whole of that evening. Very toon after
my leg had been thus patted and rubbed by this Spirit-lund, Mr Hume turned
very pale and became suddenly entranced ; . presently, his whole countenance
seemed spi^^tu^l^se-id; and rising from his chair, and with his ' ayes still closed, he
walked to where 1 was sitting, and then kneeling down at my side, and with a
heavenly smile, he took both my hands in his and began to address me as the
spirit of my own dear ' child,
I must here remark, that when he was an infant he could never say “Papa,"
but always called me *• Puppy dear Puppy," and so in an endearing way he still
Continued tocall me to the day of his death. Guess then my astonishment, when
Mr Hume, who had never known him, cr had heard of the peculiarity I have al
*
luded to, began his address, “ Puppy, dear Puppy," emphasising the word “ dear,"
and speaking with so much tenderness of tone and affection, that had my dear
child been still in his material body, (and 1 had closed my eyes,) 1 should have
thought it was his voice, and not Mr Hume's I then heard. In this address, which
was very• comforting and impressive throughout, and so deeply affecting that
neither Mr Rymer's son nor myself could refrain from tears; 1 was assured that
my dear child was constantly present with me—that he knew all my great suffer
ings and many heavy trials—that such times he was always trying to comfort me,
and to alleviate my pains and sorrows—and he implored me still to persevere iu
striving to bear them with patienee and resignation to the divine will,—anuring
me that ray sufferings and trials would only be for a very short time longer, and
that “then we should meet again there," pointing to heaven, never to separate
through all eternity.
When the Trance was over Mr Hume (who appeared to know nothing what he
had said in it) left me to join the party at Mr Rymer's, and the next time I had
an opportunity of witnessing his wonderful powers as a medium, was at Mr Ry
mer's, on the 8th of May, when Mrs. Barlee and I formed part of a circle of 14.
Vary soon after we had all been seated round a heavy mahogany dining table,
large enough for a party of twenty, mauy different kind of raps were distinctly
heard, and presently the brass fastenings which held the parts of the table together
beginning to make a rattiling noise, Mr Hume exclaimed, “the spirits are actually
trying to take the brass fastenings out, and to move this heavy table," which was
really the case, for soon after, hearing the brass fastenings fall, we looked under
the table, and there found two of them which had been thus taken out, and theu
the table began to move about.
At • the time all this was going on, the hands of Mr Hume and all present were,
as usual laid upon the table, and I arn convinced, that if he or any of the party
had attempted to deceive us, or had tried to take out the brass fastenings and throw
them under the table, the attempt and deception must have been discovered,
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Soon after the brass fastenings bad thus been taken out, and the table bad been
rnoved'about, without any human handling, many more distinct taps were beard,
and ' as they were known by Mr Hume and those present to be little Watty’s (a
soil of Mr Rymcr’s, wlio died when about 13 years old,) Mr R. said, “ dear little
Watty knows papa is always delighted to bear bis merry little raps, and does
Watty think be could write something for papa, who would so like to have some
of dear Watty's writing?" when tbe raps answered “yes." Mr Rymer then put
a sheet of note paper and a pencil over tbe table clotli, and presently 1 saw the
paper and pencil begin to move without any visible handling, and soon after, 1
saw the shadow of a finger cn that part of the paper which was nearest me, just
about the time when, an accordeon which was on the table began to play. Some
who were present saw a whole hand trying to take the pencil and paper up, but
as my attention at that moment was turned to the music, I did not seethe hand.
Mr Hume then said, “as the spirits seem inclined to give us some music, let us
hear that first, and in the mean time if the paper and pencil are put under tbe
cloth, 1 have no doubt little Watty will have written something before the music
is finished." Mr Rymer then placed the pencil and paper under the table cloth,
and the accordeon soon, without any visible handling, played “ Home sweet
Home,” with such exquisite sweetness, that 1 knew net how to describe it. /To
say that it was “like tire soft exquisite music of a dream,” gives no idea how un
earthly, soft, and sweet, the tones were. They were so affecting and heavenly
that many were in tears. But I must not dwell longer on the music, as my state
ment is, 1 fear, becoming too tedious and lengthy. After the accordeon ceased,
Mr Rymer said, “now let us see whether little Watty has written anything for
papa,” when instantly five raps came calling for the alphabet, and then there was
spelt “dear papa, I have done my very best," and on Mr Rymer’s taking up ' the
paper he found written on it—
'

“Dear Papa, Dear Mama,

Watt."
and on comparing the handwriting with that contained in cnc of his last letters,
before he died, it was found to be exactly resembling tlic writing there, particu
larly the capital letters.
Having thus described some of the chief Spirit-manifestations 1 wituesed at Mr
Rymer’s on the evening to which 1 have alluded, I will now, in a more general
manner, refer to many other astounding facts I witnessed on other occasions.
1 have been present when a table, which would require two very strong men to
lift it, has been raised twelve or fourteen inches above the lloor, without being
touched by any human hand. And I have seen a table with a heavy and large
lamp upon it, lifted up so high on one side, that those present, thinking the lamp
would fall, were about to hold it, when M r Hume requested it might not be touched,
as the spirits would never allow the lamp to fall or be injured. And so it proved,
for though the lamp appeared every moment in danger of falling, some invisible
power still held it up.
1 have seen wreaths of iluwci
*,
hand bells, pocket handkerchiefs, and other
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tilings taken, without any visible hand, from one person and given to myself and
others.

1 have seen not only several spirit-hands, but actually touched tliem, and had
two ot such hands in mine. On one occasion, when sitting in a circle of 12, we
all saw a spirit hand, but whose it was, the spirits would nut tell us.
Perhaps you will like me to tell yen that the very first time Mrs. Bariev and 1
ever attempted “ to move the table or get raps" ns the expression is, we succeeded,
and as on that occasion Mr Hmuc was not present, there could be no trick or de
ception such as have been shamefully attributed to him, when such things have
been done in his presence.

The occasion to which I am alluding, when Mrs. Ihirlcc and I had runs and saw
our own table move and tilt about, was when some friends of ours, Cupt. Fawcett
and his son and daughter, were passing the evening with us, and they proposed
that wc should form a circle, and see whether the f pit its would favor ns with their
presence, without Mr ilium or any other medium being with us. After wc had
patiently waited (with all our hands upon the table,) about 10 minutes, we dis
tinctly heard several rape, but not so loud, and soon after the table began to move
and turn round. On my asking whether the spirit of my dear son was present,
theraps.answcred “yes;" and on Mr Fawcett's sen asking him whether he recol
lected him, (for my dear child and he were intimate friends in their youthful
days) the raps again answered “yes." 1 then requested that the table might be
moved round to where Mr Fawcett's sou was tilting, and that the spirits would
tilt the table when near him, and immediately both requests were attended to.
Soon after very different kind of raps veie heard, and on Miss Fawcett's asking
whether the spiiit of her mother was present, the raps answered “yes;" and
other question
*
were asked which were instantly answered in a similar way. So
thatas this was the first time wehad any of u* sat in circle without Mr Hume, as
a medium, we thought t.e had much reason to be thankful and pleased with our
success.
But as 1 have already made
*
this communication, 1 fear, much too long, 1 will
not trouble you with any further account of other manifestations 1 have had an
opportunity of witnessing.
I am, my dear Sir,
Very faithfully yours,
Mr J. Jones, Feckhar.i.
Tlios. Dulling Bailee.

I1' S. I am very glad 1 have been able to witness for myself these wonderful at
testations of the presence and proximity of the spiritual world, and which the par
ticulars I have referred to in the narrative- I have given you, leave no doubt of;
and 1 am thus enabled to add from my own personal experience, my testimony
in behalf of their validity and genuineness, and the impossibility of lefcrring the
results to any other origin than that which we believe to be the veal and only
satisfactory explanation.
u-
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SPIRITISM IN NEWCASTIiE.ON.TYNE,

Ta the Editor of the Yorkshire Spiritual Telegraph.

Sir,

I thank you for your prompt attention in sending me the Weekly Tele
graph, which, 1 am glad to say, is undergoing a marked and rapid process of
improvement, by your own diligence, and the talented correspondence you hare
recently published. With us the odium and tedium of"table turning,’’ “talking,
or "tipping” has been entirely done away, being superceded by writing, which
is a more easy, rapid, and instructive .mode of communication.
Our Spirit guides have enforced the subject of educating the mediums on our
attention as a kind of indispensible necessity; as, uniustructed minds are not
capable of conveying important and profound revelations, however the great the
communicating intelligence may be.
For Arithmetic we have Hutton andTinwell; for English grammar we hare
Lennie. Luther has promised to teach Latin, and David himself will give in
*
struction in Hebrew. And as they say they can assist in learning Greek, French
or any other subject of knowledge, it may be necessary to presume they will
bring competent teachers when necessary.
We have occasional specimens of drawing which have very much astonished
and amused me, as the medium through whom they were made has never evinc
*
ed any aptitude or talent for anything in that way bcr>re. In learning
Arithmetic the spirits sometimes set the questions through the mediums, and
sometimes they order them to be taken from the book. So with the grammar
and the other studies.
Some people want to know the use or practical value of Spiritualism : here is
something at once tangible, and of importance even in a worldly sense.
Besides our usual educational studies, which go on for five or six nights every
week, I generally prepare a number of questions on the most recondite and im
*
portant subject 1 can conceive, which are proposed for solution on the Tuesday
and Friday nights, when they are mostly answered with an astonishing prompti
tude and precision, though often very contrary to our previous conceit.
Our circle is still under the superintendance of David, who is in the sixth
heavens, and the otherspirits who visit us with him are all from the fifth heavens
and upwards. 1 enquired where the experience of "John Edmundson" was
likely to occur. They said they did not know exactly, but from what 1 read ■ of
it, would be likely to take place in the fifth heaven. 1 asked why apparently
good spirits used the modern andanti-scripture term "sphere" instead of heaven or
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h«U : they said they accommodated themselves to the understanding of the par
*
ties with whom they communicated, but the terms used in the bible were tho
original and only proper words designating those places or states. 1 read some
other communications from your last number which the spirits of our circle said
was very good ; but David said, he would, not have made use of tho expression
" 1 am thy Saviour" as such a form of speech was liable to misconstruction,
though it was not to be understood that the spirit had any intention of assuming
the unattainable prerogatives and titles of Jesus Christ, which is the only name
whereby we can be saved. This 1 took to be an explanation of what is general
ly believed to be raving and arrant blasphemy in the communications made
through the French prophets, and many others since that time. Many of the
prophecies of John Wroe, for instance, conclude with "I am Jesus Christ who
has given thee this
;
**
when the spirit would hare said through a better educated
and cautious medium, “I am authorized by Jesus Christ to communicate this
through thee," And yet it is not to be assumed that the spirits buve any direct
communication with Jesus Christ, but only with angels who minister to them,
and teach them the will of the Lord. 1 believe none of the spirits who visit us
even profess to hare seen Jesus Christ since be ascended up, as the apostle says,
“far above all heavens." But they believe on him, and teach us, and the lower
spirits what they know to be his doctrine, and what they know will conduce to
our happiness and salvation.
In opposition to the general theory of geologists, the spirits teach that the
Noachian deluge produced all the phenomena which is usually believed to be the
gradual result of slow, natural causes, operating from a long and indefinite anti
quity. I was inclined to assent to the opinions of geologists on this subject; but
the spirits fairly baffled me and overturned every argument that I could adduce
in support of the modern speculations; and then they asked, “ if we would not
believe the Word of God, how could we expect men to believe us" ?
Noah was present on two or three occasions and gave us some very interesting
and curious detail respecting the state of the antidiluvian earth; which was not
then for the most part covered with water as it is now, there being only small
seas and rivers on the surface, while the waters of the great abyss was confined
beneath the crust of the earth.
The reason of the longevity of the people before the flood, they say, is to be
attributed to the greater purity and. salubrity of the air in those times. They
say the crust of the earth is that solid firmament above and below which the wa
ters were situated according to the account of Moses.
Previous to the flood, the Pacific Ocean was one of the small seas and the Medi
terranean was a river, and, probably joined the Euphrates.
Noah told us there were many ships in his day, and some very large ones, pro
pelled both by wind and seas; and that the seas were sometimes very fierce.
The. natural cause of the deluge they allow to he assignable to the disturbing
influence of the close proximity of a comet, which they believe also will be the
cause of the final conflagration,
A, Gardner.
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Communications from Ujc spiritual £3iof
THE PAGES OF THE PARACLETE.
PACE XIII.

Lo! also I look and see no more villigesor towns or cities.

•

Woe unto the villages because of ignorance !

Woe unto the towns and cities because of vices!
Woe unto Babylon that great city, the mother of harlots, and of the abomina
tions of the earth!
Woe unto London whose God isManunon, whose idol is wealth, whose worship
is commerce: the Thames shall flow clearer when it is no more!
Woe unto Paris whose God is Belial, whose idols are pride and power and fame,
whom it worships with all vain ceremonies of form and fashion and display: un
less it repent the steeds of the Cossack shall quench their thirst in the waters of
the Seine!
Woe unto Vienna: the Hungarian is at its gates!
Woe unto Petersburgh aiid Moscow: the Icy palace shall fall: the Pictured
temple be brought low!

Woe unto Athens! the shadow of a shade—the echo of a name: that shall
haunt it: the sound of that name overthrow it!

Woe unto Rome: its seven hills shall be brought low, and then shall its rock
give forth sweet waters and the sheep shall feed in the plain and drink of the
streams thereof!
Woe unto ourselves, if we wash not away from our souls the vices of these cities,
for even as it was of old to Thebes and Memphis, to Tyre and Nineveh, so shall it
be to them!
For there shall be no more villages or towns or cities, but in the stead thereof,
over all the earth, communisterics shall arise.

And there shall be no more streets therein, much less dark alleys and closed up
courts, therein, for the sweet country shall be both within and without.
And the houses thereof shall not be divided, but shall stand each to each and
each with all, joined together, as the members of one man.

And each shall be one house of many mansions like the Father's in the heavens,
and the name thereof shall be one.
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And every part thereof shall be holy, albeit there be a Holy of holies ; and the
whole shall be a House of God and agate of Heaven.

And it may stand four square or as a cicle, or octogou or crescent, or any other
form according to the character of the country thereof.
But salvation shall be graven upon its walls aud praise shall be uttered front its
gates and Holiness to the Lord shall appear upon all the utensils therein.
And none shall buy nor sell therein, nor make the house of the Father a den
of thieves, for all things shall be in common.

And none shall enter therein but the anointed and the sealed, who partake at
the Marriage Supper of the Lamb; and all covetous and hypocrites and extortion
ers apd liars shall be beyond its borders.
And even as the bees swarm from hive to hive so from one commnnistery
shall be formed another.
And at length they shall overspread all the earth and villages and towns and
pities shall b? no more,

A COMMUNICATION FROM THE GROUP OF SPIRITS.

In a former communication we spoke to you concerning a New Era; we will
now proceed to give such advice as seemeth to us necessary to help forward such
an event.
tVehave already said that it would require men of stout hearts and clean hands
to herald in so bright an Era ; and it is not a few men end women scatterd over
the country that alone can produce any great change, yet all great reforms must
have a beginning.
Now all who are careful observers of what is taking place around them will be
fully aware that old things are fast passing away, hence the necessity of some
thing new ; but, when we say new, it i3 to accommodate our language to you,
for in reality there is nothing new under the sun; yet another state of society
is as sure to succeed the present state of things as an harvest succeeds seed time
or as the morning succeeds the night, and, just .as you would act if you were all
farmers in choosing the most suitable seed and the most suitable season, so we
advise you to act in this matter, for “whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also
reap.”
Before you can make a prudent effort to acheive any new project, you mnst
first be made acquainted with the necessity fora change. It is this preparatory
work that makes the doings, of what some men would call wicked characters sub
servient to the cause of truth and freedom. There must be a clearing away of
all the old rubbish before you can wisely commence a new superstructure. To

•
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build upon old ruins, is to resemble the character of the person alluded; to. m
parable spoken by Christ, who built his house upon the sand; and this figure wm
not more truly applicable to a real occurence than it is illustrative of the danger
of trying to build up a new truth on the ruins of falsehood. There must be a
pulling down in the first place ; and this is a work for which certain individuals
are particularly adapted.
There has ofttimes been divine truths sent forth from the fountain of all. truth
but in consequence, of man's falsehoods, or perversions of truths, they have hern
unable to take root.
The work necessary for an initiatory step, is, to more fully understand the fol
lies of the present generation. Without this knowledge, you are in danger of
building amongst quicksands. It is this sort of work that makes the doings of
what the world calls evil doers, or infidels, subservient to the cause of truth and
freedom ; it is this necessity which causes the communications from the spirit
world to seem to partake of such a destructive character; it is this that that will
make it necessary for us to try to uproot your own prejudices. It was for this
reason that the present group of Spirits was arranged to communicate with you;
You must not suppose that because we unite to communicate With you, that we
are agreed upon all points of doctrine, or upon all methods for reforming the
world. We, like yourselves have much to learn; and what was said near two
thousand years ago, is equally true at the present day, aud alike applicable to
spirits whether in the flesh or in the spirit spheres, where it is said that God hath
chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the wise. We have need to
learn from the simple as well as the wise. Without this spirit of humility we
should not be able to assist you in producing a better state of society. Our
agreement on the necessity for such a change, enables us to co-operate in this
blessed work; for the little increase in knowledge we have made, can be best
used in uplifting poor degraded humanity—degraded not by the sin of your first
parents but by an accumulation of selfishness engendered by the past and present
usages of the corrupt state of competition.
If your minds were free from the numerous biases received in the present cor
rupt state of society, we should have much less difficulty in propagating the
practical doctrines of a New Dispensation; but this is not the case. You hare
been cradled in superstition and ignorance of the state to which we allude.
Your habits have grown like ivy around your souls and prevented their expan
sion, aud shclterd you from the healthy breezes of spirit inftuenc from the spirit
ual world, hence society has become thoroughly materialistic. Your minds have
of late been drawn towards the spirit spheres, and we have been enabled to scat
ter a few ideas amongst you, but bow much have you beeu enabled to clearly
comprehend f Or how much of that which you do comprehend have you en
deavoured to put in practice? Is is not clear that you have much to learn and
that foolish formalities and unprofitable ceremonies must be outgrown ?

(to bt continued)
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SPIRIT POWER AS A MOVING AGENT.
Havinginniy article, n- N-> 11 . \ cl. T, alluded to Spirit-power in contiiv-

tion with Magrreti-m, I adl in tin-, mention a lew fact- 1have witnessed
of Spirit ogo■ mv producing tieo.vinent- in inanimate object-.
In 1O53. 1 attended a private let-iure. in I, ■ rnd■n-. <rn Spirit Manife-ti■
lion-: about 3!' pri-mu- «etc pi•>-—-m . nrn-t of whuin were -ceptical on
ill»- -ubject. After the b-ctnre a ■ ■ ■ iiiMi'-aticm look place, ami variouopinion- were rxpr<--ed. a- t>> aiii-di- i’ .t w j- attrtlmtulde t o Spirii
noenev, 1 of'-»- I. ill .that if '¡a-., matijf -tmiiai- were iiclnallv pion lili’i'i I
bv Spirit-. 1 -imub 1 mr.i.-in-, lisit tin ■ wight of an object would nol
prevent it- being mured. tnr 1 . ■ mi- id.■n ■ ,1 . rh.it it Spirit- had under cer
tain conditions, power t<> moie ., light irli-■ le, they might, under the.
-ail ■u condition-, irnwc a. lic.ivul1' ho.■>■ a,-i- a large lira vv loo
tulle in tin■ room. and. I proim-ed a ■- a iv-i m r.,li- mv -< at on it. Thi1 did, amid-t the -ibnl .^wi-ni main pn■ -cut. at what lime regarded
in an a-b-urdity. Mv friend line 'niediiim, mentioned in mv loriuei■
article ■ wa- pre-ent. and 1 reone-ii d h<-r a. pince her hand on the table.
She complied with lin» tnpa■ -i t.. tie ■ eco-ni of touching tin- table with
one finger only ■ not nr rhe edge of lie- rOhe hue ah»-al half-wav from it
to the centre, which wa- evnO. ro ■ •- •- tm.-t unfavourable po-itmn for produring motion by leverage
Her firna■ r
ino .-.omjer placed on the
bible, than the latter began r-> m, ■••■, ind 1 had a rapid ride round the
room, to the a-toni-hment of the -copte■-■ nr.. -< m. Howe ver, tin- wanot sufficient to produce conviction mi otic of them at lea-t. ; for on my
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dismounting, one of these, a mail very much heavier than myself, throw
ing a suspicious look at me, said, “Now let me get on.” He did get on
accordingly, and being a heavy man, I expected every momenttherollers
would give way. The medium then placed her finger, as before, on the
table, and away it went round the room as rapidly as it had before done
with me. He bail not a word to say, but got off as quickly as he could.
His mind was evidently in a fog, and he did not know what to think of
it. I said to him, “you know as much of the trick as I do, now."
The table, as you may imagine, was then well examined by the doubt
ers, to find out the machinery; hut with all their scientific shrewdness
and sharp scrutiny, they failed to discover it. This took place in broad
daylight, so that, had there been any mechanical contrivance used, it
must have been discovered. Tlfe only agent any of us discovered was, a
single finger ofa medium of delicate frame; necessarily quite inadequate
to produce such effects. Can Professor Farradays childish theory ex
plain this? We want facts, and not theories on this subject, as your
zealous correspondent, Sir Jones, observes.
"While on this subject, let me relate another instance of Spirit power
in reference to movements, which took place on the 25th February last.
A friend of mine, a very powerfully made man. an Italian by birth, died
the previous January. Passionately fond of music, (at one time tutor on
the Guitar to the late Princess Charlotte,) he had employed his leisure
time in inventing a variety of instruments on the Guitar principle, of
which he had a great number. After his death, liis collection of instru
ments was sold, and I pur-chased a small but favorite one of his, ou which
I had frequently heard him play. The evening I brought it home, I
tuned it, and attempted to play one of my late friend’s favorite airs. Be
fore I had got through it, die table which was near me, moved. I called
the attention of the medium to it,—she was sitting opposite, listening to
my performance, which was anything but first rate—but she said she did
not perceive anything. I therefore supposed she had leaned against the
table. She withdrew some way iroin it. Playing the air a second time,,
without either of us being in contact with the table, it moved again to
wards me. The medium this time perceived it also. Presently, the
chair on which she sat was drawn back, and began to rock violently, rest
ing first on one of its hind legs, then on the other; and thus it was kept
moving like a boat in rough water, and it was remarkable how botii were
kept from falling. The chair, with the medium in it, was gradually
drawn towards an easy chair, and I expected every moment to see her
thrown into it. Thinking some injury might be done to her or the
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furniture, I took hold of the Lack of the chair, and it appeared to me as
if something was sustaining it, as water sustains a floating object. On
my exerting some force the motion ceased. The medium then rose and
said she would not sit on that chair, but would sit on the one I had been
occupying; but no sooner had she taken her seat in it, than this chair
also glided away, with her in it tu the other side of the room, where was
a chiffonier. She then said, that Signor A’, wanted to place her on it, as
he had also intended to put her into the easy chair. Judging from ap
pearances, that if I did not intei-fere, this would bo done, 1 took hold of
the chair again, and requested that this might not go on. The move
ments then ceased, llut in order to be perfectly convinced that it was
an intelligent power that was operating, I asked that the chair might bo
moved back to the place from whence it had been taken. The chair,
with the medium on it, was now, bv violent jerks or leaps, began to bo
moved back. She appeared to be frightened, and therefore I requested
that it might not be continued. The movements then ceased, and sho
said Signor V. wished to write. She then informed me she had just
seen the Spirit Plireno. I asked if there was any evil present, and at the
same time placed pencil and paper before the medium. The following
was written:— “Xo my son; if there should be anything wrong I will
warn thee. Thy Spirit brother wishes to write to thee, and lie will bo
permitted to do so, soon: lie will write in his native language.
Phreno."

H. 13.
REMARKABLE CURE.

Dr. J. Fairbanks, of Hemp-toad Branch, L. I., writes us concerning a
remarkable cure recently performed by Spirit influence, through himself,
of the particulars of which we give the following summary: The subject
was a woman between sixty and seventy years ol age ; she had been for
six weeks diseased in the vital organs of her system, and so .seriously,
that her phvsician pronounced her incurable, and thought she must soon
die. She was in extreme pain, and had scarcely taken ’any nourishment
during the whole period of her illness. Vs bile she was in this distressed
condition, and when hope for the prolongation oi her life in this spherehad well nigh tied, our correspondent was impressed to visit her, and
that the Spirits through his instrumentality would cure her. JIc obeyed
the prompting, and by the application of Spirit influence through him,
the lady was in five minutes relieved of all pain.—AT. TSpiritual Trlcjruph.
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A SPIRIT DREAM.

One night musing sad and lonely
. O'er mind worlds, with shado
*
s er.iy
Dimly gliding o'er the meadows that the
Sun had left forlorn—
Standing at the open casement
Weeping o'er the low abasement
That clothed earth as with a garment wo-re
Dy night but shrived by mom.

My dull spirit sank in slumber,
And creations without number
Of bright forms, whence issued music, rose and
Floated t'wards the stars—
Reck'ning, as they slew ascended,
To my spirit, that attended
Was, by two sweet guardian angels with their
Golden crowns and lyres.
To fly with them in the starlight,
, Leaving earth for lands where dark night
Never eaters, but where sunlight of God's suiiis
Doth re<lt for aye—
Where fiend spirits live together,
Having faith with one another,
And where beauty reigns f>r ever, in love's
Joyous holiday.

Then my spirit yielded, want n
With the dew drops that a fountain
lligbin heaven did.-'tshed unceasing streams
Through space of wild delight—
And with faith I bade farewell to
Earth,—its hopes and fears, its shores grew
Dim and shadowy, while around me, snus
Did pierce the shades of night.
Soon my heart, weak, frail, and mortal,
Shuddered ft the •lisi.ant portal,
Through whose gales a radiance awful issued
from the spheres on high—
And, like Israel at the mountain.
Trembled lest the heavenly curtain
Should be drawn and leave mo naked, stained
With sins and infamy.

llut tuy guardian angels took me.
When my strength had all forsevk me.
And with lightning speed upbore me, tainting,
To far other spheres—
Passing by suns,planets, systems,
That did bang in space like festoons
Of star flowers to form n chaplet witch the
Great Almighty wears.
Tar in distance golden sunbeams,
Such as hannt the p<orf 's dav dreams,
Rested on a fairy Maud, that lay floating
In tlic skies— ’
There it lay, its pure face smiling,
All my senses soft beguiling,
Resting midst Its hear only halo, like achiil
Of melodies,

SWTTCAT. TETEGUArrt,
Hut «»-u virgin spirit only
'
l,s hippy »liofvs, and lowly
Looked «Ue in li«r nidunt spU-uhur of awe el
Imcicriii'c ami Mi»a—

btvnliujs l.y a i mint itm-oiukt
That with kivii. i ti’in- lied ln-r -ifl f- t.
While tho uhwemviuril ta r«-^.^^ the
Water's lnppiiicin

A t I neared this cnitlu 'maiden
All luv sn>l vitli tumults Uilvii,
»»Hh wild v-vt.icy, vv piv-Ung it hid fliiWid
lt« mortal love—
Tewing in her fur n likvili it,
Tlimigli r\pnAS-d in hnvriily brightness,
A rewulllaniv ti hr in this pare inLabitant
AlriW,
My guides liiil vaniih.il inviting in tlir air,
Ihit ilwir linalit spirit» wonted i> f.n my hint
Willi iww t»irn strength, v> v itli a pmj er
Tint this f .tir mv ho wvi’.ip.o.it realitv,
1 thus beg m:—
My firt pure lore,
Tvll mt» vliat Ivly pawiE
Wh.1t miniiteiiug s.iifi■ I ,-if I n-<r
*s
heavenly cuill
l’^^liKki?,] the Ci^i
*"ifif
vrmr >u at tarilily liiwm,
And brought your spirit to ri fresh iiirlf
For future duties in this happy worldi

pebved l V.-iiT niti hit that In the niitlit
After I'd jyi'ared my souls den p e imt prayers
Into the ears of our Almighty Lord,
Telling liow my f u*il hv'rt desired to he
TtoK'd In bright spotless garnem-i, heavenly,
Tallin? that prove that v irtue's piths art'ordi
Ami to implore a blessing «n thy head
That when we both were numbered with the dead
Ills living kindus s> would forgive our slur,
And take m to him«iTf, where love begins
To bum a holier an 1a pun r f.amei
As holy incense to lui gl?iri
u
**
) uduie.
That nature, ever kin i, did closu my eyes,
And mesmerised my V«ly into si-op—
A sleep «v deep that m ray f.t--h was nought
Tot so much clay-and th-n my spirit strove
To Hwie fr--m this earthly tahain^!-,
And rt-»e to its bright kindred souls aMve ;
But as 1 Rtrive.a form «f light appeated,
exquisitely b» dutiful and f\iri
That I was dumb w ith mnta d»l:ght and A»But still rny -tint n--■ utnl to )* drawn out
Vnt» tint suit uf brilliant loveliness
Till his attraction, magnet like, did draw
My spirit, and I found another stlf.
How henutiful and strange all nature seamed—
Dark Hecate-' midnight covering that did wrap
The earth in d^rkla••— set-med a silken vaili
Which tnv keen ejvc did easily pienv through
And All things toiny visi
* ■ h se med ligliti
The waits of Lmi—-n. whieh to iiiurt-d pue
Are nil impervious, l*«k»d transparent then
And their inhiihit nits all thus exposal
To the bright«?-< of spiritual life,
Vied helpless iri their -Jeep, wlili n iked souls
Gleaming through tlu■ ir trau-pirtiit wax like fannsi
Bat by thrrr sides th -ir gwoiduu spirits stood,
All arnudind ready to protect and guard
Them from chance wandering etildi-ju-ed power-i
But those a*i guarded jo.u Cmild -ee were goodi
Fur their late prayers and holy attuned thoughts
Hovered like halo round them, and their worksi
Which they had dene to their Redeemer's praise,
Willi .all their victories oVr sin and belli
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Clothed them in garments beautiful amt bright,
And for their faith, a star their foreheads lit.

My guardian power of light, for such he seemed.
Carried my passive soul o'er all the earth,
First visiting thyself, my best beloved,
And promising that yon should follow me
Where'er I went.— He then outspread his wings
And flew at once to a far distant .sphere;
1tut as I went what wonders I did see!
Far in the realms of space my eyes d.id pierce,
And thousands upon thousands of bright forms
Seemed to exist and revel in the air,
_
And from the rolling earth, all things on which
Seemed fading, dim, and shadowy to the pare,
llnse thousands more,—some guarded by their own
Distinctive and pure spiritual angels fair,
Travelling til chariots to high worlds of joy
That hung in holy splendour nearest heaven.
And some of lesser holiness hut still blight.
Did mount on wings of rapture to their homes
Uf progressive bliss. Others of lesser worth
Still lower spheres did hold, till at the last,
Devils did drag onlmly impure souls
Down to their several dens in gloomy hell.
Soon a soft influence of sleep did close
My aching eyes, and cradled in the arms
Of tuy blight heavenly flying seraphim
I sought repose. Still on, still on, we flew,
Cleaving the silent air in that vast void,
That like anoccanlay. Mysensesyet
Half sleeping and half waking, softly beard
The musical and low reverberations
Made by the silver wings of that sweet power,
Dolling in waving echoes on the ear.
Olt! that a glorious world hurst on my gaze,
When, my long journey ended, I awoke—
My form of light still led me, wearied now,
Climbing a mountain of such steep access.
That oft I sat me on a pearly seat,
Many of which were scattered hy the way—
And then tay guide would whisper words of love,
With sweet encouragement to lahouron
Till I had gained the mountain's inmost height
Shewing me also, many beauties rare,
Of sparkling gems, and flowers that scattered gtew
In matchless loveliness,'—vicing with the stones
Ofjewelled brightness that composed the ground
On which we trod—w hichof them should produce
The brightest colors or most varied tints.
Anon there floated on the list'ning ear
Sweet strains of music, and on locking up
To see from whence proceeded those sweet souuds,
I saw small groups of angels, with their harp
*,
Waiting expectant fnrourslow approach,
And singing to cnc wirago—Welcome Home.

Dumb with excess of Miss, at last I gained
The spot where they in happy grace reclined,
But soon, with kind embrace and words of love
They renovated my half fainting soul.
What mortal language can describe the pure
And artless innocence, peace, hope, and joy.
That beamed from their sweet faces of dclirht,
Clothed in soft flowing vestures, snowy white,
A b.and of precious stones encircling round
Their tiny waist, from whence llicrc issued rays
Of ever changing fire, emitted from
Tlio priceless stones that did compose the band—
Itnbiea, l’eavls, Emeralds, and Diamonds large,
With other atones peculiar to that place,
Most curiously interwoven to compose
In symbols trite, the virtues of each soul.
T hese tires did chase each other o'er tho s»ft
T’,dH'ot,ess drapery. lighting the goldcu hair

/hat leu iu sweet rrufuricu, periling ronaj
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Tha downy wings tipped with the recc'd Un.Oi
Ami then for crowns, a w reath of f ower
*
d Id bloom
Fastened on their fair foreheads by a star.

Joyous they led, triumphant and with song,
Filling tii
* brvvze
*
vuth meledum
*
a muds,
-Me. on my shilling and bright flowery m u) ,
No language iin describe, or thought conceive
The thmuniiid Hjn>cii'»s beauties that bedteked,
Like h pure nnpti.il Kd, that heavenly road.
Far in the distance, like strong battl>-ments, stood
The lofty iimniitjiu^
*,
their prim rugged tops
Wreathed in a thous.uid grand maje^hc shapes,
Seemed like stern guardian
*
ready to defend
’Gainst all intruders, this nu»it m< rod spot—
And then the varied charm
*»-f
hill and dale,
With meandering rilli and forests, in wlo
*ae
»hade,
A feathery band of wng.ters built tluir nests.
Itawii a bug aveiric of stately elms.
*
Wkei
peeping flow
*
in with biiidh'sc fostered round
Tlu ir stately brethren, their wft fragrant breath
Filling with pmf.'iiv»d swctuc'«
*.
*
breeze
mild,
Wo wandered on, preceded by u band
Of flatting aj t«, whve bright forms upborne,
Lavished the cclows of the n’eighUiring vab-.s
With song triumphant. Soon a bower fppfftred—
Tw in angiN at the rut rame guarding stood,
And o’er the roof small ebrimbi hovered bright,
Holding between a silken banner, worked
In gold« n b t* r* on a crimson ground,
* The Lower ofL-ve.” My shilling baud
Of heavenly brethren, marching, formed a ring
Of minstrel "'urdsnud then my guardian led
Me to a thmiif • -f ti««w<irs, tliat in tbc luidst
Of this fair Hover vpn.eu. Insralled there,

He bailed me as the »nevn, the minstrels round
*<>ko out iiu- »a chomsof ¿wet-t joy,
Ih
Singing in loving and affectionate words,
I. <»ve. i'eaee,Prosperity t > *
ur new home,
And bappiivv
*
to myself and Thee, lb-loved.
Fainter .md fainter grew their blissful Etui«,
And softer fell the melodies on tli
f«r,
*

Till gazing with soft gcutleness and love
They vanished.

My guardian spirit them, with brotherly los e,
And eyes that f an»« d cel« still tom
ru
*
And w>rdi all fraught with tenderness, began—
Sweet mortal si-ter, the visions thou hast scu.
And alt the pure experiences tliou lu
t
*
f -it,
II.n beenpermitted thee by our great King,
In hh high love for your encouragement—
That when you shall return up—t the earth
And once umre battle with its trials and cares,
Your spirit may look back to this bright hour,
And gain from thence flesh strength to persevere
Jn virtue's paths to gather holiness—
1'rmemtenug that the wotk you have on earth
With all its struggl-s, wees, and wretchedness,
Is put upon you by an All-wise pow er,
That your proud haughtiness should be subdued,
Your thoughts refined, your heart with charity,
Hope, faithfulness and gratitude replete.
That sweet humility should store your mind
With every gentle grace, and that your thoughts
And conscience should bo kept in purity
And brightness quite unsullied, that they may,
Like a bright mirror, faithfully reflect
The things that arc emitted from above,
And from all augelsgood( that mind your path
Will hover ever constantly to * atch
And feed you day by day with heavenly bread,)
Up to your tS
*d, —that like an incense mixed
Of mortal and immortal holiness
Wreathed, by a thousand breathings of thesoul.
Of holy thought
*
and aspirations high
'
Jubj a wtutal tacciij;e—w®’ aicne
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To 1U eternal Throne, which lie accepting,
Will in return, most lovingly semi down
Tar mere exceeding aud abundant weight
Of glory. But hark! 1 feel approaching,
Drawn by my influence t> this starry world
Your mortallove—so«n will he join you here,
When, being strengthened by this happy scene,
And his soul nourished by the influence mild
That floats around this fair and heavenly place,
Must both descend on earth to bravely toil
Till death releases you.—And now farewell!
I go to Join the heavenly choristers
That round the burning throne of holy Love,
Do offer rpcontiruai praise; andtorelate
Unto the Chrouiclers of the Book of Life,
This rlght’s‘;l',ect>ss, which moving tale will prompt,
Urged by the commendations of High Rowers,
And nobler Principalities of Heaven,
More angels to descend and guard yon still.
1, for a season, must remain above,
To work some happy duties of delight
Unto ray noble Lord. Works that I may not tell,
But which being done, then for the love of thee,
With heaven's materials will I naiut the-w scenes
And hang them round yonr rosy Dower of Love.
A holy kiss and blessing was the last,
■For a'Bright cloud did form a chariot.
In which he rodo triumphant up to heaven,—
Far as the eyes could reach, they followed him,
And for a moment caught a transient glimpse
Of such bright scenes of glory, thst amazed,
I speechless stood, then wandered to this place,
Where, musing sad with melancholy joy,
Over this night's experience, you approached:
With wondering heart I mused, and then began
Sweet spirit semblance of ray mortallove.
For all the blessings we this night have shared,
Let us now kneel, and lift our grateful hearts
In praise and thankfulness to the great king,
From whom proceedeth love and all things fair.
Perchance he may accept our humble thanks.
And let them round His Throne dwell evermore,
Telling with endless praise our gratitude.
Oh holy G od! Father of heaven and love,
Creator of all things that do exist,
From whose deep Spirit of ne'er ending life,
That Alls all space pervading all things good,
Our Spirits issued; by whose Will we live
And move and have enr living—now accept
The trembling humble offering
*
of our souls,
And sanctify the thoughts that Issue forth
From our o'erflowing hearts to thy pure Self—
That they maybe accepted and retained
To dwell for ever round thy burning throne.
Thou knowest all thing
*,
thy all searching gnzo
Dost penetrate remotest bounds of space,
And beings that exist are to thy ken,
Known well and numbered, e'en the cunning heart
That hides from it
* own knowledge its own sins,
Are all exposed to Thee,—behold us now,
Kneeling in deep humility at thy feet,
And see if there is any hidden thing,
Some seed ofevil in ns, fnd root out
All wickedness from thence, cleansing our souls
From all its stains of evil, by thy grace
And thy otoning blood, that blameless now,
We may workont a life of righteousness,
In honor of thy name and our own joy.
Oh! pardon l'beseech Tliee, all tlm words
Now uttered without knowledge, in my prayer,
And take the feeble utterance of our tongues,
As children's lispings to express their thanks.
Let thy bright glory hover I'ound our paths.
And thy name halloa ed he in all our thoughts,
Thy holy Will t> sliono forth in onr lives,
-As a faint semblance of the wavs of heaven,
l'eed our dependant souls with 'heavenly bread,
And day bydsy our spirits so eustaiu
.

srim-rAT. mncnAHt.
V?'!1 (Vrtu‘4u influences aud »I) .lusoma f.<-J.
That it may u«mrish us m all ll.iu-s pure,
t orglv-i
*vur
ticsu^w^vS) au.l \ --it m t
Onr lui-iulties with mu, r, 1 st «v uic.
ArU teach us t v f»ry iv alt earthly a rmgtj
A» vre are .K-st tvr.-iven. l.-uve uuu
*it
»•The enticing f-l-Ls cf riir heart
To he bv there l.trv.l i.n the ran d tv mln;
{»’It iauteh u» fr an lUMnieiUm's tqwn jaa'8.

rut t»rth the lower et thy klughnui’» might,
nnt our s.ive-1 emit- may sV-iniy thyx-u:.».)
In htavrn f'-rewr. Auicu.
’
As I -IM nulmy prayer. a siesta of light
Broke through the soft Mae dniperiieuf the sky,
Ami attscW i—ii»-> thence, yli ■ liny along
Ou golden mnLcnins, sluirbmai they came,
Sweet Ukr Inliis that made all hearts rejoice,
*
liringhij
u itli them soft veMuri a of bright hues,
The chaste pure line a of »we-t chastity.
With which they us arrayed,and then the r.,ba
Of meek humility
*
was niiE.l us thrown,
Iter he a |s being furnished with a crown ofhope
AhJ our t'vtfrhvd with sh-i-es of
faith,
Vyon our hearts were uxcd tiu hre-i>tpiah s bright
Of sj,■ alecs Hlghtvousief-, and round our luiris
Were girded oa the priceless handset Truth,
C\ii4'.xii-ic t „f jew n which reflected o’er
Our shnilui Brc.Htpttlte$ouril'voif imacst
In our white hand« were placed a steaming sword
Of flod’a uu-i holy wor t,—and th'is equipped,
The anzetr led vs.».- our way to Earth,
To battle ’nuh the ensign of cur Klug.
But tot alone we were to stand the liege
That mu- wi»ld lay to us, hut siuta-m d
By Cod, who sends bls Angels to the help
Of all his trusting children, wv should light
Cutll oar laurels ivou for ns a crown.
”

•

Tadlny and dim, our starry fairy horn
*
Dlu-dved before our ryes, ar.d by his saints
Conducted ’cross the gntph to llarth’s fair shores,
Willi many blessings from our hear, uly gu-ibs
Wa once more entered on this mortal stage..
JiB.
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Health and Disease. By Jacob Dixon.
son, & Spence, PaTernosTer llow, London.
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Piper, Stephen

last generation was eminently distinguished by its revolutionary tone of
thought: it was antagonistic and destructive. The cry had gone forth, "over
turn, overturn, overturn;” and the leaders of opinion did overturn in every di
rection ; they were pioneers of the present and the future ; they cleared the for
est and prepared the ground: many a tree with its wide spread branches, the
growth of centuries, fell beneath the stroke of their cold, keen intellect.
The present generation has the same spirit of independant questioning as

tub
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the past; it challenges all with the enquiry, Why are you here, and wfiatarefoii
doing? but it deals much more in direct affirmations: it is not satisfied with say
ing no; it is ever seeking for something to which it can say ycs. Ifit dooms old
rotten edifices to destruction, it straightway calls in the aid ofthe architect and builder
to replace them with better. Its heresies are not less numerous than aforetime, but
they take the form of positive theory, rather than of blank denial. Its criticism
sweeps over a wider surface, and its speculations take a higher flight and wider
scope. But even at its boldest, it does not forget the solid earth; it knows that
the speculatively true, must make itself felt to be the practically useful.
We have been led to these reflections by the pamphlet which heads our article.
Modern medical heresies have sprung up with astonishing rapidity, and met with
wonderful success during the last quarter of a century; already their disciples,
collectively, probably outnumber those of the orthodox medical church. Young
Thysic is gaining ground upon Old Practice; “ respectable M. D.” may parade
his diploma, and shake his head at modem quackery, but somehow, thesick world
begins to think that it is better to be irregularly cured, than regularly killed ; and
we are afraid that, worried with Chrono-Thermalism, Medical Botany. Magnetism,
and other intruders, our " respectable M. D'" will soon lead but a sorry life of it.
We here have another deserter from the ranks, a suTgeon of long standing and
extensive practice, puting forth a theory—in which forsooth all the others are to
find a common ground of agreement and which must be t3ken into account before
any adequate and complete system of medicine can be founded, or to put it in
his own words, it is "a conscientious attempt to introduce a harmonising clement
among systems all based upon some partial truths, hut, without such harmonising
element, in confliction and discord with each other;" one which contains “the ra
tional solution of the acknowledged enigma that all disorders arc curable by all
means, whether the drugs and chemicals of old medicine, the refinements of drugs
of homoeopathy, the no-drug-at-all of the galvanist and vital-magnetist, the water
of the hydropathist, the faith of the religious and the enthusiastic,” and which
finally he trusts will “assist in hastening on the time when a system of medicine
shall be adopted, in which all that is true of existing systems may he brought
into one rational and harmonising Eclectic whole.
However startling all this may sound, the thoughtful reader will, we feci as
sured, rise from the study of this pamphlet with the conviction, that it is not a
piece of empty empiricism, but, the result of patient thought and lung experience,
that while our Author does not bow down to the idol of prescriptive usage, he is
a diligent student of the past, combining the speculations of the philosopher with
the knowledge of the experienced physician.
Our Author’s theory is so connected in all its parts' that wc should be doing
only an injustice to him, and to our readers in endeavouring to represent it by
means of extract. It would be idle to select a brick out of the building by way
of specimen ; suffice it therefore to say, that he goes to the root of the medical
treatment, by instituting an enquiry into the nature of beino, and the laws which
regulate the vital forces cf the animal economy, by which course alonc the phy
sician can hope to form a correct judgment of the course to be pursued in all
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The work possesses matter interesting alike to the psychologist and physiolo
gist : its conclusions are similar in many respects to those of the illustrious Leib
nitz. We especially commend our Author's views of life and organization to a
careful consideration. His views upon these subjects accord with those we have
to put forth in these pages.
He writes
“the incessantly renewing, incessantly decaying, framework of
the being, is not the being itself, but its transient instrument of communication
with the material universe — its material sphere of life.” He sees in life, “some
thing more than the highest phenomena of electricity," and subscribes to the view
put forward by Rutter that “subtile powers, not yet dreamed ofin our philosophy,
exist beyond the physical forces with which we are, as yet, so imperfectly ac
quainted, and these still inferior to that approach to spiritualisation which we
call life."
We agree with Mr Dixon, that, “To arrive at a correct comprehension of these
confessedly obscure subjects, we have, indeed, need of more widely-embracing
philosophy than that of the materialistic school”; and that so long as the notions
of this philosophy “pervade the schools of medicine, so long will the laws, not
only- of life, but of health and disease, and the mode of action of medicinal agents,
be necessarily taught imperfectly.” Though only a shilling pamphlet, there is
sufficient substance here to have been hammer'd out into a goodly octavo, had
it been the object of the Author to make a book, instead of to excite inquiry
upon one of the gravest subjects which can occupy the human mind.
T. S.

Cornntrnitaitfons front tï>c Spiritual SStovIJr.
A COMMUNICATION FROM THE SPIRIT OF JOHN EDMUNDSON.

[continued from page 1 l.j
As we advanced, I perceived the same kind of trees were arranged about the
distance of thirty cubits from each other, and the lower branches of which ex
tended so that they would admit of being platted together, from two different
trees, forming a very beautiful background, and in front of the platted branches
wire some of the most antique sittings inimaginable. Here and there, the top
most branches from the right and left were platted together, forming arches over
the path; and as we advanced still further 1 perceived that the antique seats
which were arranged in different directions on each side and were occupied by
cheerful happy spirits, who were apparently employed in giving and receiving in
struction from each other, ami a more joyful company I never beheld, nor ming
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led with before since God gave me a being, for every shade of hypocrisy, pride,
and useless ceremony was banished from them, and truth and peace and love was
visible in every feature. How different thought I, are the manners and customs
of the society of heaven to those on earth.
1 beckoned to Murgatroyd that we might stay a little with them, for I had al
ready detected a few whom I had held in high esteem when in my youthful days
upon earth ; but he said that he had much rather proceed to the bower, for
so long as I was ignorant of the beautiful correspondences which he was yearn
ing to explain unto me, 1 should see all things in an imperfect light, therefore,
said he, "for thine own sake, we had better make our journey short.” Again I
entreated him to wait yet a little, just while I stepped aside to salute my youth
ful companions, j^erely to gratify my whims he consented, and even yet 1 can
not but smile when 1 think of the awkard predicament I found myself in, after
I had made their acquaintance. However 1 made bold to sit down almost in
their midst, and 1 only wish you could have had the privilege of seeing me in
that curious antique and noble looking chair. 1 can solemnly assert that the
richest king that ever reigned on the face of the earth, never had the honor of
owning a chair one tenth so magnificient as that in which 1 sat. But 1 fear
that 1 am taking up too much of your valuable time in attemp ting to describe so
many things which come in my way, yet I think a description of the chair will
not be out of place.
The main body of the chair consisted of pure transparent jasper, the feet being
formed after the model of a gigantic lion in the attitude of protecting a harmless
lamb from the venomous stings of four lurking, subtle serpents, which encircled
the four legs of the lion, and whose heads were in bondage under his feet. The
back part of the chair was curved gradually from the arms upwards, and was de
corated with seven groups in bold relief, representing the seven stages of man ;
over these, and on the back of the chair was fixed the model of a large spread
eagle in theattitude of shielding a turtle dove from the daws of a ravenous vulture.
These formed a canopy over the head. However, there 1 sat with a moderate
share of self-esteem, and 1 was highly delighted with what little knowledge 1
had already derived from my former instructors. I felt quiet competent to enter
into discussion upon any subject which might happen to be brought on the carpet.
But I soon found to my utter disappointment that the subject in hand was far
beyond my comprehension.
•
One of my acquaintances was kind enough to attempt to explain unto me a lit
tle of what had been said, but the more he attempted to do so, the more 1 found
out my littleness, and like a flash of lightening, a certain passage of Holy Writ
came flash into mv mind, namely, “ Whosoever therefore shall break one of
these least commandments, and shall teach men so ; he shall be called the least
in the kingdom of heaven ; but ' whosoever shall do, and teach them, the same
shall be called great in the kingdom of heaven.” Several other passages of a
like nature came vividly to iny memory, and with shame I acknowledged my
ignorance and inability to enter into conversation, or even to understand any
thing which fell from their lips, and I even repented of drawing any acquaintance
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with them ; but I apologised for my abrupt intrusion and apprised them of my
friend Murgatroyd who was still waiting to accompany me to the bower. As I
was about to depart they kindly condescended to speak on subjects which I
could easily comprehend.
They told me that if I should again meet with them, they hoped I should be
able to join in their happy conversation. One thing 1 noticed which gave me
pleasure ; 1 never saw a scornful smile, or haughty look from any one of them,
which 1 am sorry to say is seldom the case with nun on earth, when they hap
pen to meet with those whom they foolishly regard as their inferiors. The pas
sage of scripture which says, “thy will he done on earth as it is done in heaven, ”
meanetli more than men generally are aware of; however 1 found Murgatroyd
in a somewhat cheerful mood — he being the only one that could atford to smile
at my adventure, but 1 contrived to give a turn to the subject by politely telling
him that 1 had been amongst my betters.
“Of course” said lie, “but 1 think thou canst remember the narrative of Ja
cobs ladder, where the angels of God ascended and descended, step by step; and
thou also may say with Jacob, 'surely the Lord is in this place, and I knew it
not.’/’ And by this time we had arrived at the summit of the elevated ground
from where we had a full veiw of the bower, far away in the south.
Again 1 was seized with a profound reverie, and I began to look hack and
reflect upon my own thoughts respecting the vague and doubtful future, for
proof of which, there has been so much empty argument, or dispute between the
believer and the none believer in a future existence, or, a life after the death
of the body.
“Vhat a pity, thought 1, that men should be so eager to obtain the things of
time, so that tilings eternal can tind no place within them.
As 1 gazed around and surveyed the country before me I was really astonish
ed to think that things so real and lasting should even yet he a matter of dispute
with many, and with others a belief only, rather than a reality. And while I
was thus wrapt in thought, Murgatroyd again patted me on the shoulder, saying
that he wa3 anxious to proceed to the bower, for he had a many things to toll
me, and he would prefer being in the bower, because it was there where lie him
self beard for the first time the science of correspondences explained unto him,
and as lie appeared so restless concerning my welfare, 1 at once consented to
follow the dictates of his will; though I had much rather have lingered about
and taken things as they were presented unto us, and 1 begun carelessly to sing

If ignoiar.ee be bliss,
Tis folly to be wise.
Yes said Murgatroyd, thou hast had a satisfactory proof of the bliss of ignorance
while sitting in yonder antique chain:; and for fear that he should give a lecture
on some doctrinal point which I could not understand, 1 put it of by a smile
saying come along, and began to lead the way at a quick pace until we encoun
tered four spirits, who were well known unions both.
JIow strange thought I, that 1 should meet with one whom I had considered
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hny greatest enemy while or earth, in company withoiie whom 1 had consider
ed my dearest friend, at the sight of whom I began to waver. 1 ever hinted
to Murgatroyd that we should take some other route, and if possible, evade their
presence, foi 1 felt my heart to be sinking within me. It was here that my
conscience was stricken. How foolish, thought 1, that men should wantonly
make their dearest friends, who are equal in every respect to themselves, into
their greatest enemies. Yes, after having passed years of love, cheerfulness and
peace, have foolishly, in one unguarded moment, made use of a few words to de
fend some selfish act or other, when after a few moments reflection they would be
humble enough to agree with each other quickly.
Ir nine cases out of ter such greivarces arise entirely from a misunderstand
ing.
•‘What aileth thee?" said Murgatroyd, “art thou afraid to meet thine adver
sary? ” O, ro said 1, 1 am not afraid, but I am ashamed to think that such
shortsighted foolishness should have ever been my lot; for I well knew that my
whole heart would be open, not only to my eremy, but also to my friend, for I
felt row that nothing could he hid, and I shrunk back to evade them.
I related to Murgatroyd the cause of ourgreivarce, ard how far we were divid
ed, ard the provoking words that fell from our lips, also how we had passed each
other in silence.
“Well, well," said he, “fear rot; stand firm and turn not aside. Perhaps
thy fears are groundless, and indeed I found it to be so: for he whom 1 consid
ered my eremy, was ir reality my friend having sought my welfare though I
knew it rot, and he whom I thought my dearest friend, had only dealt with me
ir acts oflove and forbearance the same as with any other man. The other two
spirits who were with them, were mer of moderate character when in the world
and were also well known in your locality. One was possessed of great riches
ard the other was under the necessity of earning his bread by the sweat of his
brow. But you must forgive me for rot giving their names, suffice it to say,
they were well known to you all, and they recognized me as one of their country
men. Of course they made very much of me, and after we had passed some
cheerful conversation with each other, we parted, well pleased with (he inter
view.
Of course I drew my own conclusions concerning the rich man and the poor
man, the enemy ard the friend, and I leave it for you to do the same. I will
however remark that it is neither poverty nor Tchcs which inaketh a wise man,
but using properly, according to the best of his ability, that which he hath.
1 remarked to Murgatroyd, that nearly everything which 1 had seen in the
Spirit spheres, were vastly different to what 1 had ever been taught, or even ex
pected. 1 related to him, with, no little amusement to us both, the excruciating
fears, and the glimmerings of hope which alternately flitted across my. unsettled
mind.
(¡o le continued)
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who from the lofty heights of scientific wisdom—far above the region of
•vulgar errors,” looked down with pity upon the popular ignorance,
which he condescended to enlighten; by demonstrating from the known
laws of physics, and from certain mechanical experiments and tests which
he had instituted; (not by observation on the facts given in evidence, nnd
open to his investigation,) that this new folly of “table turning, (the
only phase of the subject with which he appeal's to have been acquainted,
or to have thought worthy of his notice,) was all the result of “ uncon
scious muscular agencyand the belief that, Spirits had anything to do
with it, was instanced as a proof of the lamentable scientific ignorance
that prevailed. Shortly after the appearance of this pamphlet, a very
intimate friend (not a Spiritist,) told me that Dr. Ashburner, in conver
sation with him, stated, that he had seen a large round table rise from
the floor arid move rapidly round, with a young person simply holding
her two fingers on' the top, no one else touching it. Now, as Dr A. de
clared that he had seen this, as he was known to be a man of unimpeach
able veracity, and one not likely to be charged with scientific ignorance,
I could not help regarding his testimony as “a heavy blow and sore discoui-agement" to the learned Prolessor’s theory, and began to suspect
that possibly it might furnish an illustration of scientific ignorance, in
a way which its learned author never contemplated.
Still there was nothing in merely physical movement to indicate any
thing beyond the operation of some (possibly unknown) physical law;
nothing which necessarily implied intelligence; or, the action of Spirit
power: that still remained to be proved.
About this time, I became acquainted with my friend J. D., who told
me, (among many other extraordinary things connected with this extra
ordinary subject, which had come under his observation,) that he had re
ceived some medical prescriptions through a rapping medium, (a small
boy, who could have known as little about Therapeutics as a cow about
cosmogony, or Faraday about Spiritism:) that ns these prescriptions
commended themselves to his judgment as suitable in the cases for
which they were given, he had applied them, and with great success.
Ho also instanced the case of a medical man having a large and suc
cessful practice, whose treatment was based upon instructions received
through the same channel.
I now became fairly interested in the enquiry, and eagerly read every
thing nbout it that came to hand. I found, that in America, where these
later “manifestations " had originated, the subject had been thoroughly
investigated, by individuals nnd by committees, by men in nil professions,
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and of all parties: that if there was some trick at the bottom of it, tho
most searching investigation had hitherto failed to detect it: that while
celebrated Professors an this side the Atlantic were trying to write it
down, celebrated Professors on the other, with better opportunities of
judging, and after more extensive enquiry, were giving it their support:
that it was not put forth in the interest of any sect, for its disciples were
gathered from every sect, and from those of no sect at all: and that it
could boast an amount of well-attested evidence, a hundredth part of
which, given before a jury in a criminal trial, would send any man to tho
gallows,—evidence which, if brought forward in support of some ancient
wonder, would b? pronounced by critics "one of the best attested miracles
on record:
*
’ that indeed its most intelligent and able opponents,
*
while
disagreeing among themselves upon other points, agreed in this, that tho
facts were beyond dispute, that the phenomena of the manifestations
must be accepted as genuine, and that the only question now remaining
was, as to the agencies to which they were to be attributed.
Turning my attention to England, I found, that though the “ mani
festations ” were not so common here as in America, they were by no
means wanting: many came under my own observation, many were nar
rated to me by friends who witnessed them; they were evidently gaining
ground, even here, a belief in them was extending, and that too among
the educated, rather than the ignorant.
Ofthose accounts which appeared in print, I was most forcibly struck
with that which appeared in a morning paper, signed “Verax.” Though
the writer was personally unknown to me, I knew him ns n man of con
siderable literaiy attainments, and of great scientific reputation. His
letter showed thru he possessed a faculty of clear, keen, shrewd observa
tion ; not at all a credulous man, or one likely to bo imposed upon; and
the facts he recorded were of a kind about which lie could not easily be
mistaken. The evidence of sight, we know, is sometimes fallacious; but
that of touch is not so easily deceived: yet in this case there was the
evidence of touch, not correcting, but confirming that of sight. Tho
circumstances which he detailed were also unexpectedly confirmed to
me, by a gentleman who was present at the seances in question, and who
filled up all the blanks in Verax’s letter, t with the names of the parties
referred to; and gave me several other interesting particulars.
A similar seance to that narrated by Verax was soon after reported to
me as having taken place in my own neighborhood. The same medium,
• VidbRcv.C. Beecher, Drs.C. E. Kogers, Beds, Mahan, Ac. &C.
| Ian fhd tJ see this rcjnWlUheilas a cheap tract.
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(Mr Hume) was tliere,—abont a dozen gentlemen were present. Spirit
hands were not only seen by all present, but/? mid identified by different
individuals respectively. One recognised the exact counterpart of that
of a child, whom he had recently lost; another that of his father. Spirit
music was also played upon an accordeon, which was suspended in the
hand of the medium. Several tunes were played, and then music cha
racteristic or emblematical of the different spirit-spheres,—first sad,
plaintive, wailing note3, representing the sorrow and suffering of the
lower spheres; then joyous music, representing the happiness of the
blessed—music which, in the words of the narrator, filled his eyes
with tears of delight, and to which he could have listened all night.
These, and other like manifestations occurring in different circles,
unknown to each other, were attested, not upon anonymous authority,
by persons of no character, or living a long way off, but by my fellow-citi
zens and neighbors, respectable educated men; whose evidence given
with every needful particular of name, time, place, and circumstance,
would be received by any court of justice in the kingdom.
I felt bewildered; what could be said to all this ? Was it a new form
of epidemic insanity? if so, there seemed such method in its madness,
and it bore itself so rationally withal, that the question might have been
answered by the new sect in the words of one of old: ?I am not mad,
but speak forth the words of truth and soberness." Was there anything,
so far a3 we knew, in the nature of things, which rendered communica
tion with the Spirit World impossible, or even improbable? I could
not assert that it was so. It had always seemed to me that, admitting
the existence of Spirits, the wonder was not that they should communi
cate with those still on earth, but, that they did not: the absence of
such communication had always appeared to me to be a most important
link wanting, in the chain of evidence for the c ontinuous existence of the
human spirit, after the change that we call death. For, if Spirits after
leaving the body retain theiridentity, must they not have the same spiritual
affinities, sympathies, and affections? Must they not still feel an interest
in those they loved,—still desire and seek their welfare? I remember
there is a passage in the writings of Dr. Johnson, in which lie urges with
great force, that a belief in communications from the departed has pre
vailed at all times, among all races, in every stage of civilization, among
the disciples of every creed; that it is universal as the religious instinct
itself, if indeed, it may not be said to belong to it. If then, this feeling
is so powerful with us on this side the river of death, is it not reasonable
to believe that it will continue, and operate with regard to those left
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behind, when wo reach the opposite shore? Where is the proof, whore
is even the presumption, that this earnest mutual desire is incapable of
being realized? And if evidence bo offered to attest that the fact is so,
wherefore should it be rejected?
I had not long prosecuted those studies, when 1 experienced an unex
pected and most painful bereavement. This led mo to think still moro
deeply, and to feel more earnestly about them than I had yet done. O!
when death enters our homes, sits by our firesides, and snatches from
us those we most dearly love, we feel in truth, that these arc no idle
speculations, “ which play around the head, but conic not near the
heart." They “stir the spirit's inner deeps;" and we feel that wc must
wrestle with them; we must know whether that dread
“Shadow, clothed from head to foot,
That keeps the keys of all the eieeds,'’ _

is a destroying demon, smiting in wrath, consigning our beloved ones
to the jaws of vacant darkness and eternal oblivion; or, an angel of
mere)', bearing them away from the cares, and pains, and sorrows of
earth, to where team shall be wiped from all eyes, “and there shall be
no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any
more pain."
■
Aud then, wc further ask, may they not still hover around, and watch
over us in pitying love? giving us evidence of their presence, guiding
us with their counsels, raising our souls above the dust and darkness of
earth, and impressing us with the conviction that our severance- is not a
final one, that they have only gone home, gone before us to their Father,
and our Father; where, if by a true life of noble endurance and
righteous effort, we render ourselves worthy, we may he for ever re
united: one with them and with tire blessed spirits of the just.
These questions may not indeed be all answered,—may not be capa
ble of being all answered satisfactorily, by logical formula: God's mys
teries are not all shut up in syllogisms ; nor can we look for a reply to
them while engrossed in the business, bustle, and petty cares of life-.
Where most needed, sensuous demonstration and logical proof arc not,
however, wanting; to those who require and earnestly seek them in tho
right spirit, they exist abundantly. But the intuitions of the soul are
higher, and of deeper worth than all the cobwebs of the brain, than all
deductions of the intellect, be they drawn ever so logically. Dost thou
indeed desire to learn the inmost truth in spiritual things? seek it, not
jn the philosophy of the schools; not in the Babel of theological systems;
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but rather, "enter thou into thy closet, and when thou hast closed the
door, pray unto thy Father in seecet;” in the vigils of the night, in . the
hours of holy meditation, "commune with tliine own heart and he still."
Thou rnay’st find, that, as in olden time, there is still a golden ladder
let down from heaven to earth,—tha^. God’s angels have not all deserted
the world. Thou may’st feel at times, when thy soul is elevated to di
viner things, that spiritual presences, though not palpable to sense, sur
round thee;
" That • Hades rolls deep on all sides,
‘With Its infinite tides,
About and above us, • • * • •

• •••«•
••••••«
*
And through the dim rolling we hear the sweet calling
Of sriBiTa that speak, in a soft under-tongue,
The sense of the mystical march ;
And we cry to them softly, ‘ Come nearer, come nearer,'
And lift tip the lap of this Dark, and epeak dearer,
And teach us the song that ye sung,"

T. S,

SPIRIT POWER.

Throughout "Old England," ns well as Scotland, Spirit Manifestations bare
been, and are very frequent; but the shafts of ridicule—the charge of deception
—of Satanic agency—and the envious opposition of relatives, have closed the lips
of hundreds. There is, however, a powerful under-current of wish and anxiety
to witness the phenomena of Spirit power, among thousands of the community,
and before long that wish must be satisfied.
In the meantime, till the derelopement of mediums so gifted and situated as
to be fearless of opposition, I try to fulfil my promise of sending you 2 or 3 pages
of facts, monthly, and I know many persons who might do the same: therefore it
is, I have led the way, so that out of the mouth of many witnesses the truth may
be established. The public crave for facts,—facts therefore let them have, major
and minor, and if there be the thorn-bush os well as the rose-bush in the path to
Spirit intercourse, let us know of it. Our “Saviour,” pure though he was, was
tempted forty days by the devii: surely we may not be afraid of being annoyed
by evil influence once in a while. We have them unseen, acting upon us—so say
nil "preachers." If so, surely there is less danger where those evil influences ’
tiro foolish enough to give tangible proof of there presence, and so put us on our
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guard. | frankly stale, that though I have attended score.! of“circles," and
seen Spirit Manifestations of various kinds, I have never been atone where evil
ideas have been propounded; but on the contrary, our Lord's “Sermon on the
Mount is to be taken os a sample of the wheat sown among us by our Spirit
visitants.

spirit hands and tests.
One morning lately, one of my daughter?, aged Il, came down to breakfast,
and said,“lh3ve seen four Spirit hands while in bed this morning.” As she beganto explain, l said, “Stay.” l placed my hands on the table and asked, “ lf
Emily saw the hands awake, will our Spirit friends move my hands into the po
sition she saw then?” At once my hand began to rise otfthe table—was raised
over my head and assumed four positions. The girl, as the several positions were
taken, with much earnestness said, “That's it, that is the one l saw at iny side,”
until site went through all. One of my sons coming in, l repeated the incident,
and finding I had forgot how my hands had been placed, asked that my hand
should be raised to the positions as before. My haud slowly rose and did so,
The test satisfied me the girl had seen the Spit it hands'.

SPIRIT MEDICINE.

Finding one of ray children apparently sickening with the measles, I asked if
it wa3 so. My hand wrote, “Yes.” Will ycu tell me what to give him t “Yes.”
My hand then wrote, “Orange, annisced, fennelseed, to be given once a day at
12 o'clock.” A decoction was to be made with cold water, and a wine-glassful
given, but no other medicine was prescribed. l had faith, though I had never
heard or read of such a medicine. 1 . cut the orange into slices, and steeped all in
a quart of cold water, and gave a? directed. The eruptions came out full all over
the body, and the fourth day he was out of doors and quite well. As he got well
another child sickened, and so it went on to live children. Each had the eruption
full over the body, and each was out quite well on the fourth day, and they have
all been quite well since, except an occasional cold. This happened in June '
lest.
I could narrate many singular proofs of Spirit power said to bo produced by my
four Spirit children, but as they are of a family character, there is a sacredncss
about them’which restrains me from making them public, though l feel that if I
did, l should carry many a parent with me, and who would joyfully join me in
feelings of thankfulness tn that God who has so lovingly drawn aside the curtain
of death, and shown us that our “mourned ones ” live, and, though unseen, min
ister to our happiness in the very earth-rooms we live in. God bless them, and
let every parent say “ Amen."
SINGULAR PROOF OF SPIRIT POWER.

On Friday evening, September 4, 1836, at a circle in London, held at the resi
dence of one of the professors of our colleges, consisting of nine, six of whom
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were mediums—assembled for the purpose of receiving proofs of Spirit action,
to as to satisfy the Professor of its existence—an arm of one of the mediums be
gan to rotate like a wheel, and continued to do so for some time with great
rapidity, so as to excite astonishment. Another medium suddenly laid hold of
the Bible on the table, and on the stoppage of the wheel-motion, opened the
Bible, pointed to a passage, and asked the wheel-medium to read. On going to
the light, itwasfound to be Ezekiel, 10: 1—2. “Then I looked, and behold!
in the firmament that was above the head of the cherubims, therg appeared over
them, as it were, a sapphire stone, as the appearance of the likeness of a throne;
and he spoke to the man clothed with linen, and said, Go in between the wheels,
even under the cherub, and fill thine hand with coals of fire from between the
cherubims, and scatter them over the city; and he went in in my sight.-"
As the Professor is the occupant of a scientific throne at one of our universities,
and knowing the powerful bold he has upon the minds of the scientific portion of
Great Britain, I asked, “Does this mean that the Professor is to go into the diffi
culties of circle and Spirit power, collect facts,'and scatter them as coals offre
over the people?” At once the Bible medium beat a rantan joyously with Ms
hands on the table, so as to cause a hearty laugh from the circle.
The wheel motion was given to one medium, the Bible passages to another, and
the interpretation to another; and all being correctly done, seemed to much please
the . power acting on the mediums.
■
J. Jones.

EXTRAORDINARY MEDICAL CASE AND EFFECTS OF
MESMERISM.

The

case of a young Woman in.this town at present is so extraordinary thatwc
are induced to make known a few particulars of which we have had personal
proof, in order that the attention of the medical world, and particularly of mes
merists, may be drawn to the remarkable facts. The girl in question, whose age
is 18, was seized, twcnty-tlirec weeks ago, with a severe bilious fever, which left
her very weak and prostrate. In this state some work was brought to her, she
being a milliner, but the thought of it excited her so much in her weak state of
body that she was thrown into convulsions. Tliese fits became so frequent, and
were of such a violent character, that the medical attendant feared she would die
of sheer exhaustion caused by the severity and protraction of the attacks. This
was also accompanied by a loud and hysterical or spasmodical cough, which
lusted, on one occasion, almost without intermission, for twenty-four hours, andirregulaily for three or four days after. Dr. Tweedie then resolved to try the
clfectsof njesmeriem. (Chloroform had been used previously with only partial
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success.) Accordingly, after some trials, he succeeded in throwing her into the
magnetic slumber. Ihe poor girl had, previous to this, completely lost the power
of speaking and hearing, and could only make herself understood by writing. She
then fell into a kind of trance, in which she remained perfectly unconscious for
several weeks, except at the will of the mesmeric operator, who gradually began
to acquire an extraordinary influence over the Sates both of her mind and bod)-.
She has since beeu subjected to the mesmeric treatment regularly with good effect,
and is kept in this state, as, immediately when the magnetic influence is removed,
a spasm of the most violent nature recurs, which is with dilliculty removed by
the usual passes. But it i3 chiefly in regard to the strange develupements of mag
netic eflects in different parts of the body, and which have been gradually dis
covered by repeated experiments, that this case is deserving of notice. We shall
briefly describe what we were witness to the other day. On entering with the doc
tor the patient, who had been left in the magnetic state, immediately woke up
and was aware of his presence. The eyes were open and looked natural enough,
while the color of the face was also quite fresh, and rather healthy looking. She
saw the mesmerist, but no one else in the room, and no object which did not be
long to, or was under the influence of, the operator. At this moment she was both
deaf and dumb. The power of speech was first restored by passes and points on
the larynx, and afterwards the deafness was removed in about five minutes by
the same process, the patient manifesting intense pain and slightly convulsed, as
the senses were being restored. She now spoke freely, and heard the voice of the
mesmerist. He proceeded to excite various parts of the body, commencing with
the under joint of the little finger. Upon this she declared she heard air vocal mu
sic. The next finger wa3 touched when she heard counter, and so on till the
whole four fingers were excited, when she said she heard a full orchestra of male
aud female voices performing the several parts of air, counter, tenor, and bass.
On being asked, she even repeated the words she thought she heard sung, although
she did so with some reluctance. The upper joints were next irritated, when the
same effects were produced, only the music was instrumental. Various other ex
periments were shown us. The elbow being irritated, produced a fit of laughing.
The heel gave a disposition to dance, and corresponding visions. The shoulder
joint produced the idea of flowers of great variety,-but none of which the patient
could name. Thi3 inability to name or distinguish external or natural objects
was most remarkable, both with regard to external and visionary objects. She
did not know her own name, could not see a watch, unless it was the operator's,
or bad been magnetised by him, aud even then did not know its name or use.
Since our visit Dr. Tweedie informs us he can cause her to name any object, by
exciting the organ of individuality. But, while thus obtuse in regard to natural
objects, she manifested acute mental perceptions, and even entered- into an inge
nious defence with the operator on the benefits of tcetotalism, when he had so far
influenced her a3 to make her believe that two small sponge cakes were a bottle
and glass. Further experiments wore tried as the knee joint, which produced
frightful images of dogs; cbeek bones, of a hen and eggs; ankles, rabbits; bridgeof
pose, flies; and the point of the nose, of birds, also evidently of a fi iglitfnl kind, as th;
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vision ended in screaming and terror. The moment tlie excitation was withdrawn
from a particular part, the object fled, and not the slightest recollection of it re
mained on tlie mind of the patient. The ordinary phrenological developernents
of the head also produced the usual eifects—as philoprogen’itivencss and benevo
lence. We remained till the patient was demesmerised, when^she awoke as if
from a dream, and looked surprisedly about. She asked where she was, and on
being told that che had been ill for twenty-three weeks she said she had no recol
lection of it. For the first time since her illness, on this occasion she remembered
the name of her father and herself. In about ten minutes the usual convulsive
fit came on with much violence, and with some difficulty the passes were made,
and the patient again restored to tranquillity, and she was left in this state as the
only one in which she can obtain rest. We may add that she now takes food freely
and the general condition of her body is healthy. The whole body appears lobe
remarkably sensitive and sympathetic to magnetic influences, of which we had au
instance immediately on entering the room. Unaware of the effect, we unthink
ingly removed to a side the hat of the mesmerist without either his or her know
ledge. She immediately became convulsed and agitated, and was only quieted by
repeated passes of the hand. The same effect, we learned, takes place whenever
any foreign object touches the table at her bed side, or anything belonging to the
operator, Of these extraordinary phenomena we can pretend to give no explana
tion. They are evidently seated in the interior depths of the human nature and
constitution, which mesmerists are only now investigating. We merely pub
lish what we have seen with our own eyes, and we think it is our duty, as a jour
nalist, to make such a remarkable case known, in order that Dr. Gregory, or tome
other experienced mesmerist may make the above the subject of investigation.—
Border Advertiser.

LETTER OF Dr. ASHBURXER TO Mr. G. J. HOLYOAKE,

(Reprinted from. Howell's Edition, of the Rev. Adin Ballous “Glimpies cf
the Supernatural; or the Modern Spirit Manifestations.)

The following letter is extracted from Nos. 22 and 23 of “The Reasouer," Juno 1st and 8th, 1853, a weekly periodical devoted to “Secularism,"
or the doctrine of the present life in contradistinction to that of a future
life.
The Reasoner, opposing or ignoring all ideas of Individual Immor
tality and the Being of God, or finding no sufficient warrant for such
within the sphere of his experience, was naturally indisposed to accept
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the ‘Rappings'and other allied 'Manifestations,' as veritable evidence in
favour of these we 1: notions. With characteristic impartiality, however,
the Editor went to Mrs. Hayden's to see and judge for himself. The re
sult was, an article entitled “Those Happing Spirits,” in which, while
avowing a decided disbelief in any spiritual agency, he honourably es
chews all notion of trick or imposture, and indicates a leaning to some
magnetic theory as sufficient to explain the phenomena. That article
suggested the following letter; —

Mt Dear Mk. IIolyoake,—Allow ms to make a few observations on your ar
ticle concerning “ Those Happing Spirits." A logician should liberate binwelf from
all forms of prejudice, and should possess the flexibility of mind that enn adapt
Itself to all new develupementa of truth. You appear to me very susceptible of
erroneous influences, from your desire to prejudge the question before you, on
canons of dignity established ill some school which few in these days of railroads
and electric telegraphs would recognise. You give your opinion that “the rap
ping itself is an undignified mode of communication,” forgetting that it is analogoui to modes of communication established between the spirits of potentates, phi
losophers, and all high dignitaries who have occasion to use the telegraphs in
various parts of the world.
*
If you could pursue your train of reasoning fairly,
you might in time establish the position that all reading ar.d writing were most
Undignified, since they form modes of communication between spirits, or souls,
or minds, or intelligences, by means of the letters of the alphabet. If we can for
an instant allow that it is in the power of absent and departed minds to commu
nicate with us, 1 do not perceive haw the fact can be interfered with by estab
lishing a want of dignity in the means used Ly those minds; but suppose that
the means are through the agei.cy of alphabetical symbols, how can you possibly
argue on the question of dignity? Nay, is it not a poor prejudice to assume a
want of dignity in such a process at the moment you are impugning the characterof Mr. Hetherington for the want of that dignified politeness due from geut'emau to gentleman, in attributing to him the possibility of an act which would be
discreditable to even some of those roivdie cads of the press, who have been exer
cising their ingenuity in really frivolous raps at a subject far beyond their depth?
I grieve to find your much nicer and wiser mind engaged in a train of thoughts
biased by such inferior influences.
These spirit manifestations are not to be cast aside by what any man may think
of their dignity, if truth be at their foundation. In whatever form the ingenuity
of vituperation may be couched, abuse will not avail for their destruction. I may
be allowed to remark, that no man pretending to philosophy shall be able to de
fine the limits of dignity, or of respectability, in the phenomena of nature. If
facts be presented to us, we must take them as they come, and be content to
examine them, and with a gentle and pliilosophically-humble frame of mind estab
' lish for them their due importance in the place they must occupy in our stock of
knowledge. Certainly the Editor of The Reasoner ought not to reject them with
out thoroughly good and sufficient reason
*
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It may be that your prejudices are too strong to allow you to receive the fact!
that should lead to the possibility of the existence of spiritual beings. I do not
contend for immaterial essences, for my limited capacities allow me to conceire
of the most highly refined essence to be only a form of material being. If I could
categorize
a thousand deOgrees of a thousand kinds of the essences of electric
O
_ and
magnetic fluids, I might denominate some of them as soul, or mind, or spirit, or
intelligence. In the present state of our knowledge, ve cannot definitely trace
the exact nature of thoughts or ideas. But we know enough to be aware that
there is a strong probability that an idea is a compound of light in some form
with a subtle agent emanating from the bmin — that crystalline and magnetic or
gan of ours which sheds, in each act of thinking, a specific fluid that unites with
light and thus becomes capable of being seen, as it issues from the brain, by per
sons in a highly sensitive dr clairvoyant state. It may be that you do not like
to believe it possible that the Baron Von Reichenbach tried at Castle Reisenberg,
near Vienna, many experiments in the dark with magnets; and that he ascertain
ed the fact of light emanating from their poles — visible to some individuals, bVj
not to all —visible to many not previously capable of seeing the light, but render
ed capable by remaining in the dark chamber during several hours. I can as
sure you that I have seen that magnetic light. Different sleep walkers have
seen analogous light from the surface of the human body—more abundant, clear,
and intense, from some parts than from others. And the Baron Von Reicbeubach has experimented upon numerous persons in liis very dark chamber, who—
not in a state of somnambulism — have been able to see light emanating from all
parts of the body, interior as well as exterior, and has thus established the (act
of clairvoyant introvision, by a new process of experimenting upon living organ
isms in the depths of darkness. If you will take the trouble to road a long note
on animal light, at page 43S of my edition of “Reichenbach’s Researches,” you
will Aid numerous facts to lead to the conclusion that light emanates from those
animal spheroidal structures, which render our bodies a congeries cf crystallic
molecules; and ifinorganic crvstallic spheroids emit odic or magnetoid light, we percieve why crystallic animal arrangements should in like manner be sources of light.
(to be continued)
*

[The editor of Howell’s edition, adds the following foot note, on the dignity
of the telegraph: —
* Upon this tho Editor of the ncnsoncr. with singular infelicity for m -tarp a logician, remarks
fn a note, f Wc certainly do not require dignity of the telegraph or the 6tcam engine—but we caanot place the great dead, whoso rpirits are lnv»>hed at those aennees, in the anrae category with gaL
vaulc wires and safety valves." As if Dr. Ashburner had douc so! Whereas, manifestly, It Is no
“tho greot dead" themselves, but almply their means of communication, which ho places In saeha
category.]
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Notices of ^Mirations,
Second Annual Rlfort

of the Scottish Curative Mesmeric Association.
Edinburgh. 185G.

This is a Society of which Dr. Gregory is the President and the report of
which is very cheering. The Association consists of a number of gentlemen and
ladies who have banded themselves together to apply practically the powers of
Mesmerism in the cure of diseases.
In Edinburgh nlone, they report upwards of an hundred cases of cure thus gra
tuitously effected without reckoning those carried through hy professional prac
titioners. Among these are included cases of epilepsy, consumption, rheumatism
and paralysis, which had balded the medical faculty. Seventeen lectures with
practical instruction given afterwards, had also been delivered by members of
the Association, during the year; and branch societies were formed or forming in
many of the principal towns in Scotland. In all this, is there not encourage
ment for us in England to go and do likewise.

A Spiritual Mcssaoc, being Revelations through the Medium of the Crys
tal, by J. G, H. Drown. London. 1856.
We do not wish as a general rule to criticise any of our co-operators, who are
in any way preparing the world for the reception of a new dispensation, because
we have faith that in the end, that which is truest will prevail; but really Mr,
Brown's conduct calls for a few words in self-defence.
In the first page of the pamphlet before us, he states that the spirits which
communicate through table rapping and other signs are “in the lowest aerial
spheres,” or rather he represents the Archangel Gabriel, as thus informing him.
But what proof can Mr. Brown give of the reality of this revelation from Gabriel
but his own ipse dixit ?
As a proof of the inspiration of his Koran, Muhummed instanced the beauty
of its style which far excelled that of any other Arabic work. But certainly
neither Mr. Brown's revelations, nor his explanations of them, can claim any
such excellence. Let us compare then, the amount of proof that can be given
by the general Spiiitual Manifestations, with the pretentions of Crystal Seership.
The general Spiritual Manifestations transpire visibly and tangibly among many.
A circle meet around n table and it visibly and audibly tips and taps, or is even
raised from the ground in the sight of those assembled. A medium is entranc
ed and his arm or his whole body i? tangibly cataleptic, and from his voice, lan
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guage is heard which in his normal state he could not command. From tte
table also, sensibly to all present, come intelligent responses, and reasonable
communications. Thus then three of the senseis: Sight, Hearing and Touch:
bear evidence of the general Spiritual Manifestations, and there is a public to
witness the matter. Crystal Seership on the contrary is a private thing. The
historic Dr. Dee, employed a young man to look in his Crystal, whom he after
wards discovered had deceived him. Mr. Hockley, of Croydon we believe, uses
a. young medium. Mr. Brown is his own Crystal Seer. He looks into his oval egg
shaped glas«, or into his tumbler of pure spring water, placed in his private apart,
meat; and we will even admit sees what he says he does. The peculiar powers
and conditions of the mind are yet little explained. But passing this by, end in
all charity, granting Mr Brown the fullest extent of his eyesight, what proof can he
give others to partake of with him, equal to that which is given through the gen
eral Spiritual Manifestations, and where then is his claim to authority? Where we
ask him can lie furnish any proof, like the warm spirit hand, which may be clasp
ed and fondled ? He may say, others may become Crystal Seers as well as him
self. Yes! but they may not receive the same revelations, as in the instance of Mr
Hockley ; while in the general Spiritual Manifestations, it is not necessary to become
a medium to receive proof of their existence. These things are conclusive as to
the superior authority of the Spiritual Manifestations (according to ourjudgment)
over Crystal Seership.
It is Mr. Brown’s error to have sought a comparison and to have brought this
criticism upon himself. Other parts of his pamphlet are open to objection, especi
ally his statements respecting a map of the spheres, drawn by the Coventry Me
dium, but any objections to these, if he thinks fit, Mr. Jesse Jones of Coventry
Is well qualified to make. Our own duty has been painful, but in justice to ourselves
and co-workers we deemed a few words necessary, and in parting from Mr. Brown
we trust that in future he will cease to seek for revelations of a critical character
as to others, although for a brief minute they may appear to exalt himself.

Modern Mysteries; or, Table-turning, Tapping, and Tipping.
By W. Turley, SI, Wells Street, Oxford St. London. 1S5G.
Price, Cd.
The Author of this little work has come forward to hear testimony to what
has occurred in his own presence: and with a view to avoid the influence of
other peoples opinions, until he had expressed his own he “studiously avoided
reading works on the subject.”
He does not speak in that confident tone which characterizes Mr. O’Neill’s
“Alcthe,” yet a perusal of its pages may be equally as suitable to the uninitiated
mind.
He contends boldly for the genuineness of the phenomenon, but he invites ett’
quiry op the inferences to be drawn fiom it.
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AccoRPixa to the state of mind, so is the understanding of farts as proofs of
things unseen.
In the case of friend Beer, (see pages s7 and 111, Vol. If.) there was no pre
pared ground in his mind for a fact of super-physical origin to shoot in and
fructify.
A rustic artizan from a Somersetshire village, self-educated in the
merest rudiments of knowledge, his reason admitted only his own deductions from
facts of his own sensation; little could he accept by laith; he refused to accept
the conclusions of another; he was willingly ignorant of what h.id been written
on this subject. How he got to use the word "electricity ” 1 could not we I
understand; the word represented, I imagine, as it does to so many others, th >
most potent agent within Ins comprehension : perhaps he had picked it up from
some popular lecturer : he was fond of going to lectures on phrenology.
Our learned German Professor, (see page 7.1, Vol. II.) on the other hand,
wanted only one unquestionable fact of super-physical origin, to quicken into light
and life the things and thoughts be had read. In the twinkling of' an eye, as lie
afterwards told me, all his reading as a student of philosophy,—all that he had
smiled at or yawned over, in Plotinus, Philo, Porphyry, and Jamhlichus, and all
that had engendered only melancholy in him while poring over the German
mystic«, now shot up, illumined bv this spark, from the dim recesses of his mem
ory, and the whole case of “Spiritism " wa
* in his mind, not only as 1 had shortly
stated it to him, but as declared by pneumatologists, psychologists, ami mystics,
ancient and modern. So when he exclaimed “ 1am convinced ' " he would haw
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said also, “and I no longer think those celebrated authors hallucinated or design
ing deceivers, as 1 have hitherto regarded them
*
• .
Perhaps I should have approached the subject in the same sceptical spirit as
did these two, had I not been previously subjected to different influences. As it
was, howevc-r, I was prepared to believe in the “ table manifestations" before
I saw them.
It is nearly twenty years ago that I witnessed a cure by mesmerism, of a girl
suffering from alternate attacks of epilepsy and insanity. On the first occasion of
my being present at this case,—published in the Zoist, as the case of Miss Melbuish,—the patient, after speaking in the magnetic sleep of her actual condition,
prophesied of her progress for weeks to come, and of her ultimate recovery. Dr.
E., the magnetiser, told those present that he had no doubt of tire fulfilment of
her prediction, because lie had always found such predictions verified. While lie
was speaking, the patient passed into what he called an access of ecstasy. I was
as if electrified :— “ What objects, and scenes, and persons, can she be contem
plating, to warrant all this wondrous expression ?” I asked myself. It seemed to
me that her mind was then taking cognisance of objects, scenes, and persons, in
another state of existence. This ecstatic state, I said to myself, and the previous
prophetic state, (if the prophecy be verified,) argue for that spiritual state which
is taught by Revelation, but which is doubted by somany of us.
'
I asked Dr. E. whether he could favor us with a rationale of such wonderful
phenomena? His answer was, “No, I merely invite attention to facts in this
subject, I have no explanation to offer." The facts struck me so much that in a
paper I contributed,—after the'vcrification of the prophecy, and after her complete
recovery,—at the wish of my friend George Alexander Fleming, to his magazine,
The Union, on Mesmerism, I expressed my conviction that Magnetism would
ultimately furnish a ground of agreement between the opposing schools of psy
chology and pliysiolygy.
*
My readers, perhaps, know that the mere physiologist attributes all action in,
and motion of, the human being to automatic or mechanical self-action, the au
tomatic power being electro-galvanic or something of that sort, excited into ac
tivity or reactivity by external agency of various kinds, but ahcays physical or
material,—repudiating altogether any action or reaction super-physical or spiritual,
—this latter word indeed, excites nothing less than aversion in the physiologist,
and lie forbids it to be used as unscientific.
With the conviction, as I have said, that in the subject of Magnetism would be
found the ground of agreement on which the physiologist and the psychologist
might ultimately meet and shake hands, I kept my attention practically to it, and
became progressively more and more convinced, that in that department of it
which is called clairvoyance, there was spiritual perception, and in the higher
* The ground of ngrremcnt between physiology and psychology, the writer has at
length demonstrated in the “ Intistioatious into thb PniMAHT Laws wniOH trtermixe .a.nn blgulate Health & Disease,’’ noticed in No. 3., Vol. III. of this
Journal. In these In vcstnjaHons he has been aided by his matuicr studv of the subject,
to the advocacy of which these pages me devoted.
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kinds of It, a perception of, and communication with, tlic souls of those with whom
the clairvoyant is brought into rayport or magnetic relation, und even with the
souls of those who are regarded as “dead and gone,” but who have only “shuflled
off this mortal coil."
This was a clear and settled conviction with me; so entirely so that there is
little in Cahagnet’s “Revelations” that I did not fully accept. The physiologists,
with their theory of automatic action, I found, attributed some of the phenomena
to “phantasm, the result of a certain abnormal condition of the brain—the effect
of this derangement, or of that disturbance, &c. &c. Some phenomena they
assigned to sympathetic relation to some other brain; others to a suggested Idea
or image in a brain in a certain state, causing the rising up of other ideas in it by
some law of association. But the tact, that the mind of the clairvoyant did per
ceive remote persons in the body, and also persons no longer in the body, without
suggestions, and without sympathetic cerebral relation, could not be explained
away by all the rivers of words from the mouths of all the physiologists in the
world. No: the persons perceived were not internal “phantasms of a brain in
an abnormal state," but external or objective superpbysical realities, comprehended
only by psychology, which declares of a superpbysical or spiritual universe,
besides that which physiology contents itself with taking notice of.
Suffice it to say, that I concluded solely from the phenomena of clairvoyance
and ecstasy, that disembodied souls can and do communicate,—conditions
being furnished by human organizations of a certain kind,—with souls still
embodied.
At this point in iny mental history I read of the manifestations in America—
that communications were telegraphed by spirits, or disembodied souls, tlirough
an apparatus of a human organization and some inanimate object.
When I reilected that tlie clairvoyant is a medium through which disembodied
souls can communicate with us still in the body, I saw nothing repugnant to rea
son in this alleged other mode: indeed this latter telegraphic mode of communi
cation stood more commended to my reason than that by the clairvoyant, viewing
the condition to which the human mind had sunk, content as it now generally is
with mere sensuous, external, and scientific observation. Under this aspect of
the question, I regarded the facts I read of not only as possible, but—as a further
providential means of enlightenment to obscured minds—as probable. I con
sidered that the scientific might perhaps confound the perceptions of a clairvoyant
medium with phantasm; but, thought I, phantasm can scarcely be imputed to a
table, at which a medium not clairvoyant is placed.
Such being my state oftnind, and such my reflections upon the announced new
phase of spiritual communication, I one day,—it is about three years ago,—called
upon an acquaintance to whom I was indebted for the perusal of American Jour
nals, when he told me that ho was at that very time receiving a “ communication."
But I must take up my narrative again next week: what I have written will
occupy enough of your space for once. I have here explained my state of mind
before coming to my own observation of the facts in question.
J,- P,
Jsov. Loxpon.

ca
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One would think every oneknows what a trance means, yet there seems to he
hazy, misty apprehension of its meaning on the minds of thousands—especially
in relation to the Spirit power proofs of the present age. To such, the meaning of
the word “Trance,'' will he more clearly understood by calling attention to the
vision of St. Peter, recorded in the Acts, chap.x. verses 9 to 20, where, upon the
house top, he fell into a trance, and saw heaven opened, and a certain vessel de
scending unto him, as it had been a great sheet, knit at the four comers, and let
down to the earth, wherein were all manner of uncleanbeasts and creeping things;
—and a voice came to him and said, “ Rise Peter, kill and eat, &c.” Now, passing
by what many would call the absurdity of Heaven opening, and out of Heaven
coming unclean beasts and creeping things,—and which vision would, if given nowa-days be not only called absurd, but defamatory of the purity of Heaven—the
interpretation is given, by stating the vision symbolized that the Gentiles
were now to be sharers with the Jews in spiritual blessings. So modern Trances
are full of imagery symbolical of gTeat truths past, present, or to come. Fre
quently the Trances are explained or interpreted the same evening—sometimes
there is a series of Trances, or panorama of visions, and the interpretation is
given at the close—sometimes no interpretation is given, apparently for the pur
pose of rousing our idle, dormant faculties, to try and solve the riddle of the
visions.
I have been present at very many of these visions or Trances, and to seethe
closed eyes and uplifted intensified countenance of the rapt medium, while ap
parently looking at the vision and giving a narrative of what is seen; and then
turn, and see the greyheaded father and matronly mother reverently listening to
the description of the visions given by their son or daughter, and also friends
around often with happy tears flowing down their cheeks, is a scene which
stamps itself on the mind of the observer, as the “ die ” does the image of the
Queen on our golden coins.
Many of the Trances appear to relate to nations—to communities—and others
to families: those to families are most frequent, and of course most useful, and also
it is found that the most valuable glowing Trances are those which come when least
expected, and in the family circle, when no strangers are there to intermeddle
with the harmony and oneness of domestic life.
As it may be gratifying to your readers to have some idea of the imagery of
Trances, I will give a copy of the rough draft notes of a vision I heard from the
lips of a young girl of about 1C years of age, whose education has been compara
tively neglected, and whose religious training has been the very opposite to belief
in Spirit Manifestations—whose father attributes all Spirit Manifestations to
“Electricity,” the mother to “Satanic Agency,” and aunt to the “ blasphemous
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foolishness of men.” This girl was suddenly developed as a medium at my house,
and the Trance, with many others after, occurred at a loo table, at which I sat
with 7 of my children, wife, and the medium.
The reader who understands the language of flowers, and the harmony of col
ors, will doubtless be delighted with the combinations of color and form depicted
in the vision; and those who know the children who sat around the tabic will
see bow astonishingly emblematic of their appearance and mental character tlic
description is.
Here let me drop a word, and state it is hard work to say or do anything that
will please a captious person. If incidents are given of a general character, it is
said, “ What is the use of it ? give us something minute:” if details arc given
to overcome that difficulty, “Oh! how full of egotism.” Let every roan then
have his eye single aud his body will be full of light to see and understand the
necessity of using things seen to symbolize things not seen; and if the captious
man thinks in his self-esteem that he has the intellect ofa St. Paul or a Halo, let
him have mercy on minor intellects, who in the presentation even of that tiny flower
the “ Forget me not,” by a loved one, feels a sudden outburst of hidden feelings,
which wrap the spirit of the receiver in happiness, and uplifts it above the petty
cares and disquietudes of physical life.
Peckham, 15th Dec., 1856.

J. Jones*

[Ute Trance to be given iu our next number.—Ed.]

LETTER 01' Dr. ASHBUlE’ER TO Mr. G. J. IIOLYOAKE.
t continued from pay e 51.]

The Baron von Reichenbach has, by numerous experiments, shown that vege
table organisms, placed in his dark chamber, emitted odic light, perceptible clearly
not only to the delighted Endlicher, the renowned professor of botany, but to
several other persons, establishing the great fact that all organic forms of crystals
emit light as one of their constituent properties. You have probably looked over
Havy's plates in his book on crystallography, and have observed that which has
been copied, in woodcuts, in so many systems of chemistry, that all geometrical
forms of crystals are made up of innumerable tiny globules or spheres, each of
which is an elementary crystal, and the aggregation of these, according to electric
laws, produces the geometrical crystal, with all its magnetoid properties; and it
is easily conceived why, if you break a crystal ora magnet into a thousand pieces.
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each piece is found to retain all its crystaUic or magnetic properties. The philo
sophical Mr Rutter, or Brighton, reflecting more deeply than some of his neigh
bors, constructed a magnetoscope, which for extreme-delicacy is unsurpassed,
and 'it enabled him to demonstrate these facts with the clearnessand ingenuity
that characterizes his fine mind. That plaything, consisting of a piece of silk
thread, to the end of wliich is attached a small piece of sealing-wax, like a fuchsia .
bud, or a lucky sixpence, or a gold ling, by which people try the old vulgar ex
periment of striking the hour of the day, against the sides, in the interior of a glass
tumbler (will you call it an undignified pendulum?), offered to Mr Ilutter a series
of ideas, which, carried out, only as a philosophic and originating brain could
carry them out, enabled him to trace laws reaching to the depths of physics, and
to far cleaver relations of mathematics to the philosophy of mind, than we have
hitherto possessed; for, in the hands of Dr. Lcgcr, Mr Rutter’s instrument has
given us a basis where, on the statistics of phrenology, shall rest our unerring cal
culations on the forces directing cur thoughts and actions. I need not now
enumerate the many more facts to be found in Mr Rutter’s or Dr. Leger’s unpre
tending works, for which wc are indebted to the new magnetoscope, but I may
remark that we now know of all vegetables and animals being possessed of mag
netoid properties; that, in truth, each of these, and the component parts of each,
are separate magnets. Soon orange, an apple, a carrot, a walking-stick cut from
n hedge, a human being, a limb of that human being, the bones of his arm, the
bones of his flingers, are all magnets, having the polarities and mean points quite
analogous to bar magnets and to crystals. Mr Rutter's magnetoscope has estab
lished far more than all this, for he has, by its aid, been able to trace the existence
of magnetic curves around so numerous a list of bodies, constituting magnetic or
magnetoid spheres around each of them, that it is difficult to defiue the limit to
which the law extends, obliging all the atoms of matter to range themselves under
magnetic control, producing everywhere spheres or spheroids that have their axial
and equatorial polarities, and obeying for ever the perpetual impulse to change.
However infinite may be these evolutions, prompted by the law of change, every
sphere, as well as every spheroidal atom, is productive of new evolutions of light.
I do not know whether you will he so stern a philosopher as to reject all the ex
quisitely beautiful evidence offered by Mr Rutter’s magnetoscope, or conclude that
such a man as the great Berzelius had become fatuous because he accepted the
fact adduced to him by the Baron von Reichenbach—for this has been done by
men pretending to he philosophers—but it will matter little, since truths will find
their way. Eighty or ninety years of prejudiced opposition have not sufficed to
crush mesmerism. It is a truth in mesmerism that many sensitives wide awake,
and clairvoyants in magnetic sleep, have seen rays of light, made up of glohulesof
a greyish or of a cxrulean blue color, emanating from the eyes of individuals who
have been exerting thought or will.

-

(to be continued)
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To the Editor of the Yorkshire Spiritual Telegraph.
Sin,

For the benefit of the cause of Spiritists, and in order to remunerate the
noble Publisher of the Telegraph, I beg leave respectfully to present yon with
another plan of my invention, which in itself, is also very simple, and I think, it'
brought into operation unitedly, would answer the end proposed.
The enclosed plan therefore, though imperfectly, represents to the outward
senses, any city, town, or village, in England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales,—
that is, any place in the kingdom. The sign of the sun and moon iu the centre,
represents the light of heavenly truth, which is to be the grand depot of Spirit
communications, manifestations, Tracts, and Telegraphs. The dots upon the
lines or streets, signify the residences of the subscribers and readers of the Spirit
ual Telegraph. The long, square dots are subscribers, and the round do., tiio
readers; not because tbe readers live in round houses, and the subscribers in
square ones. No. It is only done by way of distinction ; though it would be a
great advantage, if the readers could afford to be represented with square houses;
however that shall be left to themselves, for consideration.
Having stated this much, the rest of the plan may be clearly understood, with
a little attention. Tor instance, there are the connecting lines of union, showing
how two, or three, or a dozen may unite together. Then towards the left, you
will see the steam engine, called the planet, bringing down Tracts and spiritual
information to the central depot, from which place they will be delivered when
applied for: and, if not applied for within a given time, an arrangement will be
made for their distribution, by a committee chosen for that purpose. Cut, though
last named, the dotted lines are the most important of all, which represent sealed
letters, containing one shilling each, to be sent simultaneously, as at one electric
shock, through the medium of the postman ; when the value of each will be re
turned to tlie central depot in the shape of Tracts,—the spiritual, sterling gold, of
infinite value, which cannot be estimated.
Therefore, I should say, let every subscriber and reader, on the ------ — day of
December, I836, forthwith, send his letter and the money, to be continued every
half year, or quarter, of which notice must bo given by you, the Editor, by way
of remembrance. And let all circles or parties throughout the kingdom, send up
directions to their various centres of operations, as quick as possible, when the
Tracts &c., in due time, will be forwarded to the parties concerned, according
to their orders.
Let every subscriber and reader of the Spiritual Telegraph do this, do it alto-
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gctlier, and he will feel a divine influence by placing himself in conjunction with
the spirits of the great, and with the General Assembly and church of the first
born in America, whose names arc written in heaven.
According to this system roughly plann'd,
Let all agree in one united band;
Each send one shilling with the post, by land, _
And Tracts will then come down,—you understand,—
"With spiritual knowledge, doubly grand,
To pluck poor spirits from the Fire-brand.

I remain, Sir,

,
.
Yours respectfully in the love of truth,
J.

Walls,

P. S. The subscribers and readers agreeing to enter into this plan, should first
send in their names or marks and centres of operation, to any given time you
may think good; when all parties connected with the movement must declare
themselves; then the letters, with the cash, can be forwarded as you, Sir, or the
Publisher of the Telegraph may suggest.

(£$ntmunicatton8 from ttjc ¿Spiritual
THE PAGES OF THE PARACLETE.
PAOE XIV.

This

shall be the order of the distribution of human association with regard to
territory in the new dispensation that shall be.

The towns and the villages shall be succeeded by conununisteries.

The counties and the shires, the provinces and the departments, shall be suc
ceeded by communes.
There shall be no more countries or nations but commrinarchies.

And the territory of a communistery shall be so many square acres and the
territory of a commune so many square miles.
And each commune shall contain so many communisterics and each cominunarchy so many communes.

And each commune shall have a capital and each «ommiuiarchy a capital.
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f Aud the capital of a conununc shall he four times as large as an ordinary communistery and the capital of a communarchy shall be ten times es large as the
capital of a commune.
And through the capitals of the communes, the interior exchanges of products
shall he made; aud through the capitals of the connnunarchies the exterior ex
changes of products effected.
For there shall no longer he any private commerce, but communisteries shall
exchange with commuuisteries and communes with communes and commtmarchies with cornmunarchies.

And the communistery shall be administered by a patriarch, and with him a
council of deacons.
And the commune shall be administered by a Demarch, and with him a
council of Patriarchs.

And the communarchy shall be administered by a Primarch, and with him a
council of Demarche.

And the further particulars of these things shall be written in the Book of the
Laws of the new dispensation.
And over all (lie globe, there shall be one ruler and one capital.

And He shall be the Communarch, even Him, in whom and in whose succes
sors, the Spirit of the Paraclete dwells, even the Spirit of the Comforter which is
the Holy Spirit ofGod and of his Christ;
And that one capital of all the globe shall be the New Jerusalem, descended
from heaven.

PAGE XV.

Goon news also have I to declare to the oppressed on account of race.

In the future the diversities of race shall cease and there shall be but ohc com
mon race.
No more shall any be unjustly punished, on account of the curse attached to

Ham, as his posterity.
But all shall recognize tlic image of God in ebony as well as the imago of God
in ivory.
And it shall be truly known that God of any race call raise up children of
Abraham.
And lo ! I look and see first a fair man upon a throne and a dark woman upon
a throne and their hands are joined together.
And I look again and see, couples upon couples, by thousands, black and white,
hand in band, walking together in the pleasant valleys of life.
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And the word oftruth then shall he: Blessed be God, we are one family and
one people and one race.

Yea, they shall sing: Glory unto Eloali, for he has made of one blood, all peo
ple that dwell upon the face of the whole earth!
And as they hear this blessing and praising, the spirits of the pure who when on
earth sung with Solomon: Black art thou but comely, O daughter of Jerusalem,
os the tents of Kedar, as the curtains of Solomon: shall be delighted exceedingly.

But the spirits of those who when on earth oppressed the black and held him in
cruel slavery, if they have not repented of their sins and been purged by the fire
of purification, shall greatly bewail and weep, and the aspects of their spirits shall
appear black as night to all who behold them,
And they shall hang like a black cloud over the western hemisphere ofour
globe, weeping great showers to fertilize the land they had injured.

And the oue race which shall be, shall be gentle and brave, graceful and pow
erful, above all the races which now exist.

For it shall be as it was designed at the beginning, even as its likeness was
planned in the wisdom of God.

A COMMUNICATION FROM THE GROUP OF SPIRITS.
[contSnueilfrom page 23.]

In how many different ways are spirits enabled to communicate with mankind!
And what a variety in their teachings ? This should teach you the important
lesson, that God is no respector of persons, but men of all nations and of all co
lours, and of every variety of persuasion, who seek to do justice and who loveth
to be merciful, such are they who do walk humbly with God.
It is not the saintly appearance of a person, or the number of prayers he may
repeat, nor the peculiar form of faith he professes which makes him acceptable to
God. If he seeks to bless his fellow-man, to remove evil, to practice humility,
nnd to live in charity with all men: then will he recieve all the assistance possi
ble from every kind of superior intelligences.
If then you were to begin that course of action which tcudeth towards the new
and bright era, without the aid of such influences, you would not he able to make
much progress. But if only your attention can possibly be drawn to this im
portant necessity for a great change, you will be sure to have the ■ assistance of
such spirits as are nearest your own states,
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It Tt ourglorious mission to assist Tn regenerating man, ami reforming the pro»
sent corrupt usages of society. Our work is, f rst to remedy internal disorders,
which must precede any reliable external manifestations.
To commence an external reform whilst the internal state of man remains a
masi of creeds and formulas—alike opposed to the progress of happiness on earth,
or the progress of spirits in the spiritual world—would be utopian.
We care not to destroy whatever may yield you consolation Tn any creed or
formula you may have chosen, provided that such creed or formula, does not
seek to limit the illimitable, and confine the great Father of all, to some small
speck of ths earth, or some little ray of light from the heavenly spheres which
are at most, not more Tn comparison than the little ray of light that proceeds
from a small candle, compared with the great and glorious sun at noonday.
If you can find a speck upon the vast universe where no trace of wisdom ex
ists, or a section of the human family Tn whom dwelleth no rays of divine wisdom,
then may you claim a superiority over them. Bat so long as you find the sun to
shine, the rain to descend, to nourish and fructify the earth, for the sustenance
of man amongst all nations in every part of the vast universe, so long will there
remain an undeniable proof that your heavenly Father is no respecter of persons,
but that men Tn every land, and of every possible persuasion, that seek to glorify
God by blessing his fellow man, will be accepted. As well might the hand atsume an authority over, or a superiority to, the foot, cs you or any other portion
of humanity to claim an authority over, or superiority to, any other fraction of
the human family.
It is true you may possess advantages which others do not seem to enjoy; yet
this ought not to beget within you a spirit of pride and haughtiness, but rather
should it beget a spirit of sympathy.
Let us give you an illustration of this, and may Tt sink deep into your hearts.
Suppose one of you had a weak or an injured limb; do you suppose that all the
other limbs would cease to sympathize with Tt, or that the spirit would proscribe
it or doom it to some additional pain on account of its misfortunes? Preposterous,
most ridiculously absurd are all such notions! The weaker any member of his
body, the greater the sympathy, both by the members of his body, and especially
the spirit, which corresponds to Deity,—man being an epitome of the universe.
If, then, you perceive the impossibility of one member to lose its sympathy with
any other member oftlie same body, bow can you expect that losing sympathy
with other members of the great general or universal body,—of whom God him
self forms the guiding principle, and each man corresponds to some particular
part thereof,—can possibly be productive of general harmony.
We must begin to be more plain with you, for nothing short of this general
sympathy will ever effect the necessary conditions for the heavenly era which
myriads of kind spirits are striving to introduce, in answer to earnest and constant
prayers that God's will may be “done on earth as it is done in heaven.”
You have yet to learn the nature of your own prejudices, and whither tending,
and how far you have hitherto been misled by them. Has it ever occurred to
your minds what a powerful thing is habit? A'hatpernicious practices are engeii-
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dered by its influences. What absurd and cruel doctrines are believed and pro«
pogated under its bewildering domain. If you have not carefully examined
this great upas tree, but are in some measure feeding upon its poisonous fruits,
you will not be so well able to assist those who are writhing in mortal agony
beneath its deadly grasp.
Do you wish to become wise, let your prejudices yield before the glorious beams
of heaven now streaming through the spiritual world, for the benefit of the whole
human race.
How many schemes have been framed by erring mortals for the redemption of
mankind, but which have always been based on selfish principles of one kind or
another; and even at the present day, when plans innumerable are being applied
for this purpose, and in some cases particularly under spirit guidance, yet the
mind-dwarfing prevalence of habit and prejudice will continue to shew their un
called for and impracticable features. We need to acquire more influence over
mankind ourselves; also to be more under infinite wisdom, before any gen
eral plan can come into operation. But do not let us mislead you in this impor
tant work, because one false step is sometimes fatal ; especially at the commence
ment of any new work; for it is like laying a false foundation.
(to be continued.)

A COMMUNICATION
FROM THE SPIRIT OF JOHN EDMUNDSON.
•»
[continued from page 42."

When 1 first landed on the eternal shores, I felt quite certain that I should
shortly appear before the awful throne of heaven, on which sat a wrathful, pro
voked, and revengeful angry God. I felt quite certain that I should soon be
cither: —

“——numbered with the blest,
Or with the damu'd cast out.”
O, what groundless fears we bring upon ourselves, cither through our deter
mined ignorance, or stupidity.
“Yes, yes, ' said lie, with a smile, “we might have known that our works would
follow us; and thus were we engaged in conversation until we arrived at the
gate which led to the bower. But before I enter upon a description of its in
terior I will give you a brief outline of its exterior, and of the things which sur
round it.
‘
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The ground plan was seventy cubits square, and on each comer was erected a
group of ancient statuary. That on the cast was formed after the model of seven
ancient shepherds, placed ten cubits apart, one above the other; the topmost
being seventy cubits from the ground; and each held in his right hand a circular
wreath of flowers, which extended upwards; and in his left a golden rod: and all
the shepherds were in the attitude of guarding as many as seventy sheep, which
were closely packed around each of them; and the sheep wero in the attitude of
looking up to their shepherd, as if couscious ofhis care.
That on the west was formed after the model of seven spotless virgins,
placed ten cnbits apart, one above the other; the topmost being seventy cubits
'from the ground ; and each held in her right hand a circular wreath of flowers,
which extended upwards; and in her left, a golden basin, which contained a
portion of the dews of heaven. Each was in the attitude of administering the
contents of her basin unto seventy silvery fish which surrounded her.
That on the south was formed after the model of seven females, placed ten
cubits apart, one above the other; the tqgmost being seventy cubits from the
ground; and each held in her right hand a circular wreath of flowers, which ex
tended upwards; and in her left a little book, which was open to the gaze of
seventy female infants which surrounded each of them.
That on the north was formed after the model of seven ancient prophets, placed
ten cubits apart, one above the other; the topmost being seventy cubits from the
ground: and each held in his night hand a circular wreath of flowers, which ex
tended upwards; and in bis left a little book, in which was the memoir of a cer
tain king, written in two languages, and was open to the gaze of seventy male
infants, which surrounded each of them.
And from the topmost figure on the four comers thereof, was fixed a chain of
circular wreaths of flowers, which extended from the ea3t to the west, and from
the north to the south. And over the centre of the bower was suspended hori
zontally, a large circular wreath of flowers, from which extended chains, which
consisted of wreaths of flowers, unto the wreaths which were held in the right
hand of the remaining figures on the four comers.
And about the distance of seventy cubits from the exterior of the bower were
arranged in a circular form, two hundred and forty-five tall and slender trees,
which were one huudred and forty-four cubits long. And instead of branches,
the trunks were surrounded, from the ground to the top, with a kind of silky or
silvery moss, in the form of a screw, being composed of seven different colors;
and every tree inclined or curved towards the bower, so that the topmost part
bended down over the centre, so that the tips of the trees were linked unto the
great wreath which was suspended over the bower.
.
Then again at the distance of sixty cubits from the exterior of the bower, or ten
cubits within the other trees, were two hundred and forty-five trees, the same in
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size and quality as the other; but instead of curving towards the bower, they
gradually curved from the bower, so that the tops shot forth between the other
trees, and bended downwards to the distance of seventy cubits from the ground,
and were linked unto a great wreath which encircled the whole of the trees. And
from the great wreath were linked seventy chains, composed of small wreaths,
which extended unto seventy groups of the most elaborate statuary, composed of
the most precious metals, such as fine gold, transparent jasper, and was placed
at uniform distances ail around, exactly under the great wreath.

(to be continued.)

£3 octtn.
A MIDNIGHT MEDITATION.

And do the dead whom we have sought
To us indeed return again;
With messages of mercy fraught.
Of “ Peace on earth, good will to men ?”
To guide our wand'ring feet aright,
To Und and heal the broken heart;
The lamp of faith again to light,
And hid us choose " the Letter part

Torgire ns thatour faith is weak,
forgive us If are seem to sern,
forgive the erring words we spok,
1’orgtve ns that we idly mourn.

And 'mid the busy hours of day
And iu the vigils of the uight
r.e near us,—with us when we pray.
To bathe our souls iu heavenly light,
Let light from out otrr darkness shine,
And wisdom from onr sufferings spring;
Let love glow in us more divine,
And faith mount on exultant wing
To meet thee, victor at the last
O'er doubt and fear, and cruel fate:
The battle won, the straggle past,

'

Jly wul stands waiting at the gate,
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Family circle confuting of father—mother—, efjtreii fuJ the medium :
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A/e ms ó?/ the fable. and rehíle we wvjt ««< »/<) ' 1 h■ *t . ik a lam! of pur■ dele/z. I '
SfC. , i he mndtnm h rife
*

ch/-i’—a ‘han t t temf ¡Jme ^;í tiw expeifMa/i << her fucet
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The room seeitis tilled with silvery vapor—3t1 angels are in the room—they
are arranged so beautifully in circles of l> each—the 1 st. co- - le i» over our heads,
and they have a wreath of towers in their l - atid-: titer are die "• d in white—the
2nd circle is behind them, dressed in i,- pht blue, with crm-vus in their hand >; and
the 3rd circle is outside of the other-', won small white f'em«. m their hands:
the angels if that circle are dressed in dmk him .
The table is ht up with a T.ht hhte flame, wir h with tik -dve-rv iap >r u: tli
*
room makes it so very bemlif^il.
1 see 3 angels with trumpet- m their hands, h- ■■•-woniiie m» to come with them,
(she appeared to go, and then, after a short p- m-v broke opt with'. Oh f such beau
tiful gat.es—they av» tv »n-p.ti^«-tit. and of v’i'oms colors '«¡oxerile !h<>- aah) it con
sists of a small white square in the centre, then enlarges with red — light bin >■—
dark blue—purple, and some other colors 1 nnrr stw before. and they are all
transparent — I have gone through the gates, (and then a- if in amazement ex
claimed,) Ohl what a beautiful place—the wAs seem mod" of strnw-whiti' orv•tal, so beautifully white—there arc I walls the 1-t me:- traite— one light bint—
one dark blue and the ether yellow. 1 see trn-h a un-iturn.- b' of angels'. 1 see
grandpapa—grandmamma—aunt—uncle, and. mint Ei,zn cud visicv— they are
smiling—they beckon me to them-—ve are all going to a h.rm- w hitc thi .me—tt|i !
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what a beautiful throne—over the back of it is a large banner—2 trumpet angels
holding it, one on each side—it is made of red stone, very thin—the writing on it
is in yellow, the angels look so happy at me. I see written on the banner “ Holy
—Holy—Holy Lord God ofSabaoth ”—it looks brighter as I gaze on it—half of
the back of the throne is dark blue crystal, and half white-one side light blue and
the other dark yellow—on one side of the throne is a red horse and on the other a
white one—the red horse is on the light blue side and the white horse on the yel
low side—the scat of the throne is red—one side blue, the other white. 2 trum
pet angels are sitting on the horses—they have golden crowns on—they are smi
ling on me—the angel on the red horse has his gold crown set with stones all round
—the stones seent to shed rays on the tkrone and on us—grandma has taken my
hand—sister is floating over me, pointing to the crown—writing on it—the words
are “ He goes conquering unto conquer.” The person on the white horse is clothed
in a long flowing robe of scarlet, with a silver crown on his head, set with red
stones round—there is writing in dark red ou the silver crown—the words are
Love—Mercy—Peace—good will towards men—they grow brighter as I look—
the letters seem to move—the angel has taken my hand—taken offhis crown—
the letters move so strangely—stop't moving—put his crown on—smiling at me—
such a host of angels—more coming—going to the gate with me—they have
opened it—7 angels are coming in through the gate, singing so sweetly—shut the
gate, and have gone up to the angel on the red horse. Grandma has such a
beautiful box in her hand—opening it—the angel on the red horse is taking the
crowns from the box, and placing them on the head of the seven angels—the first
three have received gold crowns and have gone to join the multitude of angels—
the other three angels have silver crowns put on their heads—they have gone
lower down a street of gold—but they don't sing so sweetly—the other angel has
a white crown—he is standing by the red horse—has a gold harp, and is singing
and playing so sweetly. I am coming to the gate and all my relatives with me—
we «are through the gates now, but the gates remain open—we are high up over the
table, and it is lit up so beautifully—a ray seems to come from Aunt Eliza to each
of our heads. (The medium here made a sudden start and after a pause said)
Oh ! how strange—I see a Well full of clear water—I can see everything at the
bottom of it—there arc beautiful crystals at the bottom, and there is a ring round
the top of the well of the same plan and colors as I saw on the gates—it looks so
beautiful with the crystal water—my relatives arc all around it, and it seems to
light them up with a light blue flame—the colors from the ring seem to sbed on
the water and reflect upon those standing «at the well—.a trumpet angel has come
down to the well, helms a beautiful chased gold basin in bis hand—lias dipt it in
to the water, and brought it out full—he is sprinkling it all over the table, and
as it falls, it turns to beautiful red fire—some of it comes ou me. The well is going
tip—it looks so strange—and as it goes, it drops stars ofall colors—going right up
—all my relations are gone with it,—they arc smiling and beckoning me—gone
through the gates—taken it along a gold pavement—have put it at the foot of the
throne—the well seems to sink into the gold pavement—the place is lit up mag
nificently’, .and there is such a multitude of angels—they have harps and are sing
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ing and playing so sweetly—the sound seems to echo through each wall, and echo
back again—I cant doscribo it—done now—my relations kiss iny forehead—sister
and aunt Eliza are coming with me. Oh! they ore all gone—aunt shows me a
roll in her hand—my sister has 1 little angels with her—they have A box, and a
trumpet angel accompanies them.

(to be concluded in our next.)

CONFESSIONS OF A TRUTH SEEKER.
V.

I mentally reviewed the various explanations and theories that had heett suc
cessively presented: that of “ collusion," was on all hands abandoned as outworn;
“unconscious muscular agency," was disposed ofl'by the simple fact, that heavy
bodies frequently moved without touch or contact; “Electricity," which I found
most frequently used by those who knew least about it, reflection and experiment
convinced me, was equally untenable. Our scientific opponent, Dr. Rogers, in
his “Philosophy of Mysterious Agents," says, “ the attempt to account for these
phenomena by the agency of electricity has signally failed, as the most important
characteristics of this agent cannot be found to agree with the phenomena." The
above writer, in the work just quoted, (by far the ablest which 1 have yet seen in
opposition to Spiritism,) has put forth the only theory on that side of the question,
which appeared to me anything like adequate, or to wear even the semblance of
plausibilliy: I will endeavour briefly to state it.
Reichenbach, Lafontaine, Arago, arid others, have demonstrated the existence
of a previously .unknown physical agent, called by the former, “The imponder
able odyl," pervading space, and forming the bond ofsympathetic relation between
external nature, and the organism (especially the brain) of man. This, when
given forth from the organism of persons under certain conditions, acts as from a
battery, produces the phenomena of sound, lifts or overturns heavy bodies, and at
tracts or repels them according to a law of polarity, independant of the will or
desire of the persons so conditioned. Our author concludes that he lias here fur
nished him the key with which to unlock the mysterious rappings and other phys
ical phenomena of the present and of past times.
Buthow as to the intelligence displayed in them? Carpenter, Wilkinson, and
other eminent Physiologists have shewn, that the brain in man (us in animals,)
possesses reflex, or automatic powers, which enable it to act without mind, as the
instrumental representative of mind; simulating all the characteristics of intel
ligence, and even, as in the insane, the hypochondriac, the biologized, and the
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dreaming brain, to assume a fictitious personal identity. Under odylic, or other
irritant, this reflex action becomes excited, ideas or impressions latent in it be
come active; the past is vividly reproduced in representation, and session is some
time# exercised as to what exists in time and space ; which is reflected upon the
impressible brain through odyl, as the human face is reflected upon a prepared
daguerotype plate. Two brains may he brought into odylic rapport, and being
thus filmily meshed together by odylic threads, form as it were, a double cerebral
unit, like the two hemispheres of a human brain,—the impressions of the stronger
being imparted or transmitted to the weaker, or of the more to its less active co
efficient as along an electric chain: its volitions, or impressions, are propagated
through the brain and nerve-centres to the motor-nerves, muscles, vocal organs,
and lower parts of the organism ; which, acting in mechanical union with it, pro
duce the phenomena of the writing and speaking mediumship; while the tabletiltings, rappings, and other manifestations of the so-called Spirit-agency, being
directed by the automatic action of the brain, respond to it as if controlled by in
telligent mind, and throw back in the responses, the impressions, or ideas, which
have been reflected upon, or excited within it.
The apparent systematic rite and progress of the movement, is accounted for as
a nervous epidemic,—the result of specific cerebral impress in sympathetic influ
on the nervous system in relation to the odylic agency; similar to the Witch
mania in Europe and America, the Tarantula in Italy, the Preaching mania in
Sweden.
This theory, which I have very imperfectly, but I hope fairly represented, is
Urged by its author with greatforce of argument, felicity of illustration, and con
stant appeal to known facts. He maintains it to be no fancy-sketch, and chal
lenges its refutation, “as a fair logical deduction from ascertained facts.”
I felt that if the phenomena I was investigating were produced exclusively by
mundane agencies, it was in this theory, or in some modification of it, that the
solution must be found: here, or hereabout, the final battle would have to be
fought: this failing, unconditional surrender was the only ultimate alterna
tive.
I have not space, even had I the requisite knowledge and ability (which I hare
not,) to take up the gauntlet which this author has so fearlessly flung down.
*
But his theory had for a long time so strong an influence upon my mind, that in
these “confessions,” I feel bound to state some of the considerations which finally
led me to relinquish it. I trustmy readers will excuse my thus apparently de
viating from the main road of my story, into bye-paths every now and then. But
1 wish these letters to be useful, and do not know how 1 can better make them so,
than by furnishing hints to those who may be travelling the same way, as to the
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* If I may venture the suggestion, I think that if some frier.d, well acquainted with
both the facts of Spiritism and of science, could find time to undertake a careful analysis
and rigorous scientific examination of this work, (which has not yet received the notice
which it merits,) ho could not be more usefully employed for the cause. Will our
friend “Verax” pardon the liberty, if I commend this hint speciallvto hit considera
tion.
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nature and difficulties of the road, and by, perhaps helping to remove some of tho
stumbling-blocks which may lie across their path.
I found then that this theory, though tolerably capacious and elastic, neither
was, nor could be made suillciently so, to hold all the facts which it was required
to carry: that, though a mighty smart vessel to look at, yet, after a few trial
trips, it was found rather too leaky to he altogether sea-worthy, or lit for substan
tial service. It had some sound planks in it, which, when the ship was taken
to pieces, might he found very servicable: but, till that could be done it had bet
ter lay up in dock.
Mr Beecher (an opponent, to whose views I have alluded iu my second letter,)
has pointed out the unsoundness in some of the timbers: he has more especially
instanced the didiculty, if not impossibility, of reconciling the theory of automatic
action, with the fact of involuntary contingent adaptation,—that an automaton
duck may he made to waddle and quack, but not to he frightened. So, an auto
maton chess-player is impossible, because no automaton can adapt its moves
to the varying exigencies of the game. I am aware that Mr Rogers has responded
that there is a great difference between animate aud inanimate automata,—be
tween one constructed of wood and iron, working with weights, pulleys and levers:
—and one constructed as the human brain, with its finer and more potent ma
chinery of nerves, cells, fibres, and other appliances. True, hut there is one tiling
which even this automaton cannot do,—it cannot of itself tiukk : whatever it
may he capable of, cogitation is not within its province. Yet in the case of
Spirit-media, we have, not only the expression of thought unknown to, and non
existent in, the mind or brain of the medium: hut sometimes directly contrary
thereto; and equally foreign to those present. Shall I he told that what is taken
for evidence of thought is only the result of nnconscious cerebration,—the giving
out of impressions which existed unconsciously in the brain of the medium, or, of
some person present. Indeed ! and how did you diccover that existed of which
themselves were not conscious ? How have you found out that they knew, what
they Knew they did uvl know? To try to make them believe this by virtue of
bold assertion, may be very well as a biological experiment; but we are not all
subjects of pathematic influence in that way, or to that extent. When you reply,
Dr., that this is not thought, or the voluntary act of mind : but cerebration, or tho
involuntary action of brain, I rejoin in your own words, “This is not demonstra
ble, it is merely hypothetical, and has very quESTionaBLE evidence to sustain it."
If sequential logical discourse,—pertinent answers to unexpected questions : he
not evidence of thought, what is to be considered so? Where shall we find proof
of it? Possibly some disciple of Dr. Rogers may, following out his master's line
of reasoning, discover that the work under consideration did not come from the
mind of its author, but was produced by this same “unconscious cerebration."
The selection and adaptation of means to ends is a proof of design; design is the
action of a mind: “the action of a mind proves the existence of a mind:" so says
Paley and common sense.
If, then, mind is concerned in the operation, and the thought expressed is not
(hat of the medium, nor of any person present, (and in my experience many
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instances have occurred of this,) Whence comes it? Whose is it? Shall we he
told that it is only impression transmitted by some absent brain in obylic rapport
with that of the medium ? Can this be the resource of a scientific writer, boasting
of his rigid adhesion to facts and logical deductions from them? There is even
less warrant for this hypothesis than the former one: it isopen to the same objec
tions: “It is not demonstrable, and has very question able evidence to sustaiu
it;“ or rather,no evidence at all. Where are your facts? To whom does this
absent brain belong? Where is he? What is he? Whence came he? Who is
he ? Has he a local habitation, and a name ? Bring him into court and put him
in the witness-box that we may see, hear, and cross-examine him : he is a ma
terial evidence and must appear,—your case breaks down without him. Let us
have no shirking here Doctor ; stand bolt up to the fact. It won't do to give me
instances of what has been effected by the power of wiil: or to tell me that the
mesmeriser can operate upon an absent patient. I know it,—but that is done by
a conscious, voluntary mental act: it is not unconscious cerebration; not invol
untary automatic brain-play in odylic rapport. Besides, there is the inagnetizer t
the operation can be traced back to him. Remember, you have to produce your
absent brain,—the operator which effects these wonders. “ I don't believe there’s
no such person as Mrs. Harris,“ says Betsy Prigg to her friend Sairey Gamp;
and under the circumstances of the case I think Betsy came to a very sensible
conclusion: this anonymus, unknown, mythical personage (non est, except
when required for “odylic rapport,”) is the Mrs. Harris in our author’s
story.
Admitting, however, that Mrs. Harris, or this hypothetical Tom, Dick, cr Harry
could be discovered, I would ask, If a human hrain can be worked auto
matically by an absent invisible person in the body to produce the phenomena in
question, Why may it not he so worked by an absent invisible person out of the
body? especially, wnen the invisible agent states that this is actually*
she case : and in the entire absence of any counter-claimant. I again ask
Why?

“

— gentle Shepherd tell me why ?”

It is also to be noted, that automatic action has not only to be reconciled with
involuntary coNTiNoENT adaptation, but, that this adaptation is not to a

single, but a manifold contingency; not to a simple, but a complex one: it is not
like a coin with a different impression on each of two sides; but rather, like one,
(if you can imagine it,) many thousand or million sided, with a different impres
sion on each; or, like any contrivance you can conceive of, which shall admit in
its Action so many possible variations, singly, and by combination, as to defy the
most elaborAte calculations of the most profound mathematicians; for the con
tingent Adaptation required to produce all the phenomena of Spirit-mAnifestAtioN
must not only he manifold, it must include many different sets or xiNds of oper
ation. The Automaton must be so constructed as to answer all sorts of questions,
ad libitum, on the shortest notice; questions of number, questions offset,
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questions of opinion. Mathematicians tell us, that the different changes or var
iations of position of which the 2<i letters of the alphabet arc capable, amount to
G20,-l IS, 101,733,239,439,000,000, so that if these letters were mixed together,
and any given arrangement of them, say that of their alphabetical order, required
from an automaton thrower
*:
the chances in its favour would be as 1, to the figures
above given. But this would be as nothing to what would be required of our
cerebral automaton; fer be would have to throw the letters, not into alphabetical
arrangement, but into words, sentences, paragraphs, following in regular sequence,
and having an intelligent meaning, pertinent to the matter in hand : a much more
diftlcult thing; and this would generally have to he done right on the first throw:
having for instruments: say, a choice either of a human windpipe, or a round ta
ble, with any amount of odyl. And this would not be all. Its work would but
have just commenced : it would have occasionally to communicate in different
languages, write medical prescriptions to meet exactly the case of different in
dividual patients, suffering under every variety of disease; to construct visible
flesh-like hands, palpable to touch, out of invisible materials; and when it had
done all this, there would be plenty more work in store for it. Boor auto
maton !
That the mind does r.ot take cognizance of all the ads of the body, is certainly
true; but that the mind or brain, (whichever Dr. Rogers prefers,) is at uny time
unconscious of its own acts, I am not so sure: I doubt whether consciousness is
not inseparable from it. True, its ordinary consciousness may besuspended: but
if it continues active, 1 think it can only be so by r. different state, or kind
of consciousness being superinduced. This however, let Physiologists and Phil
osophers decide.
I cannot however conclude these strictures, without remarking, that if wc can
not from intelligent effects predicate an intelligent cause; if we are to believe
that all the operations of mind can be effected without mind: we introduce an ele
ment of confusion and uncertainty into all reasonings from analogy, sap the
foundations of Natural Theology, and run counter to the common sense, the com
mon instincts of mankind. If Spirit-manifestations are to be accounted for as re
sulting solely from the operation of mundane agencies, v.e must be prepared to do
this: to maintain principles and theories having this tendency ; there is no alter
native, or if there is, I have yet to learn it.
That all the instances cited by Dr. Rogers as Nervous Epidemics are runEt.v
such, lam not prepared to admit. It may however be observed: that while the
present movement has some points of agreement with them, there are character
istic differences which be has altogether overlooked. But as 1 am hue making
my confessions—not writing a review—1 must leave the determination of those to
the reading, reflection, and experience of my readers; and hope to furnish
facts illustrative of the general reasonings above advanced, in subsequent
letters.
•
T. S,
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RECOGNITION OF A «PHUT.

A friend, Mi W. with whom I waslately speaking upon the subjectof Spiritism, asked _
me to introduce him to some circle, for he wished to see something in consequence
of what had been told him by a very old acquaintance, a Jew, a sharp-witted
and naturally most incredulous man,—a man whom he had known for thirty
years for being nothing else than a thorough man of business.
He said, that this Jew acquaintance bad told him that on making a call upon
a person whom he knew, about some business matter, recently, he fuuud the fam
ily round the table, “questioning spir^^^.” On the invitation to take a seat, he,
not believing in anything but the body, drew his chair to the fire, shrugged his
shoulders, and wondered to himself at the absurdity of people: but, hearing
sounds, and seeing the interest of the company in chronicling the letters they re
ferred to, lie began to he amused at the “ game,” for he thought some of the party
were being done by the others. Presently, one of them at the table said to
him:—
"Mi II * *
that being the name of the incredulous one, “here is a spirit to
you! with your name."
“Ah! who is it, I wonder?’’ He thought they should’nt do him,
“Wife,” was reported as spelled through the table.
“My first wife is dead a long time, certainly,” said he.
“Site wants you to know she is still living in another state of existence."
“Does she? Well, I shall believe you that she says so, if you can tell me she
says anything that I know myself, and that none of you know."
The question was put whether the Spirit would impart something that he alone
of the company knew, and a reply in the affirmative was given.
“ Well, let me have it now at once," said he.
"Gold, mother,” was the answer. It was enough. By this answer 1 recog
nized my late wife;” said Mr H * * “
“ I said to II * * “ ” continued my friend Mi W., “ that I thought his ground
for believing was rather slender, as it appeared to me.” He replied that he was
not surprised at my thinking so, but that my surprise might he less, after he had
told me something. He went on:—
“One day, in my first wife's life-time, many years ago, having to meet some
particular people, I went home to change my dicss. Before going up stairs for
this purpose, J took out the contents of my pockets, and laid them on the mantle
shelf,—money, handkerchief, and so on; and among the money was a couple of
brand-new sovereigns that I had just received. Having changed my dress up
stairs, I came down again and went to the shelf to take what I had left tliete, and
behold my two new sovereigns were gone.”
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“ Hallo!” I said to my wife, “ wliat have you taken some of my money fori
*
“ I have not taken any,” she said.
“ I left two sovereigns more than are here now.”
“Nonsense,” she said, “you must make a mistake; nobody has been in the
place, in fact, besides mother.”
“ Now, my wife's mother lived not far off, and used often to come pottering in;
and I am sorry to say that I entertained certain notions about her. However, I
said nothing, but considered a little, how, supposing she had helped herself to
them, she might possibly spend them. After some reflection 1 went to a certain
draper's. Going into the shop, I asked the man to let me see some gown-pieces,
and some that he found people liked, fur wliat other women liked perhaps my
wife would like too. He put a piece before me, and said lie had just cut a dress
off that for a customer. I said that might do for a young person, but did not
think it exactly the thing for a family woman. He did not agree with this, and
said that the said last customer was a very motherly woman, and was quite pleased
with it. I got out of him, in my way, what sort of a person she was, and he de
scribed mother-in-law. I put down a live-pound note to pay with,—for I bought
enough for a dress of the same stuff,—and among the change the man
handed me were two brand-new sovereigns. I complimented him on having
customers that could spend such nice new money; and he said easily enough that
he took them from the lady that had bought the dress from the piece I had
bought from. I took the stufhome, and my wife lost very little time in having a
dress made up; and, the same day thatshe put it on, her mother came in dressed
in one to match. If this was not pretty good circumstantial evidence, I did not
know wliat was. I need not tell you there was a scene ! I threatened to expose
her to our people. I don’t know what I was not going to do. But after all I did
nothing. My wife implored me on her knees to forgive it, and finally so worked
upon my feelings, that I promised her I would say nothing about it; nor have I
ever mentioned it from that day to this. Both her mother and herself beingdead
for years, and I having married again, I had, in fact, forgotten all about it, and
perhaps should never have remembered it, if it had not been brought to my mind
in this extraordinary way. I may surely mention it now that both are gone, and
for a good object, which is to enable you to understand this subject as it has
struck myself.”
“I have been thinking a good deal," continued my friend \V,, “about what
II * * *. told me; and although I don't require such evidence of spiritual ex
istence, yet I have some curiosity to witness these singular phenomena : if you
have an opportunity letine know. Itisa great thing that unbelievingmindssliall
receive evidence unquestionable by themselves, that the dead still live.”
“And equally important, my friend, is it to know," said I, “that their memory
is more enduring and vivid than ours whom they leave behind,”

London, Nov.
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A MEDIUM'S EXPERIENCE,
i.

It

has been suggested to me by several persons that I should in brief letters send
to you my experience in spiritual manifestations, and, as I have been used as a
medium for Spirit power for the last four years, the history I have to give may
not be uninteresting to the reade rs of the Telegraph. I shall in The course of my
narrative, relate such facts to you, that I Think you will have cause to agree with
me, That I have been a medium Through whom Spirits have powerfully acted,
ever since I was Three years of age.
Inasmuch, however, as people are looking and anxiously waiting for facts of
The present day, I shall not begin at the beginning, That is from my earliest child
hood, but inform you, how I first became consciom of the presence and power of
SpiriTs.
In The month of Nov. 1852, a lady called aT my house, and requested to see
Dr. Hardinge | and, supposing she desired to consult him professionally, I re
quested her to walk into the surgery, and I Then left her and the Dr. alone.
When she had left The house, after some lengthy conversation, I learnt from
The Dr. that she had just arrived in this country from America, and That she bad
been directed, in a very extraordinary manner, To come to our bouse, It ap
peared, That while being tossed about on the ocean, they stilt had communion with
Their Spirit friends, and were To a large extent directed what course to pursue when
They should reach England.
Mrs. R., The lady of whom I speak, was a rapping and tilting medium only.
The husband, Dr. R„ was whaT is called a medium for powerful spiritual impres
sions. On one occasion when they were having some conversation with the
Spirits, The following was given Through The medium of the Table and The
alphabet:—
“ When you reach England go To Dr. H
aT--------- (giving full name
and address) you will There find both friends and assistance: you will fiud a
powerful medium there, as yeT unknown To The world.”
In accordance, Therefore, with these directions, she said she had come, and was
in hopes To have seen The medium spoken of, and have The opportunity of Talking
with her.. My husband, however, knowing me To be rather incredulous on such
matters, forbore to call me, and introduce me to his American visitor. She how
ever left <a pressing invitation that we should pay them a visit, aT Their Temporary
residence, in Holborn, on the following evening, and Then witness some of The
manifestations.
When The proposition was made to me, I began to doubt for a moment, the
soundness of The Dr’s, mind, and to feel grieved that he should allow his mind
and Thoughts to be occupied with what I called complete nonsense.
.
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He, however, treated the subject very thoughtfully, and chided me for even
thinking it wholly untrue, and thus, without sufficient proof, casting contempt and
ridicule upon persons whose characters were entirely unknown to me.
By persuasion, therefore, the Dr. induced me to accompany him to Mrs. It's,
when I was treated with great cordiality, and after some interesting conversation,
we, with four others, took our scats round a large loo table. After sitting per
fectly silent for ten minutes, the table tilted.
I must here confess, that notwithstanding all my unbelief, I trembled with
fright, like Professor Anderson, the great Wizard of the North, who remarked to
a friend of mine a few weeks back, when asked if he really iliil believe there was
such a thing as Spirit intercourse,—“ Although I deem it advisable for me in my
position to call it Humbug, yet I should not like to be compelled to sit alone with
one of your spiritual mediums, for half an hour! J " So you will perceive, that
Anderson believed and trembled, but had not courage to face the world and de
clare his belief.
But to return to my story. The questions were put to the Spirits by the me
dium, Mrs. It.
.
“Is that you, dear Alexander?” (meaning the Spirit of her former husband.)
Response, “Yes.”
“Are you happy, dear?"
Response, “Yes."
“Have you anything particular to communicate to us to-night?"
“Yes."
............

“Is the lady on my right hand a medium, as I have previously understood?"
Response, “ Yes."
“ For rapping?"
“No."
“ Moving ?"
“No."
“For writing?"
“Yes."
~
“And speaking?"
“Yes."
I should here mention that it was 3 years after this, before I was developed as
a speaking medium, as I shall hereafter show. While sitting thus quietly, and closely
watching every movement of the table a3 it answered in this (to me then) most
mysterious way, these highly important questions, I imagine the color must have
forsaken my cheeks, for those present, especially my dear husband, repeatedly in
treated me not to be alarmed; for to speak the truth, as soon as I discovered,
after close examination, that there was neither machinery in the table or decep?
tionm the conduct of Dr. or Mrs. R., I began most seriously to think it was the
power of the noted great Evil One. At this moment the hand of the medium was
gently drawn up into the air, and descended three times successively rather
heavily upon my head, which I need not tell you, did not lesson my fears. Mrs.
R., however, in the soft and gentle accents peculiar to her, said, while she looked
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all affection towards me, "Do not fear my dear; 'tis only oui dear Spirit friends
greeting you; and,” said she, " before you leave, I want you to summon some
Spirit you knew in the body." Finding it in vain to struggle against it, try hard
as I would, I thought for a moment, and then, summoning courage, I said, "If
this is really true, that God permits the Spirits of the happy to revisit earth, I would
humbly solicit a visit from my dear grandfather, who was, I know a good man
Independent of his having been 55 years a clergyman, or minister of the gospel,
he was a pious man; a sensitive, generous hearted man; and withal a believer in
Spirit power: for which he was hy many of his friends called a visionary.
The spirit was asked if the table moved towards me. I was requested to put
my questions. Accordingly, I asked: —
“Is that you dear Grand-Pa ?”
"Yes.”
“Are you not happy V"
"Yes.”
“Howlong is it since you left the flesh?”
The response was, by the table rising and falling heavily to the floor six times.
I thought this very remarkable, because in the body he was a very stout powerful
mail, and the movement was characteristic of his hasty temper.
I then put to the spirit the same question, as to whether it was true I was a
medium, and after receiving answers agaiuin the affirmative and being requested
again not to fear, we removed from the table, thanking our invisible friends for
their company.
I returned home aud retired to bed, but, not to sleep as will be seeu in my
next.
K. IIardinll.

■------o-----

Contnnnucaitons from tTc jBpu’itual C&tovlV.
A COMMUNICATION FROM THE GROUP OP SPIRITS.
[coirttniteilfi'om pojc G8.J

When we speak of mankind becoming subject to bur influence, do not think
that i»c mean to teach you to become cyphers in the world. If you were to pros
trate the recipient faculties, which Infinite Wisdom hath so wisely provided for
the whole human family, such an evil would lead to j ust an opposite extremei It
is against those extremes that wc wish to caution you.
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At present, mankind are generally influenced by filthy lucre, If they com
*
mence any new scheme to ameliorate the condition of the toiling millions, or tho
equally miserable idlers, they invariably begin by calculating what amount of
worldly gain can be acquired ? Or bow many can obtain apparent ease by the
arrangement } Instead of following the inward monitor, or, the medium for Inti»
nite Wisdom. Such practices arc destructive of any plans for the true ameliora
tion of mankind. To avoid these evils, you must strive to attain that state ofonenes3 with the Father which Christ spoke of when he prayed that they might be
come one with him.
You must seek to outgrow your foolish prejudices. Look not so piously upon
outward appearances: that reform which shall regenerate mankind, must proceed
from the centre, gently working its way, in harmony with wisdoms laws, to the
circumference, — erasing tho foul blot of human depravity, and establishing the
principle of peace upon earth, in lieu of those principles of social and domestic
strife, which are alone, calculated to keep alive those evils that we are seeking to
destroy.
Outward forms are only useful as symbols of the inner state of men. We care
no more to destroy your forms, than we care to destroy the smell, or odour of the
rose, so long as such forms are true indexes of your real states. What we desire
Is to beget within you a disposition to love each other from a spirit of purity.
Though your towns and villages have their charitable inhabitants and institu
tions in abundance; yet these charitable people and institutions, are too strongly
rooted in selfishness to accomplish any great work in the world. .
You might as well expect to see roses grow upon thistles, as to see pain and
sorrow removed by such practices as are common amongst such people.
A reform that is intended to be productive of any great good to mankind, must
have its origin in the Spirit world and be communicated to mankind through the
physical organism of some susceptible medium (though generally unconscious of
the fact.) The cause for this spirit origin, lies in the impossibility of man's ex
ternal faculties to take cognizance of, or part in, any reform to better the social
condition of mankind. They pertain only to outward things, whilst a reform, to
be useful, must include the whole of man's faculties. Anything short ofthis must
inevitably fail to be permanent.
When the external faculties of man arc provided for by a bounteous supply of
every requisite, there will still remain an aching void, unless an intercourse be
kept open between the spirits of men in the flesh and those in the spiritual world.
How many of you who are present on this occasion, could call to mind the num
erous seasons of enjoyment, when no visible person was near you; and how an
noying the presence of your most intimate friends would be at those particular
moments. It is then that the avenues for spirit intercourse are fully open, and
breezes from the spiritual world flow freely into jour souls, and they are pleas
ant moments in a man's history and are frequently looked upon with unequalled
joy.
O that mankind could universally understand the important truth that those
are seasons when outward things loose all attraction for the time being. But until
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itis universally known, that those whom they once loved, are influencing tkeni
and stru'’'iiing for a closer and more frequent intercourse — an intercourse that
must be established before universal harmony can prevail—progress will he slow.
We are glad to find that there are a few, who are willing to accept it as atruth
and who are willing to do what they can to promote its spread. Take courage
brethren: you have no greater difficulties to contend with, than we ourselves,
and yet greater is He who is for us, than all that can be against us. It is a great
truth and his harmony with all truth. Neither spirits in the flesh, nor in the spi
rit world can prevent its final triumph.
Bigotry may rage, fanaticism may spread, ignorance may seem to triumph with
the aid of its many associates; but remember the time is coming — and soon you
may be eye-witnesses to a state of society —in appearance, as utopian as that of
Sir Thomas Moore, — but as durable as the universe, and in harmony decidedly
equal.
The times are big with events of a deeply interesting character. The thing
needed to hasten on such a desirable state of society, is the extermination of sec
tarianism, the downfall of priest-craft, the destruction of selfishness and a reunion
of the spiritual and material worlds.
The question that most immediately concerns yon, is, ‘What part do you intend
to play in this universal drama?’ or, ‘IIow do you intend to act when there shall
he no covering for any of your evil doings?’
It would be a waste of time and energy, both on your part and on ours, to seek
to open an intercourse with each other, if you neglect to put into practical oper
ation such advice as commendethitself to your better judgments.
Procrastination, has been wisely said to be the thief of time, also as wisely
hath it been said, that delays are dangerous. He that would have his work done
well should do it himself.
It is quiet easy to talk about reform, bat how many arc expecting such refonna
to be brought about by the application of some enactment, by a few men who
neither feel the need, nor understand the nature and operations of, their enactments.
A reform, as we have told you before, must commence in the internal man
before it can be manifest in the outward mau. lie must receive it into his un
derstanding before lie can apply it in principle ; and unless you seek to understand
the nature of the work in which you would engage, and give yourselves fully up
to it, you will never be able to surmount the obstacles that generally arrest the
progress of all reforms.
What then shall we say, in order to stimulate you to use such means as are
suitable to bring about those whom bigotry hath reared for her own gratification?
Shall we proceed to lay down plans by which you should, unreservedly abide?
Alt, no. We would gladly co-operate with you, and advise with you, but it is not
in our power to give you truth without mixture. None but Wisdom itself can
possibly direct you in an unerring path; for no finite being cau comprehend un
erring truths.
(to be continued)
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READERS OF THE SPIRITUAL TELEGRAPH,

Who knows the amount of information you would obtain as to Spirit intercourse
with human beings, if you would boldly yet kindly declare your belief that “min
istering Spirit;* ” are often with us—that you believe deceased relatives have the
power of making themselves known in various ways. If you would adopt the
course pointed out, you would unlock the secrets of many a mind, and furnish
yourselves with weapons of defence so double-edged as to cut in pieces the flimsy
sophistries of the materialist, and furnish to the Spiritual Telegraph facts of so in
teresting and vital a character, as to startle and convince the many, who only
wait for evidence, to yield up then- weapons of opposition, and rush body, soul,
and spirit, into the ranks of those who right tor the great and vital Truth, • : Man
AFTER DEATH CAM COMMUNICATE WITH Hlft FELLOW MAN.

I Have adopted the course ! recconnnend, and the result has startled—has
amazed me_ men with whom I Have mingled for years, and never imagined knew
ought about premonitions and Spirit appearances—tinder a frank acknowledge
ment of my belief—are thawed into cummunic-itivenes.s, and in every case where
they in addition to their own experience, narrate what Has occurred to members
of their family_ I <o to those parries, and obtain a confirmaiion of the incidents—
and while fresh on my mind—note down the facts, l'ardon me for advising you
at once guaranteeing to yourself a lumpy new year by carrying out that trite
old saying, “ Go I'hov ask no Livtiwisr.
Peckham, 1st January, 18-57.
J- Jokes,

[Wepropose to devote nearly the whole of our next number to A RECORD
OF “FACTS.”
Will our correspondents please to SEND THEM. IN
TORRENTS.—Eo]
if
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[continued from page 73.]

They are coming down and have placed the box over the table, it seems to reston the
blue vapor—the box is square, white in the middle, on each side of the box, and
above the white square is a exquisitely chased crown and on each side of the
white square is a chased trumpet angel, and all around them are squares of 7 dif
ferent colors so vivid, the box has been opened—the angels in circles around us
with wreaths have harps—those with crowns have trumpets, and those with thrones
have beautiful gold books—the flowers in the wreaths seem all blooming—the angel
holding them comes near. (The medium here seemed surprised and delighted
with the wreaths and after contemplating them a few seconds procoeded to des
cribe them.)
Mr.------ your wreath is
j^rosf^dof vine leaves—illies, and snow drops, wtth
2 or3 damask roses—looks in such bloom—so fresh. The vine leaves seem first,
then the lilies, then the snow drops, and here and there a rose—the wreath
looks very beautiful with the snow drops.
Mrs.
AunS se holding Hie wreahli ovrr your head and smiting—irse made
of vine leaves—snow drops and here and there a “ forget me not"—so fresh and
beautiful.
Edmund’s: is oak leaves and lilies, a moss rose in front and a sprig of forget
me not ” on each side—it is tied with a silver ribbon at the back.
Walter's: is a very pretty wreath, it is a mixture of oak and vine leaves, a few
lilies and two beautiful snow drops,—the snow drops seem to droop on the oak
leaves—a damaskrosr on one side and.a moss rose on the other, and a “forget me
not” in the front-the wreath is lied behind with a gold ribbon.
Emily’s: is a simple wreath of snow drops, with one damask rose in the front.
Alicr-— Is a wreath oflilies—an oak leaf in front with a vine Oeef on each side,
tied with a silver ribbon—tied with such a beautiful bow.
Marion’s: is a pretty wreath—one side snow drops—the other lilies—a moss rose
in front—with a “ forget me not” above which seems to hang over the rose and
touch the side of the snow drops.
Edith’s: is a wreath ofmoss roses with a white snow drop here and there—with
a large beautiful lily in front—iird with a silver ribbon—the roses look fresh and
beautiful.
Arthur’s wreath is one sIIi vine and oak leaves entwined, the other side moss
roses and “forget menots,” and one lily in front—tied with a gold ribbon—looks
very fresh.
Evans’(an infant) is a beautiful little wreath—snowdrops on one side and moss
roses on the other, a snow drop here and there on the moss roses, and a sprig of
“forget me not" on the side of snow drops—in the front a damask rote bud and
vim lref,—thr bud seems to rest on the vine leaf.
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Medium : a wreath of snow drops—vine leaves and moss roses entwined—one
large lily in front, and 2 oak leaves tied with a silver ribbon.
Tire angels who had the wreaths have taken the place of these who have the
crowns, those with the wreaths have put them on the crowns.
The circle with the Thrones have come forward, and taken the crowns with the
wreaths, and placed the men the seat of the thrones—the throues seem to rest on
red and silver fire—beautiful colored stars seem to rise round the thrones—baby’s
throne seems to stand in the middle of the table—it seems so radiant.—The angels
all seem in the attitude of prayer—eyes closed and kneeling—they look so hea
venly—they r.re singing now—all the ciouus and wreaths arc being put in the
gold chased box—four angels and the trumpet angels have gone with the box—
these with the throues are smiling—hovering and seem to be waiting for some
thing—they are kneeling again—.-isttrsnys they are praying for us—the two other
circles are floating away—a ray from aunt seems to come and fall on each
of tts.
A banner is being unrolled—it is of crimson—there seems a wreath of snow
drops in the middle, and inside of the wreath there is written in light blue, “ meet
again on Monday at six o'clock ”—the rollers of the banner are of transparent
yellow—sister has kissed me—the cloud seems to rrcend with them—they seem
so happy—they are going within the gates—gone
The Circle commenced singing *■ Lord dismiss us with thy blessing,” (music by
Stanley) and while singing the Hallelujah, the medium came cut of her trance and
no part of it was remembered Lv her.
The foregoing trance was the first of a serie, cf trances foreshadowing the fu
ture history of each of my children, and as the Spiiit sister requested us not to
relate the trances to the medium we have stiictly complied with the request—t
need not picture to the reader how the imagery in the vision interested the family
circle during its deliverv.
-----------U----------

HOW I BECAME CONVINCED.
li.

I may say here that 1 had been made acquainted with the facts of Spirit

Mani

festation as shown through Mrs. Hayden and others in London, and had been
asked on several occasions to accompany friends to witness them; but 1 had in
variably declined doing so. 1 said; “No, if it is such a truth as 1 believe it to
be, it will go on developing itself into facts which will at the proper time come un
der my eye without my going out of my way or neglecting other things.”
On the occasion 1 spoke of in my last, (sec page .o7) 1 had left home with no
intention to cail upon my “ Spiritualist ” acquaintance, but while out and about
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my affairs, “ it came into my head ” to do so, and although I -thought I had no

thing to say to him, I felt myself “ moved ” to go.
Entering, as I said in my last, my friend (MrE.) said at once to me,—“ I am
this moment receiving a communication from Spirit friends, would you like to join
me ?”—“ with all the pleasure in lifewas my immediate answer. “ Come here
into this other room for a minute;” said he, and into the other room he showed
me. Ab I sat down, I said “ very well ” to him; and to myself—Is this delay to
set the springs and hammers, or put on the knocking-shoes so much talked about I—
but here I was interrupted in my soliloquy, prompted by the scepticism then epi
demical, by hearing through the folding doors Mr E's voice,—“May my friend
J. D. come to the table?” Then I heard three peculiar taps, and again E.'s
voice,—“Thank you, dear friends.” Then the door was again opened, not by E.
but by a little boy who said, “ You are to come in, please sir.”
I followed him into the adjoining room, and there E. invited me to sit with him
at the table. “ Andnow, Dan, my hoy,” said he to the little lad, “take yonr
seat again." My friend E. smiled and said to me, “Consider yourself favored,
for the Spirits most frequently decline receiving those whom I would introduce.
They prefer communicating only to the family; and therefore it was that I asked
you to wait while I enquired whether I might bringyou in.”
Let me here say that my host professed phrenology. In the centre of the table,
and directly between him and the boy was a very large bust of Spurzheim, and
scattered about the table were books, papers, and writing materials.
■ The hoy who was now seated with us at the table, and whom I afterwards ascer
tained to be less than 9 years of age, I already knew as the errand boy of the
establishment; he was a brother of Elizabeth who subsequently married Beer,
previously mentioned by me. (See pages 87 and 111 Vol. II.)
My host, at this point, told me that he and the hoy had sat for an hour or so
daily for about a fortnight, before the raps came, and that they were not made
unless both were at the table ; that in the mediumship he thought the boy was
principal, himself subordinate: that strangers prevented—whether by their moral
or physical condition he knew not,—the manifestations, and therefore hefoundit
proper to observe the rule to enquire of the Spirits frst as he had done in the
present case.
- “Very curious and interesting,” said I, “but will you ask if they are still
with you?"
“Are you still with us, dear friends?”
Presently, slight and unusual sounds were heard, indicating according to my
host, their return or the resumption of their action.
At this moment I was speculating upon how such phenomena might have af
fected the mind of a friend who had, almost in my presence, departed this life 30
years ago, and whom I very nearly followed,—when Mr E. asked me if I wished
to communicate with any particular Spirit. I said I should like to receive a com
munication from the one whom I was at that moment thinkingof —Dr. Alexander
Clarke. In a minute or so I heard “raps” rapidly fluttcring,—if I may use the expression,—through the table and finally settling, as it might be expressed, in the
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centre of it. To various questions 1 received responses, negative as well as
affirmative.
,
“In what sphere are you, my friend?" I continued. Here were six clear
rhythmical sounds. I don’t like to call them raps; it would be caricaturing
them.
“ What sphere did you enter at your earthly dissolution?" Five sounds.
“Did your unbelief as to continued existence affect your admission into any
particular sphere?"—No.
“Your unbelief was honest and conscientious?"—Yes.
“Your father, is he with you?"—No.
“ Ishe still on the earth ?"—No.
“ In what sphere is he then ?"—Four souuds.
“What sphere did he cnter?"—Three sounds.
I will remark here that this difference, as to the state of the sen and of the fa
ther, if expressed by figures, would be a correct representation of their relative
value on earth, as 1 knew them.
“ Is your sister with you?"—No.
“ Is she still in this life ?"—Yes.
“ Do you know my father ?"—Yes.
“ Can he come ?"—Yes.
“ In how many minutes?"—Two.
At the eud of the time indicated, we distinguished sounds in my direction; as
from the upper angle of the room, which seemed gradually to settle in the centre
of the table.
1 received answers to questions in the negative and in the affirmative to the
the effect that he was happy; that his worldly thoughts of spiritual life had uot
been correct; that his religious opinions (Calvinistic) had been erroneous; that
mine (simply Theistic at that time) were wrong; that he wus in the 6th sphere.
1 asked of others of my family, and received what I thought, characteristic
answers; and of a sister not very long gone:—
“Is Sarah here?"—Yes.
There had been to my mind a personality distinguishing from each other the
sounds made by each alleged Spirit. My sister’s were quicker than any of the
others, and were characterized, so far as sounds may be said to be characterized,
by a mixture of gentleness and impetuosity which belonged to Iler. These sounds
from her were made close up to me, between my very hands, and were accom
panied by a pulsating or fluttering of the painted table cover.
My friend E. suggested tome to ask my father who were my guardian Spirits?
By the alphabet, was telegraphed—“Job, Enoch, Noah, Bacon."
“Is tlieir office to influence my mind?"—Yes.
“Do you also?"—Yes.
“ Will you communicate again ?"—Yes. In two days, at 1 o’clock.
I have not yet remarked that part of the time, Mr E. was called out of tho
room upon some business, and (hat the communications continued to me without
interruption.
.
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Wishing now to leave, Mr E. formally said “farewell" to the Spirit friends.
The response may be poorly imitated by drawing the thumb-nail along the rough
Under side of a table; and oil iny repeating the “farewell,” the same sounds
Were repeated, followed by others of miraculous rapidity and rytlim, which may
p]sobe inadequately imitated by beating dance-music with the nails on the table.
We had risen to move from the table, and the boy had risen and was standing
with one hand resting on it.
Mr 12. asked if that was to denote satisfaction at having communicated with
pie? Affirmative sounds and the dance music repeated,

Such era the particulars of my first practical enquiry, from notes made on rny
return home.
Had I materials here for sober-sided rational conviction of thp action of intel
ligent yet invisible beings ?
Yes. Because ¡—First, the phenomena were relieved from the stigma of being
results of collusion by the fact of my being alone with the boy during the exhibi
tion of part of them : Second, some of the phenomena betrayed feeling—appro
priate and peculiar—as well as intelligence, involving the moral impossibility of
their being produced by the boy : Third, some, if not all, of the phenomena were
physically impossible to the hoy.
The phenomena, not being traceable to the boy, I could only rationally con
clude that they were to be attributed to others having intelligence and feeling and
power acting in some occult way through him; and as these agents were not the
two witnesses, together or separately, they must be individuals whom we did not
peraeive,—iavislble spirits.
Howfarthis conclusion was strengthened, I must leave till my next.

Dec, London,

J. D,
*•

------- 0-------

A MEDIUM'S EXPERIENCE,
ii.

I soon felt »toothing influence passing over me such as I had never experienced
before. I was passive ia mind, happy, and quiet, therefore the facts I am
about to relate that occurred this night, were no chimera of a disturbed brain, but
n stern reality.
I seemed to feel the presence of a something indescribable. I looked anxiously
round the apartment, but could discern nothing. The fire ia my room «as
blazing cheerfully, and I sat up.ii my bed, deeply thinking on the mysterious
ways of God, when suddenly I felt a hand touch tuy arm, yet looking around,
could not perceive any one.
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I laid down, and as soon as I had done so, I distinctly fell the hand laid upon
my forehead. I was alarmed al this, and covered my head in iny fright with tho
bedclothes; but independent of this, the invisible hand gave me three smart taps
on the head. I arose and again anxiously looked around the apartment: nothing
was to be seen. Suddenly all fear left me, and methought perhaps it is the Spirit
of my dear grandfather, who fondled me when a little innocent child; and I
arose from my bed. Laying my hands upon the table I asked this question—
“Is the Spirit of my dear grandfather present?"
The answer was given in the allirmative by its tilting three times.
1 felt a sensation of pleasure I cannot describe,—.! thought of his good old
proverbs, and the many useful lessons he had taught me. My mind seemed at
once released from much of the burden of its errors.
I asked the Spirit—
“ Will your influence over me, combined with my own prayers to God, help me
to dispel the doubts and fears offf my mind, and guide me, with peace and forti
tude, to investigate this truly important subject ?" Answer by raps, Yes.
“Will the truths I may discover in Spiritualism be tho means of drawing me
from the frivolities of the world, and teach me to serve my Creator with more
purity and singleness of heart?" Response, Yes.
“And will it lesson the terrors I have ever had of death?”—Yes.
This was truly a great relief to me, for I bad from a child feared to die; and
why was it so ? I will tell you, and let all mothers, who profess religion especially,
take a lesson and be careful what notions they instil into the minds of their chil
dren.
When a child, 1 was taught both at school and at home, that there were but
two places for the Spirit to go to, after it left the body ; the first, Heaven, where
all good people went to, where they enjoyed eternal bliss, and were placed at the
feet of God ; a crown of gold upon their heads, and aharp of gold in their hands.
The second, Hell; a place of burning brimstone and fre, where the devil lived
and reigned as King; and when the wicked died he conies, and taking their
souls, threw them into the lake of burning brimstone and fire! where they burned
for ever and ever. You will understand, therefore, why I feared to die, especially
when I tell you, that my dear mother used often to say when I was disobedient
or wilful, “ You are so wicked, mv child, you will never go to heaven." I thought
it was impossible for her to tell a falsehood, or even to be mistaken. I had the
usual quick perceptions of childhood, and thought deeply upon this subject, and
methought as I am not to go to heaven, then I must go to hell. These impressions
tended to make me more wild and wilful; much more so than the rest of the
family. Perhaps, I thought, I might as well enjoy the pleasures of sin for a sea
son, since I was already condemned to be punished so frightfully hereafter. Again
I say it is to be hoped, that should this be read by mothers who have their chil
dren to train up and educate, not to paint God to their minds as an angry, harsh,
and cruel God; but teach them to love him more and fear him less, that they
may not have that horror of His punishments for the waywardness of childhood
and youth that I had, and which would have followed me through the whole of
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my life had it not been for the truths I have found in Spiritualism. I can smile
now at the absurdity of a burning hell for the never-dying Spirit, and believe that
God does not desire even the misery of the wicked, but rather that they should
turn from their wickedness and live.
.
Methinks if the professing ministers of the gospel were to point out the love of
God, the happiness and purity of the Spirit home after death, and talk less of
hell fire and the curses and vengeance of God, they would find a better and a
quicker way to the hearts of theirbearers. Moreover, were they to look into the
surrounding circumstances of those whom they have been wont to look upon as
the “ devil's own,” calmly regarding them as lost souls, and candidates for a
state of never-ending torments, they would find much work to do for their
Heavenly Father.
The human mind, naturally gross, requires purifying with love: the cares,
crosses, and rebuffs of the world tend to harden us, and we are taught by Christ
to speak gently, to cheer, soothe, and reassure each other. Yes, we are taught too
that it was the poor, the low, degraded and guilty, that Christ came to save.
The rich and self-conceited, and those who would condemn their fellow creatures
that he rebuked, and endeavored to teach love, meekness; and forbearance, to do
unto others as they would be done unto.
But I fear I have been wandering from my story; After putting the question
to my invisible companion concerning the death of the body, I was deeply in
fluenced to take writing materials, which were standing upon an opposite table,
in order that the Spirit might address me through my own hand. I asked if that
was its desire. The response was in the affirmative; yet so nervous and full of
doubt was I that I feared to do this. Yet I sat for nearly two hours asking al
most innumerable questions, and receiving answers to them. The last that night
was—
“ If I now retire to my bed, shall I be permitted to sleep ?” Response, Yes.
I did so, and slept peacefully during the remainder of the night.
After this, I used frequently to visit Dr. and Mrs. Roberts, and received visits
from them in return. Mrs. R. always requested me to persevere, aud hold the
pencil, that I might receive communications from my Spirit friends.
Ultimately I succeeded in divesting my mind of the fears that had oppressed it;
the fear of offending God, by entering so deeply in such a subject. I was at last
persuaded to hold a 3late pencil on a slate, (by a gentleman present in the circle,
the Editor of one of our London weekly papers.) I sat patiently for half an hour
before anything was written. At last my hand was rapidly run over the slate,
without any will of my own, and some words were written which none could read
save the gentleman I have mentioned. I never knew what they were.
From this time, Mr and Mrs. R. gave me no rest: they were ever importuning
me to go to their house, where they would frequently introduce me to as many as
twenty persons, who had assembled to witness the manifestations, and I was sur
prised to find myself introduced, not as an enquirer, but as “ the medium." I
must confess I began to grow weary of this, for I perceived with sorrow, that
they had begun seriously to trifle with the subject, which would be the means, in
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tlie end, of prejudicing the people’s mind, ami thus do harm to the cause. They,
the Americans had travelled many miles, and had, doubtless, spent much money
in taking so long a j’ourney; the consequence was therefore, that their sole aim
and object appeared to be how they could make money. Fer which purpose,
they would often deceive me, and receiving my time {ratuiiously, tell mc they
were admitting most of the people free, while I discovered they were charging
very high for each person, and making a great deal of money. I trembled for
the consequences, for I felt assured that if the manifestations of Spirit power was
the work of the Divine Being, that mediumship was a sacied gift and ought not
to be abused. I felt certain also, that God had sent these manifestations lor a
wise and holy purposc,—that man might be called from the error of bis ways; and
not to gratify his evil propensities, or amuse him as a toy; but rather that the
children of earth should be saved from the errors that now surround them, to open
the eyes of those poor misguided men, who do not believe in the scriptures, iu
God, or m a hereafter state.
*;
to teach us all humility and dependance upon our
Heavenly Father. For the good of those also who do not know what it is to have
a God to go to in trials, in sickness, and in death, I felt that if the subject was
treated with humility, patience, and prayer, that it would indeed prove a blessing
to mankind; and that through the knowledge we might obtain from the Spirit world
diseases might be cured, from which thousands are suffering, and over which
medicine and science have hitherto had no power.
Such were my thoughts upon the subject: let those wiser than I, judge now if
I was correct.
.
»

K.

Hardinge.

LETTER OF Dr. ASHBURNER TO Mr. G. J. HOLYOAKE.
[continued from page 62.]

I will not tire you by taking you over a wide field of natural history to tell you
that luminous animals exist, and offer phenomena beautifully analogizing with
the facts relating to the light emanating from the thinking man, from the excited
ape or monkey, from the furious tiger at bis prey, from the dog and cat which are
our companions
*
If I brought you to the conclusion that ideas arc shades of
light which emanate from our magnetic brains, you would be apt to say that the in
ferences are strained, for your habits of thinking require a closer catenation, and
the forming of the chain by more numerous links. I am clear that ideas arc not
only shades of light, but that each particle of those atoms constituting those
shades is subject to a magnetic law of attraction and repulsion; and to a mag
netic law of curves combining to form spheres, with polarities obeying the direc
tions of those which belong to this huge globe, (he earth we inhabit, and to th
*
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tiny globules of ether that formed the subject of Sir Isaac Newton's calculations.
If we acknowledge the tendencies of magnetic laws, and if we admit the facts
that have been published by many experimenters in mesmerism, from De Puysegur, Tardy de Montravel, down to our own times, by the Baron von Reichen
bach, by Mr Rutter and Dr. Leger, wc cannot escape from the inferences on the
essence of ideas and their relations to magnetism. If we know that mental en
lightenment is dependant upon the amount of ideas fabricated by our magnetic
or cerebral machinery, is it so difficult to arrive at the assumption or hypothesis
that the mainspring of that machinery is a magnetic intelligence or consciousness,
connected with and stimulating our organism to the various actions it performs?
—a highly refined essence of magnetic fluid evolved in the electrical act of con
ception, developed with our unfolding processes of life, and released at death
from its gross connection to realms of light, and "a blessed and brilliant home.”
You will tell me this is poetry, not logic, and that you will not allow me to tie
such hypotheses together with my miscellaneous bundles of knowledge. You
will deny that I can prove the fact of an intelligent existence separated from our
corporeal frames, and dwelling in one of the seven spheres said to surround the
globe we inhabit. Will you allow me the fact of the electric telegraph on this
earth, and of the necessity of intelligences in existence at each end of that instru
ment? Some of you logicians are so severe, that you hold the doctrine of the ar
gument being precisely the same in relation to those not present and to those not
in existence. If so with you, I need proceed no further; but if I can satisfactorily
establish the fact that communications have reached me by telegraphic signals,
which could come from no other source than unseen intelligences, I am not bound
to adduce you more evidence respecting the wires or channels of communication
between those intelligences and myself, than the facts which are known and ac
cepted by the students ofmesmerism as the acknowledged phenomena of the will.
See the fifth and some other volumes of the Zoift, and my notes to Reichenbach's
“ Researches,” and you will perceive that there exist many facts on this subject.
If it can be shown that unseen intelligences somewhere exist, and are in a position
in which their magnetic powers can act at a distance, knowing the modes in which
the magnetic forces of our minds act here, we can be at no loss to accord to them
the faculty of making signals upon the wood of our tables, upon the glass of our
windows, or upon the walls of our apartments. How do the wires of the electric
telegraph convey the messages? Dees not each molecule of wire receiving the
electric impulse soarrange itself in relation toils neighbor as to allow the fluid to
traverse the length of the wire in an astonishingly short time? Is not each
spherule or globule of the metal so shoved into itspioperrelationwithitsneighhcr
spherule that a general consent may exist between the particles of metal so as to
allow of the easy transmission of that particlcd fluid, usually called force, from
one extremity to the other? Do you know the fact, that if you take the wire
which has conveyed a message from London to Paris, and reverse it so as to con
vey the fluid back again, there is an unwillingness in the spherules to obey the
same impulse as readily as they did before ? Why ? Because you have todisturb
the comfortable, axial, and equatorial relations that they had previously agreed
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to under the first influence. They me creatures of habit; mdhabituate them by
repeated electtic currents tu one mode of opposition, and they become too lazy
to like to assume any other. The wire that by one course of exercise likes to
be straight, will, by repeated changes of cm rents, or siuMlf, become curved,
cockled, and brittle. What is u train of thought, composed of currents of glo
bules of highly-refined matter, but a magnetically arranged wire? What is the
human will but an arrangement of globules, that have been seen, by highly sensi
tive persons and clairvoyants, to i.--tie liom ceituin organs of the brain, and, tra
versing its anterior parts and passing through the eyes, to impinge on a person or
thing to which the individual exeicising the will has directed it? Who likes to
have his will thwarted ur to be snubbed? Can wc not explain now bow tbe in
fluence of habit is operative on the faculty of thought ? To accuse unseen intel
ligences of want of dignity when they communicate with us by magnetic telegraph,
is not proving the presence of that flexibility of mind which I know you to
possess,

(to Is a-niir.itcJ.J

Communications front tljc Spiritual CHovW.
A COMMUNICATION FROM THE GROUP OF SPIRITS.
[contiaueilfrom paje S1.]

Possibly you may suppose us to be in closer communion with Infinite Wisdom
than yourselves, but we beg to assure you that it does not necessarily follow, that
because we have put off our clay tenements and are inhabitants of the spirit land
that our knowledge is complete. You have each as good a chance to comprehend
Wisdom as we have. Were it not for the selfish arrangements of society, com
munion with the inhabitants of the spiritual world would be just as possible now
as in the days of yore ; and the more you strive to attain that state, the more sus
ceptible will you become and the greater will be your happiness, and the more
rapid and certain will be your success.
If yon would be pioneers in the work, you must he prepared to face the sneers
*
of those whose knowledge is not suificieiitiy profuse on matters pertaining to the
spirit life. Their lamentable ignorance on this subject unfits them for recipients
of spiritual influx; hut, shall this deter a people who have tasted the fruits of spirit
communion in their own experience i Nay, surely humanity lias not become so
weak, so despicable, so unworthy tire image of their Creator, as to permit them
selves to be laughed out of a subject of such momentuous import. There is no
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need that you should be.- It is not a cold dry faith that supports you. Veit
have facts in abundance, of every description to sustain you. Facts which man
ifest then-selves to the external senses. Facts, which few men, who enter upon
the enquiry with an honesty of purpose, can either gainsay, or resist. Facts long
hidden from the worldling, whose thoughts are engulphed with the love of self,
but which are now emerging from the lovely plains of the spirits abodes and
which are—even at the present day — causing a regular shaking amongst
the dry hones of cold formality and which are threatening to destroy the multi
tudinous evils which afflict society—including that monster bugbear—the fear
of death.
Having called your attention to a few things that may prove of some service
to you, it will perhaps be to your advantage for us to cease the present commu
nication and proceed to give such information as any member of your circle may
desire, or if necessary, try to achieve some further developements of spirit power.
We are at your pleasure, so far as our heavenly Father hath in liis wisdom ar
ranged for, in his unquestionable good-will to man.

(concluded.)

A COMMUNICATION FROM THE SPIRIT OF JOHN EDMUNDSON.
I

[conibiut/d from page 70."

The wreath over the centre of the bower, and also the great wreath, which en
circled the trees, were kept in equilibrium between the tops of the trees and the
groups of sfatuafy beneath them.
_
It may be as well to mention that there were four entrances into the bower,—
east, west, north, and south; but as there was nothing else particularly wonderful
on the outside, I will proceed to give you a description of its interior.
We went through the north entrance, and I 'bund that the bower itself was
chiefly composed of the choicest plants, which were arranged on the four sides
thereof, and constructed so as tliebranches of the smaller ones projectedhoriaohtally, and entwined around the trunks of the larger ones, which were planted
between them, uud extended unto the groups of ancient statuary on the four cor
ners, In the centre of the bower was a large antique seat, which was in a circular
form, and was calculated to hold ten persons such as myself; and behind the seat
was a circular hack-ground, composed of the same kind of plants as on the four
fidcs, and similarly interwoven. Behind this was another antique seat, calculated
to hold twenty, and behind that was another capable of holding thirty persons:
and from these were seats neatly arranged all round in triangles, which appeared,
from the seat in the centre; in the form of a star, and which were calculated Iq
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hold about seventy-times seven. He conducted me to the seat in the centre, and
requested me to,sit down. But not so. I said that I should prefer standing, and
examining the place a little. I looked this way and that way, then upwards, and
really I could not refrain from pointing out the ditierent objects around me.
“How ingeniously are the chains constructed which are suspended from the
wreath above us, und which are held in the hands of those beautiful figures, IIow
gracefully do the trees lean toward the centre of the bower. And these groups
of statuary, how beautiful are they. But what can they all mean?”
“ Of course," said he, “ everything which thou nowbeholdest is an emblem of
either preceptor principle.”
“Indeed,” said I, “hut how?”
He then pointed to the statues on the four corners, saying, that these truly
represented the four great fundamental principles which are for ever inseparable.
“That on the south," said he, “is an emblem of Love; that on the north is an
emblem of Wisdom ; that on the east is an emblem of Goodness; and thaton the
west is an emblem of Truth: each of them are linked together with an eternal
bend, which is represented in the wreath of flowers and which is suspended over
the head; and the trees, which so gracefully how their lofty heads unto it, may
justly be said to represent that portion of mankind who have lifted up their heads
and hearts above the turmoils and cares of the world, and bow to the fountain
head, and there receive all the truths that can make them useful in their own
sphere of action, and, who have never permitted the numberless false doctrines
(which are, and have been taught in all ages) to take root in their hearts, and
which thou may'st perceive is the cause of their being strip't of the leaves and bran
ches, and which permit themselves to be perpetually clothed from the ground to
the top, orfrom infancy to manhood with the seven beautiful colors of silky, sil
very moss ; representing the seven principles which are linked unto the seven
stages of man, which are,— Innocence, Purity, Charity, Love, Futurity, Failh
and Patience to endure unto the end, and rejoice in their final fulfilment; bowing
to the centre of all Love, which is everlasting.”
Ashe was in the humor for talking, I proposed that we should at once he seated;
after which, I reminded him of the promise he made to explain unto me the
science of Correspondences, existing in the things we beheld in the Philan
thropist's valley.
“I am glad,” said he, “that thou art willing to hear me on that important
subject. And now, where are the notes which were taken of the particular parts
of the fountain, and other things in the valley. Look at it,” said he, “and see
if thou can'st not perceive that the valley is an emblem of the world; and the plants
in their varied forms very properly represent its inhabitants, in all their varied con
ditions,—blooming, withering, fading, and dying. The fountain in the centre ofthe
valley is to represent the seven varied changes, or modes of administering the
truth unto the inhabitants, and which are calculated to meet or come within the
comprehension of the varied intellects of men that are, and have been greatly in
advance of their forefathers.”

(to le continued)
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POEM FROM THE SPIRIT OF THE POET SHELLEY.

THE SUN AND CLOUDS OF HEAVEN; ON, THE DIVINE WORD
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL.
Hail! Cib of splendor, ever blest;
Hail! Source Divine of light and bliss;
Thy heart is love! thy glowing breast
Pours forth a tide that knows no rest,
And floods the regions of the bltst,
From the bright east e’en to the west.

Eternal mercy ever stands
Engraven on thy sacred face;
Stainless and bright, the seraph bands
Encircled in thy b’est embrace.

Oh ! how resplendent! fair and mild,
The clouds that Jack the azure shy !
Oft has the radiant scene beguiled,
And fixed in love my wand'ring eye.
I've watched their forms, spread far and wide,
Like billows on the ocean breast;
Now like the garment’ of a Ltidc,
Where beauty, health, and love arc dres'd!
While in the east, I’ve seen their form,
Like to a temple, rich and fair,
While tones of love, from seraphs born,
Spread waves of music in the air.
And oft like thrones of massive gold,
With gems and purple richly dress'd,
On each which sat, fair to behold,
A King, with might and glory blest.

While chariots faming from the sun,
Drawn by bright lmrses, rich and gay,
As to a mighty battle run,
To spell tbe foe and win the day.
Then have I sccu those clouds disperse,
And in the sun a Jian Divine !
Whilst angels from, their thinnes rehearse
The song of innocence sublime ;
Through heaven and earth the an them rings,
He's " Lord of lords, and King <?f kings
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flower with its leaves and buds, and, returning to the table, paused above the
bead of Mrs. B----- , the poet's wife, herself an exquisite and beautiful poet like
wise, and, placing the sprig upon her raven hair, disappeared gradually from
sight, seeming once more to sink to the floor, while the audience remained speech
less and awe-struck, and but little inclined to renew the experiment, that same
night, at all events. The sprig of orange blossom is religiously preserved by Mrs.
B----- , whose honor and truth are unimpeachable ; while the witnesses gathered
round the table at the time of the occurrence all testify to the apparition, a? well
as to the utter unconsciousness of the medium, who neither spoke ncr moved
during the whole time the circumstance was taking place.”
The foregoing is confirmatory of the trutli of the Spirit manifestations in Lon
don, during the summer of 1855, so perlinaceously denied and thoughtlessly
laughed at by the many.
These manifestations in their various phases, piove that the SrintT or Mvx
lives after his body is dead, and js, though unseen, nor fqr from us, in full vitality
and consciousness.
J, J.
[We have reasons to believe that the Mr B
lirre efferred to i s non e othrr
than the celebrated poet, Mr Browning, and that Mrs. B----- s s fhc xvfee o f Mr
Browning, whose writings are exciting the public so much at the present
time.—E d,]

D. D. HUME, THE MEDIUM.

As Mr Hume is now causing much excitement in France, a pen and ink sketch
of him, as he appeared to me, maybe interesting:—
In August, 1855, I went down from London to Sandgofh, near l'olkitnoe, on
purpose to hear some reliable account, and if possible see some of the manifestatinos nfSpirit-pnwee.
Mr Rymer’s family were at their sea-bathing apartments, and Mr Hume was
residing with them—Aid as he eat, drank, and slept there, they bad the usunloppnetunitifs of seeing the in and ont-goings of the man, through whose mediumship
so many’ strange things were taking place in their house.
Mr Ilmne came up and shook hands with me in a frank, cordial manner—I
found him to be a young man of say 20 years of age—slim—consumptive looking
—light red hair—pale complexion—good ample forehead—the lines of the face
marked with the proofs of physical ailment—frank open countenance'—and evi
dently of Scotch extraction. As the juveniles of the family were in full spirits for
a boating excursion, and ns Mr Hume was interested in their movements, I was
left in the drawing room for some time; and as it was the room where so many
strange things had happened—1 employed my time in looking for evidences of
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machinery t< assist in producing the phenomena, but none were visible and none
needed, as I afterwards found.
Mrs. Rymer I found to be a lady full of energy and earnestness on the subject
of Spirit manifestations—her heart was full, aiul out of its fullness gushed a narra
tivo of some of the wonders that had been seen at Sandgate and Ealing:—and
now comes the moment when first I heard the celebrated “raps'- so much talked
about—and when my belief in the veracity of men of position—of intellect—of
truthfulness, was to be confirmed by my own senses.
Picture to yourself a drawing room abtut 20 feet by about 10—the window
facing the sea beach—about four o’clock in the afternoon, on tbe 2oth of August.
Near the window an ordinary loo table without any table cover—a sofa to tlm
right, unoccupied, about 2 feet ofl’—Mrs. Rymer sitting at the table, and the nar
rator at the opposite .side facing the window; and while conversing, Mr Hume
came into the room with a book in bis hand, and threw himself on tbe sofa at
full length—placing one arm round his head, and the other with book in hand
resting on his knee—evidently suffering from physical prostration. While the
conversation was proceeding, Mr Ilnnm slightly turned and said, “ Do you hear
that?” No—lie stuted he heard knocks under the sofa—knocks clear and dis
tinct then came on the tuble at which I was sitting—the medium let fall the book
in liis hand, and stretched his hand out so as to rest his lingers on the
* table, the
other arm still over the head—the knocks then became louder—they wera
unusual, and I was informed it was a stranger Spirit—that every Spirit hat hit
peculiar hooch or sound. Mr Hume then seemed roused and interested—threw
his feet off the sofa, placed himself in a sitting poiition, with his hands, or rather
finger ends, on the table. The noises from the tappings then became very loud
all over the table and upon the floor, and in answer to the question put by Mr?.
Rymer, “Are the Spirits pleased with Mr Jones being here”—therappitigs, as if
on tli® underside of the table, were rapid and joyous, and as loud as if made with
a hand hammer. I felt wishful to know who it was—and the medium began to
use the alphabet—when in came a friend of the family by railway from a distant
part ofthe country—tlie proceedings were broken in upon, and so ended tbe first
sitting.
To me the whole was interesting and convincing—because the position of the
medium prevented even the suspicion of trickery being carried out with the taldp
—there wus no table cover on—Mrs. Rymer’s hands and mine were the only ones
on the table part of the time—we were there without any expectation of any
manifestation of tbe presence of Spirits—and the whole scene was so simple, yet
effective, that I atonceyielded my mind to the truthfulness of the phenomena of
Spirit-power—enquiring at the time as little into the subtiltics of tne principles
in nature tbe Spirits employ to develope their manifestation«, as the child ex
amines the chemical properties and powers of the sunlight that s'reamsin upon
and warms him as he gambols by his mother's knees.
There was a Circle held about 8 o’clock in the evening, consisting of l2persoi)s,
at which I sat and at which various toned rappings were very frequent—the accor
dion played wihout hands touching the keys—the massive loo table was raised

•un somniùC

and suspended in the air, clear of the floor, about eight inches—several of the
circle touched by the Spirits—my fingers were touched as if by a warm finger
laid lengthways—a watch belonging to Mrs. Rymer handed to me, was taken off
the palm of my hand, chain and all, and carried by an unseen power to the
owner, silting on the opposite 6ide of the table. But enough—some other time I
may send you an account of some other scenes I here witnessed. I think I hare
given enough to make the laughster serious, and the enquirer think.
Peckham, 5th January, 1857.
'
J. Jones.

SPIRIT SEEN LEAVING THE BODY.
1 was attending my uncle during his last illness.—One morning about half-past
ten o'clock while in the sick room, looking up 1 saw my uncle floating out from
under the bed clothet—there stood an angel on each side of him—they had wings
and were in white—they took hold of him, and the three gently rose up, passing
from the bed to the window, and continued to float and rise till out of sight: on
going up to the bed I found uncle dead. The incident has been a great consola
tion to me, for before then, I always had a dread of death—that was quite taken
away by what I saw—and since then it has been a constant joy to think we have
angels watching over us.
Mas. G., London.

CHARING- CROSS CHICLE, (LONDON.)

On Tuesday Evening the 30th of December, I336, the circle met, and there were
several strangers present. After many enquiries, both mental and oral, were
answered by the tipping of a heavy table 80 inches by 30—one of the persons at
the table was suddenly seized in the arm with violent jerkings and twistings of
the wrist and arms—some one said "your hand has turned tumbler,”—the hand
then suddenly stopt twisting, and fiercely struck the table once, (the sign for no.)
I then said, “ They are practising with the hand as a violin player with his instru
ment to get it into working order.” The medium then seized the Bible on the
table, one he had never seen before—knocked it about—evidently trying to open
it at a particular place—at last it was rapped that the right page was opened—the
finger then moved up and rested on a verse, and on examination it was found to
be the 5 Psalm and 5 verse, “The foolish shall not stand in thy sight.”
Shortly after a discussion arose as to the reason why Spirit communications
were so varied in their teachings—2 or 3 strangers in the room were opposed to
the Bible as the words of God—it was answered by one, I care not what kind
of communications arc received at present} the question is, are there unycoinuiu
*
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mcationj at all received from the Spirits,—at once the Bible was seized and great
efiorts were made by the hands of the medium to get at sonic page—the Spirit
power seeming to have only the control of the shoulder, elbow, and wrist, and
not of the fingers—at last the page was opened, and the “yes" having stated it
was the right page—the finger moved up the page with jerks, and settled upon a
verse, and then moved down two more—on going to the light it was found to be
1st John, 4th Chap. I to 3 verse, “ Beloved, believe not every Spirit, but try the
Spirits whether they are of God, because many false prophets are gone out into
the world. Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: Every Spirit that confesseth that
Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God: and every Spirit that confesseth not
that Jesus Christ is conie in the flesh is not of God.” The appropriateness of the
passage in answer to the complaint as to the uncertain character of the teachings,
impressed itself on the minds of all present, Another passage, 1 Psalm and G
verse,—For the Lord knoweth the way of the righteous, but the way of the un
godly shall perish," was in like manner given to the circle in answer to the con
versation then going on.—These were the only three times during the evening
the medium's hands and arms were acted upon to take the Bible.
Those who in the foregoing, cannot perceive Intelligence and Method; remind
mecfthe trite old saying, “None are so blind as those who won't see."

I’eckham, 1st January, 1857.

John Jones.

A HAUNTED HOUSE.

In one of the principal thoroughfares of Bingham, Nottinghamshire, stands a
dwelling with shop appurtenances, having a ghostly reputation, and though ad
mirably adapted, in point of situation, for a commercial vocation, the opportunity
is disregarded from the fact of this supposed disqualification. For a number of
years,in fact during the whole business career of a former occupant, noises of a
remarkable description and from unaccountable sources are said to have been
heard, at frequent intervals. The late Mr Baxter, of fond remembrance, and a
person of scientific knowledge, failed to develope these mysterious occurrences.
Being, however, of a disposition unsusceptible of superstitious terrors, 'lie silently
succumbed to the annoyance, which, up to a few months ago, periodically in
fested the premises. From descriptions received of the loud and peculiar knock
ings, and route of peregrination of the supposed sepulchral visitant, perhaps a
narrative of the affair might adorn a page in a future edition of the works ofMrs,
Crowe. The oft repeated legend of the suicide of an old woman in a room of this
bouse is pertinaciously insisted upon by a great number of people as a sufficient
explanation of the noises, but the suggestion meets with little response in the minds
of educated persons. The house is now tenantless, and with its unpleasant asso
ciations, a frequent fire-side theme. It is notorious that persons characterized
fur the rigidity of their scepticism in agencies supernatural have retracted and
become partakers of this extraordinary delusion. Some time ago a scheme was
projected with a view of «arriving at the cause of these rappings, &c., but was im
perfectly carried out, and consequently no satisfactory results were obtained.—Not
tingham Review.
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REMARKABLE PREVISION.

It is doubtful whether such cases as the following should be classed under the
head of prevision, as the subject appears to take cognizance of what is actually
passing, and is therefore endued with a kind of clairvoyance, which only compre
hends what is absolutely under its observation. A young lady, while playing the
piano, suddenly swooned away.- For some time it appeared doubtful whether
she would be restored, and it was not without considerable difficulty that she was
brought back to life. With the first attempt at speech, she declared that she saw
her lover, who was abroad with the American army in Mexico, shot; and she
persisted, against all attempts to soothe her-—n the face of all argument and all
persuasion—to declare her conviction that lie was killed, and that she should
never see him again.
With tlie first intelligence from the seat of war came a confirmation of Ihe
sad event, which thus early had consigned her to a companionless widowhood.—
Christian Spiritualist.

STRANGE VISION—DISCOVERY OF A THEFT.
From the “ Journal tin Magnctisme,'" edited by a -society of magnethers ami
physicians wider the direction of Baron du Potct.

Must 1’’., aged thirty-five years, a highly developed medium, magnetized a somnambidc whom she had previously made, and questioned her concerning a number
of articles which had disappeared from the house. The somnantbule declared that
they had been carried away by a servant who had recently been discharged.
Mrs. F. received this declaration with entire confidence- for she relied more upon
her tomnambule than she did upon her own judgment. In the evening she en
tered alone her sleeping room, and prepared to retire to bed. Her two domestics
were already asleep in an adjoining room. But just as she was about to lie down,
she felt herself drawn towards the table } she sat down, supposing that she was
going to be influenced to write. She, however, felt no impulse of that kind; but
after a few seconds had elapsed, she saw standing before her a woman in the at
titude of repentance, holding in one hand a handkerchief, and in the other, diverse
objects which Mrs. F. recognized as those which had been stolen from her. The
person who thus appeared before her was one of those two servants who at that
very moment were sleeping in the adjoining chamber. It was she, however, who
presented herself, perfectly visible, as if she had been really in bodily form; and
it should be noted that Mrs, F. had entire confidence in that domestic, who bad
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been in her service during several months; and moreover that she was well per
*
mailed that the thief was another woman who had jn»t left her employ.
All at once Mrs. i\ heard in her ear a Voce, very distinct and apparently
natural, which said, “You believe her faithful; go and look in her trunk, and
vou will - there
tiinl v.hat •die hi?s stolen,"
•
ft
She went and gently awoke the other domestic, and caused her to accompany
her to the ground floor where the trunk was, in order to make the examination
together. The key had been left in the trunk, and all that was necessary was to
raise the lid; and where they found all the objects which had been stolen. The
guiltv person, aroused a ftvv moments after, knew not wluit to say except that
she had taken those objects in order to take
*
care of them. She was discharged
the next day.
It is not presumable that the key was left from habit in the trunk which con
tained the stolen objects, and which stood ill a place to which all the
* persons in the
house had access. Was the information given on that particular evening because
the key had been forgott-m? Had not even that forgetfulness been super
induced upou the mind of the servant? What do we know about it?

liniD omen's:
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seems to have been in all ages of the world some mysterious sympathy,
or connection, between birds and certain marked events or catastrophes in human
life. What is the philosophy of this? Is it that birds, being very impressible, ato
magnetized by Spirits, and thus made messengers to tell us of the Future; or are
they directly sensitive to approaching change
*,
and thus investid uilli a kind of
unconscious presence? it is ipiiie probable that the first is true, a.nd so very
possibly may’ be the last. Certain it is, lliat in various ways they have been re
garded as omens, by those who have observed much of spiritual plit minena.
The following well authenticated instance was not lung since, related by a friend,
“Some years ago, a Mr Howland of Conway, Ms-, left his home one morning, to
go to the woods to work. When lm left, his little daughter was somewhat ill, but
not enough so to excite any serious alarm'; and he proceeded with his usually happy
and free spirit to fulfil the duties of the day. After a while his attention was
attracted to a small bird, the most beautiful he had ever seen. It came and sat on
a limb very near him: and as it peered out from among the green leaves, and
looked at the wood cutter, nowise alarmed by the motion of the swinging axe, or
the sound ofthe blows, there seemed to be a more than common interest ami mean
ing in its whole character and manner. Mr II. stopped work and looked at it.
Still it did not move. It was very strange. He then thought that he would try
to catch it, which lie did without the least difficulty. He found it so tame and
quiet that lie laid it in ft weft of gras
*,
intending it as a present for his little girl, t?
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whom reference has already been made, and then went to chopping again. Some
time after he went to his bird, and found it lying just as he left it, but quite dead.
He felt so bad about it, that he could not work any longer ; forhe could not resist
the impression that there was some connection between his child and the little in
nocent, which had so mysteriously seemed to seek his protection, only to.die. He
hurried home, and on entering the bouse, exclaimed that Mary would never get
well. It proved true) for within four days of that time the blithe little spirit,
which was as merry and musical as the bird’s own, had taken its flight; and the
small chair and the seat at table, and all the familiar places where her light form
bad flitted, were left stjll and vacant; and for a time shadows fell upon that hopse,
as jf the yexy sun-beams had deserted it.—C/tr^tjanSyiritwH't,

SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS IN KEIGHLEY.

Knowing the great amount of indifference and unbelief existing on Spiritism, I
think It my duty to record the few facts which have fallen under ray notice,
hoping, that if they fail to make converts to a belief in their spiritual origin, they
will at leastdraw the attention of those who have sense and curiosity sufficient to
feel an interest in facts which set the common laws of matter and motion at
defiance.
I know that a great many of the present day have a ready way of accounting
for the curiosity, without having recourse to anything of a spiritual character. Is
a table moved in the common manner by the hand of a medium; it is immediately
accounted for by the individual pressing unconsciously upon the table, through
some peculiar obtuseness of the muscles; cr otherwise one of the party is playing
jokes upon the remainder, and getting a good hearty laugh out of their credulity.
Isa table moved bodily from the floor while a few hands are placed upon it; it is
accounted for by one of the party's adroitly putting a knee or toe under some pe
culiar part of it, and by an ingenious jerk, unseen by any one, again astonishing
the remainder of the company. Does a tal.ic nmveby itself on a floor without any
apparent cause; it is the work of some designing wag, who like Professor Ander
son, is playing the wizard among the ignorant and unwary, by pulling the table
about with his invisible strings and wires, while raps and noises are easily ac
counted for by one of the party cracking the knee and ankle joiuts, and cunningly
throwing the sounds into various parts of the table and room.
Some few, indeed, who give credit to the honesty of the parties, admit that there
is no deception; but as they cannot for a moment allow the spirituality of the
phenomena, account for it by some new and mysterious law in matter, till lately
unknown, and which they scarcely think it worth their while to investigate.
Having no wish however, to amuse your readers by a relation of a quantity of
tricks belonging Professor Anderson's school, but to cenfino myself to real facts,
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which tool; place independent of either strings, wires, intention or design, I shall
proceed to narrate the few facts, leaving it to the various readers to form their
own opinions.
At a circle one night, in a house where we had been haring a good many
strange movements of the table, the name of Napoleon was spelled out, and an
advance upon the old method of side moving was made, by the bodily lifting up
and dropping down again of the table on the floor; so that Professor Farraday's
unconscious pulling was done away with, unless hands could involuntarily pull
tables upwards without having hold of them. We had never seen that phenomena
till that night, and a communication was actually got by the lifting up and drop
ping down of the table at the letters; and from that time till now the table has
commonly been lifted in that manner.
One evening, after having seen a great many extraordinary lifts, by the table
frequently springing from the floor to a great height, and in that manned keeping
time to tunes, icc., with an understanding that the performer was the Spirit of
Burns the poet, the company had nearly all retired, leaving only the medium,
her father, and myself at the table, when finally the father fell asleep, and the
medium retired to a distance from the table, leaving me alone sitting at the table
reading Burns' Poems, by the light of a candle placed on the middle of the table.
I was just in the act of reading the song called Wandering Willie, and was making
a remark to the medium that it was an old favorite of mine, when I heard a
movement, and the medium said "the table is moving of its own accord." I in
stantly stopped reading, and having heard of tables moving without touch, I
thought I might perhaps be gratified with a movement of that kind. I therefore
said, "If this is really the Spirit of Burns, will he be kind enough to gratify me
by a movement of the table without any human touch?” Almost immediately
afterwards, it commenced cracking as if a heavy weight had been pressing upon
it, and it then gave a sudden rush on the floor, perhaps to the distance of a foot,
when it stopped. Deception of .any kind was quite impossible, as the table moved
in a contrary direction to either the medium or myself; so that there could have
been no pulling apparatus employed.
A few nights afterwards, a few of us had met to watch the phenomena of up
right lifts and other curious movements, expecting nothing more of any conse
quence. Some of the company, as is too frequently the case, were more intent
upon amusing themselves by their own noise, than by watching the movements of
the table. The consequence was, little was done, and the noisy party retired home
much better pleased bv their own merriment, than by anything they had seen
done by the table. The few left behind were, the medium, her father, two fe
males, a mother and daughter, and myself. On the departure of the merry group
and the restoration of qnietness, the table commenced playing a great many
curious antics under our hands,—jumping up from, and dragging on the floor,
lifting up against the united pressure of the parties, &c., when we began to think
of retiring; but previous to doing so had a strong wish to see another movement
without hands. The supposed Spirit had given the name of Burns, as before, and
we were pretty soon gratified by a good many movements, while we all stood
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arouud at a considerable distance. The medium's father then requested, that if
it was really the Spirit of Burns, he would give his sign by lifting the table with
out any human assistance. After a short pause the table was heaved up strongly
on one side four times, the foot falling down in the form of a hammer. Itaho
gave a good many lifts besides, throwing the candlestick off the table with great
force on the floor. This, be it remembered, was all done without touch or con
tact of any kind, whether in the form of hands, strings, wires, or .anything
else, and seemed to impress all present with wonder and astonishment.
It might be in about a week after that, when a few of us had a still more ex
traordinary manifestation. There were present at the time, the medium, her fa
ther, a neighbor woman, a young man living in the house, and myself. It so
happened on that occasion that the medium's father fell asleep, which reduced
our number to three. The Spirit or moving power purported to be that of the
woman's first husband. There certainly appeared to be something true iii the
assertion, as it gave usto understand that the power of the medium was transferred
to the neighbor woman. The medium, finding in reality that her power had
actually "a >1 to the other woman, retired from the table to watch the result.
The cons uence was, that the woman and myself were left alone at the table,
which appeard to move very freely and powerfully at her request. The table cn
this occasion was a very heavy oak one, weighing some few stones. While sitting
and watching the singular movements by the new medium, she requested, that if
it really was the Spirit of her first husband, lie would be kind enough to lift the
table from the floor. The words had scarcely passed her lips when the table flew
lip like a rocket, to a height which brought the surface level with our faces, and
with such a force, that in falling down again upon the floor, the candle was tbrowii
from the candlestick with great force by the concussion.
The throw ing up of a ponderous oak table so strongly, suddenly, and unexpect
edly, had theefect of startling me considerably, and of throwing the woman into
something like a fainting fit, with the fright. On recovering, she seemed to have
acquired an additional share of courage, and declared that she could bear to see
him personally. We had then a quantity of loud knocks or raps, something like
a person rapping on the table with a stick. We then took our hands from the
table and retired to a short distance, when the woman very seriously requested,
that if it really was the Spirit of her husbund, be would convince her by making
the table walk on the floor towards her. Strange to say, ibis request was also
granted, the table commencing to travel towards her very beautifully and regu
larly, stopping when it got close to her. She again requested that if her husband
could, he would throw the table over on her knee, which was also accomplished
by the table upsetting itself in her lap.
This was the finishing of the phenomena for the night, and as I knew as confdently as I did of iny own existence, that the whole was a reality, 1 cousideied
it the most singular thing I bad ever witnessed. The only persons at the table
were the woman and myself,—neither of us mediums,—while the others were pas
sive spectators, watching at a distance.
Admitting the fact
*,
of which there need be no doubt, the question as usual is}
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U Iio can account for it, or where is the law in matter that can give sense and
motion to a table I Let the learned ami ingenious throw u light on the subject,
and furnish an explanation as speedily as'pussible.
J. G.
[We have frequently been requested to furnish some account of those strange
occurrences, and should have done ' so with the greatest pleasure, had nut
our engagements prevented ns from being present at any of those sittings; but
in order to comply as far as possible with such requests, we solicited our friend
and cmworker, Mr J, G, to do so. We may also add, tliat we have the assurance
oi several intelligent aud trustworthy persons, that these thing's liaVe' taken place
iii their presence also.—E l.]
,

OMINOUS SOUNDS.
About three years ago, the father and mother of Mr M., au aged couple, were •
living in his house. One winter evening, when they were all sitting quietly, the
old people in their room, and Mr and Mrs. M. in theirs, a clock that stood in the
old lady’s bedroom begun to strike. It had not been wound up or. opened williiit
a year. They all rushed into the room; hut were too much startled to count the
strokes, although they think it must have struck four or five times; Old Mrs. M.
unlocked the ease and looked in; but nothing was stirring, though usually when
it struck there was a vibration of the wires for several moments after it had done
striking. There was no one stirring in the house when the clock struck. During
the same winter the three daughters of Mrs. M. slept in a chamber which bad a
small door leading into a sort of lumber-room over the back stoop; For several
nights A. (about fifteen) heard a noise in that room. It seemed like a cradle or
rocking chair, rocking very slowly ut first, but growing faster and faster, until it
had acquired apparently a certain amount uf speed, when it began to decline
gradually, as it began, and finally stopped, and then it would begin again, and so
on until the listener fell asleep. A. does not appear to have been atall frightened;
hut on the contrary thought she must have imagined it. One night, however,
she spoke to her oldest sister, and asked her if she could hear it. She said “yes"
and that she had heard it befure. The next day they searched the lumber-room,
turning every tiling over; but they found nothing which could have made the
sounds. They used to laugh about their cradle; and although they could not tell
wliat it was, they never thought of its being supernatural. The youngest sister
never heard it; and she would not believe that they heard anything, because she
could not, when they heard it so plainly. They heard these sounds nearly every
night all winter. In the spring the parents of Mr M., his youngest daughter, (the
one who could not hear the sounds,) aud a man who was staying there, ali died
of the small pox. They never heard the sounds afterward. When Mr. M.’s fa
ther was taken sick, he said: “that clock didn’t strike for nothing." After his
death, he lay in the very place where the clock stood; and after he was gone, so
did his grandchild. This happened at Elizabethtown, New Jersey.—iV. T. ty. TV
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PLAYFUL Oil MISCHIEVOUS MANIFESTATIONS.

There

are numerous records of affairs of this kind. They, doubtless, many times
are to be traced to the influence of undeveloped Spirits, hut probably mush
oftener than we suppose, they may be caused by a mere love of fun in Spirits
whose inirthfulness is very large and consequently predominating. Or they may
be in many cases, designed to teach some lesson to affect certain temperaments
which could not otherwise so well be affected, or to reach conditions which could
best be reached by such means. But whenever they occur, the best thing we cau
do is to examine carefully all the circumstances ; to study them philosophically;
and then if there seems to be actual mischief intended, to check it by a strong
exertion of will-power, which a greatly undeveloped Spirit can not resist, from
one in a higher condition. Mrs. Annah Ripley, of Shutesbury, relates a little
circumstance which may properly come under this head. Some years ago, as
her family were all seated around the fire one evening, speaking of witches, they
mentioned the name of an old woman near by, who was reputed to be a witch,
when her brother exclaimed, with an oath, that if she was a witch, he wished she
might manifest herself to him in Borne way. No sooner had he spoken than &
small potato kettle, that stood in the corner, started without any physical force,
made a circuitous sweep round the room, and stopped beside him, where he sat,
to the utter astonishment ofall present,—<V I’, Spiritual Telegraph.

PREMONITIONS.

I have heard striking cases of premonitions, but 1 do not remember any distinctly
enough to write of save one, and that not so remarkable as many. I will give it
you, and if it will serve your purpose, well. It is a case of my sister, who, thirteen
years ago, buried a little boy fifteen months old. The day he was taken sick,
she left him in charge of friends to make a day's visit, three miles distant. He
was well when she left, and she apprehended no danger. About noon, and after
she felt an indescribable anxiety for her child, felt that lie was sick, and that she
must go directly home; but the friends with whom she went had business to
transact, which would take till night to attend to ; and, too, they thought her feel
ings but a mother’s over anxiety and entirely groundless. So she stayed till
night, and suffered exquisitely with the feeling that her child was in danger. She
had hardly alighted from the carriage on her return, when she was met by one of
the household, telling her that her little boy bad the croup. She found him in
great distress and past recovery. He lingered till the next day or the day fol
lowing, when he died. I have written the above as I remember to have heard my
sister relate it at the time it occuvrcd. Undoubtedly some guardian angel wished
to incite her to hasten lo her sick boy.—N. I'. Spiritual Telegraph.
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THE LAIRD OF WESTBURN'S DREAM.
(From the New York Spiritual Telegraph.)

A writer in the Intellectual Repositor), a New Church Journal published iit
London, cites the following facta in the experience of the above named per
sonage :
Gabriel Hamilton, of Westburn, in the county of Lanark, was the representa
tive of an ancient and distinguished branch of the Duke of Hamilton’s family;
namely, Hamilton of Torrance, a cadet of the great house of lfaploch, which was
immediately sprung from the Lords of Cadzon, the ancestors of the Earls of Anau
and Dukes of Hamilton. The grandmother of this Hamilton of Westburn was a
daughter of Sir Walter Stewart of Allauton. And thus Westburn and Allanton
were near kinsmen, at a time when relationship and intimacy were synonomous;
the death of Westbumtook place about 1737 or 1753, and Allanton had pre-de
ceased him several years. Their estates, moreover, were situated in the same
county, and they were on the most affectionate and familiar terms with each other.
Westburn, who was an elderly man and not in very strong health, was in the
habit of reposing during an hour after dinner; and his wife, the beautiful and es
timable Agnes Dundas, heiress of Duddington, usually sat by the side of the
couch reading to him, or conversing until he fell asleep. One day he slept longer
and apparently more soundly than usual, and at length lie suddenly awoke, and
said he had been aroused by the fluttering of the wings of doves. He then
addressed his wife, and related to her the following remarkable dream:
“1was walking in the most lovely gardens and pleasure-grounds 1 ever be
held; and so struck was 1 with their extraordinary extent and romantic beauty,
and with the bright and glorious colors of the flowers which sprang up around me
on every side, that 1 exclaimed, ‘This can he no other place than Paradise! this
must be the garden of the Lord!’ 1 had hardly uttered these words when a youth
of radiant beauty and heavenly expression approached me, and smiling sweetly
on me, he accosted me familiarly by name, giving me a cordial welcome to his
happy home. I expressed my surprise at his friendly and familiar greeting,
seeing we were but strangers. ‘And yet,’ said 1, ‘there is that in your counte
nance which makes me feel as if you were my friend!’ 'Seek not,' said he, ‘to
deny our old and intimate acquaintance. You are my near kinsman and familiar
neighbor and friend; and so, observing that 1 looked astonished and inciedulous,
he said, ‘ 1s it possible that you have forgotten me ? 1s it, even with you, so soon
—out of sight, out of mind ? Do you not know me f 1 am your cousin, Stewart
of Allanton.' *1mpossible, ’ said 1, ‘ for my dear friend Allanton was old and
plain looking; whereas, you are the most beautiful youth my eyes did ever be
hold.’ ‘Even so/said the youth, ‘all those who come here are made youthful
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and beautiful. There is here 'neither age nor plainness. I am no other than your
dear cousin and old friend Allanton, and within twenty-four hours you will be
here with me, and you will be young and beautiful like me.' Hereupon, I beard
the loud fluttering of the wings of doves, and I suddenly awoke.’’
It may be imagined that Westburn’s dream made a deep impression, not unminglcd with awe, on his affectionate wife. She deemed it to be a warning that,
she musthohl herself in readiness to resign him erelong, at the call of bis heavenly
Master and Father; and even so it came to pass. On the following morning
Westbum was found dead in his bed. His Spirit had departed during the
night, and had gone to join his early friend and kinsman in the gardens of
Paradise.
f.

EXAMINATION Of' SPIRITUALISM,
UY THE NEW YORK PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF THE MECHANICS’ INSTITTTE.

The following are’ brief extracts from the report of their proceeding
*
on the 6 th, of September, fltl.
"SUBJECT : — 'Can the Manifestations of Modern Spiritualism be accounted
for upon any physical laws V
Mrs. Coan was invited by the Society to be present for the purpose of exhibi
ting before them some of the spiritual phenomena which occur in her presence,
as a basis for discussion.
Mrs. Coan took a seat by the side of the President, Mr Posevelt, on the plat
form which had been prepared, some three feet above the floor, and in full view
of the audience.
Mr John Hied took his seat at the table, opposite the medium. Mr It. wrote
secretly several names of persons who bad departed the earth-life, on slips of
paper, and folded and rolled them into bullets, and placed them on the table.
A Spirit affirmed by raps that his name was written on one of the papers, and
said the initials were If. J. The papers were successively taken up, and the
one indicated by the Spirit containing his name, was laid by itself. The names
of several diseases were written, and in like manner one of the papers were selec
ted and placed with the other paper. The age was then asked, and in reply,
the Spirit commenced rapping untill fifty-three raps were successively and dis
tinctively made.
Ones. Did you leave a wife ? Jus. Yes.
Q. Did you leave children ?
No answer,
W. Did you leave a child? J. Yes
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0. Was it a gill I .7. No.
Q. A boy ? A. Yes.
The papers were now opened; they contained the name of Henry Jes»up —
disease of kidneys; these and all other answers being correct, during these ex
aminations by Messrs. Purdy and lleid.
Mr O. W, Glaze wrote names on paper, and asked the spirits whose names
were written, to respond as he pointed to them.
No response.
He asked, “Are any of my Spirit friends present ?" An
.
*
Yes.
Ones. Will you indicate who you are by rapping on letters of the alphabet a.s
I point to them on the alphabetical card? A. Yes. In this way “Mother"
was spelled out.
Q. Is it my mother? A. No.
Q. Grandmother? A- Yes.
Q. On my wife’s side? A, Yes.
Give the initials of your name.
E. M. was given,
Dr Vandewine was invited to take his seat at the table, opposite the medinm,
and proceeded to test the phenomena. First he wrote on four slips of paper, re
lationships : second, he wrote on sereral slips of paper, figures, for the purpose
of having the age indicated ; third, ho wrote on slips of paper the first name of
each of the several persons intended to be indicated on the before-mentioned
papers; fourth ho wrote the names of towns and cities where his friends had
died. All these slips were written secretly, folded and rolled in bullet forms,
and all rolled in his hands together, and then thrown on the table. Dr. V.
said he could not tell what was written on any of the papers, and he asked if
a Spirit would tell him? Am. Yes, by three tips of the table from the medium
toward the questioner-—the medium’s hands resting lightly on the top of the
table, near to the edge at which he was sitting. Dr. V. took up each paper
successively in his fingers, and while holding it. asked, —
Does this paper contain the relationship, age, name, or place of your death?
While holding the first paper thus taken up, he asked, “Docs this Contain the
name?" •//«. No.
Qua. Fetation?
No.
Q. Age? A. Yes.
Q. What was the age? in answer to which the table commenced tipping, and
many persons counted, some GS—CD—TO—71.
Q, Will the Spirit tip the table for each fen years of his age, and stop, and
afterward tip once for each year ? -/. Ye3.
Tho Spirit then tipped the table seven times. It was asked if it meant to say
it was seventy years of .age; A. Ye?.
Q. Were you a year older?
No.
The Doctor held .another paper in his fingers, and asked the Spirit what was
written on it. The Spirit replied, “Grandfather." The paper was opened mid
the answer was found to be correct. The doctor did not choose to test this ex
periment fnrth?r.
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MILTON'S LAST POEM.
I am old and blind!
Men point at me as smitten by God'sfrowu—
Afflicted and deserted of my mind—
Vet am I not cast down.
I am weak, yet strong—
I murmur not that I no longer see—
Poor, old, and helpless, I the more belong,
Father Supreme! to tbee.
Oh, merciful One I
When men are farthest then thou art most near;
A'hein friends pass by, my weakness shun,
Thy chariot I hear.
Thy glorious ftce
Is leaning towards me—and its holy light
Shines in upon iny lonely dwelling place,
And there is no more night.
On toy hended knee
I recognize thy purpose cleat ly shown—
My vision Thou hast dimmed, that I may sen
Thyself—Thyself aloue.
I have naught to fear—
Tltis darkness is the shadow cf Thy wing—
Eoneath it I ain almost sacred—hero
Can come no evil thiug.
Oh! 1 seem to stand
Trembling, where foot of mortal ne'er hath I-ccu,
Wrapp'd in the radiance of Thy sinless hand,
Which eye bath never seen.
Visions c<meaud go—
Shapes of resplendent beauty round me throng,
From angel iipe 1 seem to hear the flow
Of soft and holy song.
It is nothing imw,
When heaven is opening on my sightless eyes—
When airsfrom Paradise refresh my hrew,"
That earth iu d.aikness lies.
In a purer clime
My being fills with rapture—waves of thought
Hull iu upon my spirit—strains sublime
lireakover me unsought.
Give me now my lyre!
I feel the stirrings nfa gift divine;
A'iihiu my bosom glows unearthly f.re,
Lit by no skill of mine.

ASPIRATION.
As flame nwnuN up toward the
* Howers grow upward from the « H J
A
Ccn mi the rmI ascend
*
on high,
‘ And op
* .ard grew
*
toward its Goil,
It feels that lie hath piren it powers
Which cannot mingle with ihn dust:
It knows the tide of rolling hours
Can ne'er oVrwlielm it :—God is just.
The Spirit shall to him depart,
AVineich-sod i« life's pilgrimage:
(iod's prmnh
*',
written in the heart,
Is nj c renewed from age lo age.
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1! i it vb-vr> uiioii ot

tic; pliv jicrd-mamfestutiolis of spirit-puiver lias been

already given is an 'Ta»? .nice ot Telegraphic Prevision,’' by your correspondent

J. D. (Page sT V..I 2.
It

one tn-d to Me, that mi ii ’i<mg like iuteibgri-Cti w.i
*

that occasion' not so mueb, <t

c eitaiidy inJicated on

>_ clearly, in the communications dieniselves;

as ;n the mode of sign-dling one by one, th- letters which composed them. and

til the answers to the ipt'-sti in -- purposely put by me, to

1-s1

whether the table

ii-mve-m'iiK were directed bv an iitciligeiit agent, or were simply tkeresultof the re
lion of ait mi'nielllcent force.

I could Hot help asking myselt. It' it ia only the hit

ter whv should the table always rise ami fall rniict times according to mutual

agreement wlteu a particular letter ot the alphabet was to be indicated f

W lien

I asked if the letter put down was the one intended, winch I did at every letter

as it was tipped if should think m all more than a hundred times during the
sitting,)

why did

it

always

repeat the same number of movements

»flti'inative, and tip osci only for the negative

!

for

the

Why these numbers rather than

anv other it there urns no directing Intelligence in the case?

It could not be the

result of some occult physical law, for, when changing the nature of the query,—

it was asked. How many days would elapse before one of the sitters would leave
London for Australia!

The table moved now not once, or thrice a
*

ThiRTV o.ns times; a mntnber quite unexpected by all present,

before, hut

It was certain

ly very strange, — still the matter of the ttrst communication, appeared in part

rather obscure and confused : ithough perhaps not more so even on the spirit
hypothesis, than ting at have been expected considering the imperfect, instrument
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of comumnication.) This however, was to me, on element of doubt and uncertanty: I was certainly astonished, when I learned that friend Beer had ac
tually started on the day named thirty one days before; especially, as 1 knew
he had been led by the emigration authorities to expect that his departure
would be required much sooner: stilb—after all thought I, this may be merely
a curious coincidence: Mr Winkle, when he first went shooting : shut bis eyes,
fired his gun, and, (to his own astonishment) brought down the bird: this, though it
brought him the reputation of being a capital spoi tsinan, did not proveth at he was
really a good shot, that he had intentionally succeeded, or correctly taken aim:
it was simply a lucky accident: this singular fulfilment of the small prophecy so
oddly made, might be nothing more: though a little staggered by it, 1 was not
convinced, more proof than this was needed.
And more proof was soon given : returning home one evening with a friend
and fellow-enquirer who was in ill health, we called upon Dr. D. for some medi
cine : draught and pill having been duly prescribed; the Dr. said to us, “We
have formed a circle up stairs aud are getting i espouses by the table, would you
like to join us?" We did 90. Enquiries were being made by- different members
of the circle, concerning distant friends; and being asked, it there was any one
about whom I wished to make enquiry. I said yea, I should be glad of some
information about a friend in Australis, The question was asked, if any spirit
was present who would give the information required. Avswf.h. “Yes."
Q. “Well was my friend in good health ?" Ans, “No."
Q. “Very ill?" Ans. “Yes."
Q. “Will he recover ?" Ans. “It is uncertain.’
Q. “If these responses are from a spirit, may 1 know who it is?" Ans. “Yes."
I thereupon named several deceased who had been known by myself and friend
but “No," was answered as each of these names was successively given.
Q. “Was it a relative?" Ans. “Yes."
Q. “His mother?" Ans. “Yes"
Indeed! If it is so, will you answer any proper test question that I mayput? Ans. “Yes." I paused a few minutes, the whole thing v a« so utterly
unexpected by md, that though I bad spoken of a test-question, I sraa net
prepared with one. Whiie I waa thinking about it, the table rose above tha
floor inclining towards me, and remained thus, as if intimating that it was quite
‘ ready, and waiting for my question. At l,i«t I said: "Can you tell mo how
long it is since my friend left England?" An
*.
“Yes."
Q. “Is it more than a yeea?" Ans. “Yee,"
Q. “How many yeear ts tit" lu nqdy tuthhi question, the tabic rose and
fell thrice, nnd then rose slightly about half the former height from the floor.
Q. “Does that mean four years?" Ans. "No."
1 should think, interposed friend D., that it means threp years and a half.
“yes" was promptly responded by the table. I think it is not so long I ob
served. The table re-affirmed that it. was.
Q. “How many years is it since you left the body ■?" In answer the table
tilted seventeen times. (I thought it was not so long as this ^but said nothing
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tbout it.) Q, “Hiii my friend had any increase in bis family since lie left
England?” Am. “Yes.”
’
Returning home, I found upon enquiry, that it was three years and seven
months, less a week, since my friend had left for Australia. I subsequently
heard of tho increase of his parental responsibilities j the exact period of his motrier’s death I have not ascertained, hut from a comparison of circumstances and
dates, I found that it must have been at about the time stated.
This was sufficiently singular, but it was not all: two or three weeks after, cal
ling upon Mr R. (a friend whom I have known for many years) I was# surprised
to find himself and two daughters, a lady relative of mine, residing under the
same roof with ine, and another lady and gentleman, well known to me, busy
getting responses to questions by the table, and a little elated to find that on
this, their first experiment, three of the ladies were declared to be mediums, my
relative being one. When it came to my turn to ask questions, it occurred to
me, that if I put the same questions as at the former circle, a comparison of the
answers might be of some value; this circle, (myself excepted) being entirely
different from the former one, and unknown to the persons composing it; and
the objects of my enquiry being unknown to both, (with the exception of my re
lative to whom the circumstances were partially known.) I first enquired as be
fore, If any spirit was present who could give me information about a friend in
Australia? Ass. “Yea”
Q. “Is it a friend not related to him i" Ans. “So."
Q. “Is it a relative?” Ans. “Yes.”
Q. “His mother?” Ans. “Yes”
Q. “Is he in good health?” Am. “Yes,”
This answer the reader will see was contrary to that I had before received to
the same question. I said to myself there must be a hitch somewhere; after a
moments thought however, I enquired, “Has he been ill ?” Ans. “Yes.”
Q. “Has he now recovered?” Ans. “Yes.” Let me observe here, that
my friend was the subject of heart-disease, which at times rendered his life pecu
liarly uncertain from day to day; but when he recovered from these sudden at
tacks, which he sometimes did very soon, he would almost at once resume hit
usual health j kuowing this, it seemed to me very probable, that the facts cor
responded to the answers given; and this, at first apparent discrepancy, was to me
more evidential of spirit-agency, than an exact conformity in all theresponse“
would have been. The remaining questions which I had put at the first circle,
I now repeated, and received the same anwersrs. I further enquired, “Can you
give me the initials of my friends’ name?” This was done. Q. “Will you
oblige me by giving the cbirstian and surname in full?” This was also done,
letter by letter without mistake, till the name was completed.
This double incident, or series of incidents, was to me, a convincing proof of
the action of invisible intelligent agency, external to ourselves; most of the facts
stated in the responses being unknown to all present but myself, and some of
these, I did not believe to be correct till I had subsequently verified them. Ii '
could not therefoe, have been my own unconscious agency which influence J the
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responses; the more I reflected, the more impossible I fouud it, to account for
these things on any other hypothesis, than that of spirit-agency. If any one
tan satisfactorily explain them otherwise, he is bound to do so: the interests
of truth imperatively require it. I will patiently and thankfully consider the
solution he has to offer; I have no wish to remain -under a delusion, but I cau.
not abandon a conclusion not hastily taken up, nor without patient investigation
and deep reflection upon all the facts which I have myself witnessed, corrobor
ated too, by like testimony and experience in others; until it is clearlgproved
to be a delusion, or, until some better explauation cau be given. My own in
credulity as to the reality of spirit-agency in the -world, fell, from the day the
occurences took place which I have here narrated.
An incident somewhat similar to the above recorded, took place soon after at
my own home, at a private sitting. Upon asking for a communication, there
was telegraphed by the table, the following letters:— prayformeto
night. On enquiring the name of the spirit who thus solicited my prayers;
that of an old school and class-fellow was given in the same wa^: and in reply
to my further questions, the number of years since his death, and the Christian
and surname of our respected Class Teacher were also correctly given.
To assert that this was all by accident, would be mere childishness; and, as
the facts stated, (with the exception of the teacher’s surname) were unkuown to
the medium, her mind could not have influenced the communication, or responses;
I was not, nor had I been flunking of iny school-fellow, or teacher; and although
I knew the former had been dead many years, it was only by au effort of mem
ory, and a comparison of circumstances, that I was able to assure myself, that
the year of his decease, was the one assigned, this again could not have been a
transmitted impression from my mind; and beside me and the medium, there
was no one else bodily present. From whose mind then would it have been
transmitted? Say, that the facts existed latent in my mind, or brain, and were
read from thence by the medium, and thrown back in the responses, by the
power of her brain, or volition, acting through the imponderable odyl, or other
agent upon the table; to say nothing of the difficulty of conceiving the moaut
operandi by which such complex action could have been effected. It is suffici
ent to say that the medium was in her ordinary, normal state; and could not have
read what was buried so deep in my mind, or brain, without being conscious of
it; which she was not. The so-called explanation is suicidal, there can be no
reading without a reader; and in this case, that reader must have been an exter
nal invisible Intelligence, or, what is ordinarily called, a spirit. “To this com
plexion wc must come at last.”
It is true, that at a subsequent sitting, I was told in a communication, pur
porting to bo from a spirit in a higher sphere, that I had been imposed upon by
a deceiving spirit, and that it was not the veritable spirit of my old friend and
schoolfellow. Whether it was so or not, I am unable confidently to say; I can
only vouch, that to the best of my knowledge, the facts stated in answer to my
questions were corre ct; but even were it so, it does not in the least invalidate the
general conclusion at which I had arrived.
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This leads me to notice an objection, which though 1 have not met with in
print, I have frequently encountered in conversation. It is asked, “If these
communications are from spirits, how is it that they so often tell us what is un
true?
In reply, I might ask, How is it that in the present life, men so often
tell one another what is untrue? It often proceeds from ignorance, or, from
possessing only a partial knowledge of a subject
*
when we think we know the
whole; sometimes, it is from simple mistake, or error: at others, from an imper
fect apprehension, or misapprehension of another's meaning; and sometimes, we
are obliged to confess, that the falsehood is intentional. Now what I wish my
readers to see, is, that these causes may apply, and some of them with
greater force, to spirits communicating with us, than to ourselves in com
municating with each other. Spirits are neither omniscient, infallible, nor im
peccable. The spiritual state, in many respects, must essentially differ from our
natural one; this may cause some obscurity and mistake, and then, their instru
ments of communicating with us, are more imperfect than those with which we
commnnicate with one another; it is often like two men speaking different lan
guages, attempting to convcrse by sign-, they make themselves partially intellig
ible, but all sorts of blunders unavoidably take place, and if a reasonable allow
ance for one another is not made, each may accuse the other of falsehood
where it is not intended. If it be true, and I think it is that spirits sometimes
gain their information from the minds of those present, this would occasionally
he an additional and fruitful source of inaccuracy and error.
*
Again, those
spirits who seek to deceive us, can more easily do so, at all events, they are less
open to detection by us, we cannot confront, expose, punish, or bring the moral
influence of our opinion to bear upon them. If we are over anxious to receive
a communication from some spirit eminent when upon earth, or from some par
ticular spirit whom we have known; a vain spirit, or, one who wishes to gain
our ear, may seek to palm himself off upon us as some great one, or personate
the very one from whom we arc so anxious to hear. For instance, to prevent my
thus being imposed upon, I requested a particular spirit to give me a sign by
which I should always be able to identify its presence; this was complied with,
and the sign repeated to fix it more firmly in my memory; on a subsequent oc
casion, another spirit attempted to counterfeit this sign, making the required
number of movements, hut not with that peculiarity of movements in which the
sign consissed; here was a clear manifestation of intelligence, combined with dis
honesty; a case common enough, alas! among men, and it would seem not un
common among a certain class of spirits.

* It may be noted that even when qnes .ons are not answered with accurracy, they
often approximate very near to it; in giving for instance the age of some one present,
. it is sometimes correct, at others not so, but still, pretty close to the mark ; seeming
like a shrewd guess ; nearer than that of any of the company probably would have been.
These cases would seem to indicate an Intelligence a little and only a little greater than
our own ; but we should bear in mind that spirits sometimes answer, not as from positive
knowledge, but simply from the probabilities of the case before them.
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It i* necessary to take these considerations into account, in determining the
quality, or reliability of the communications, or responses; and of the spirits who
give them : but they have nothing to do with determining the previous question,
namely, “Do they proceed from spirits?” That must be decided by the fact .
whether or no they bear upon them the stamp of intelligence ; whether, they
are the expression of thought :—relevant to the matter in hand: — pertinent to
the questions that have been put. A man may be a blockhead, or a liar, with,
out necessarily losing rank as an intelligent being: and it wonld be unwise in
us to deny the agency of spirits, because sometimes their commuuications were
either frivolous or false. It might perhaps be well for us to consider, whether
our own falseness and frivolity had not a greater influence in attracting to us
false and frivolous spirits than our self-conceit would willingly allow.
That spirits can read the minds before them is I think evidenced by their an
*
swen to mental questions ; this then is one source from whence they derive their
information ; and it is the misapprehension of (his fact, which so bothers and
misleads our scientific opponents ; giving rise to so many ingenious ignorantlylearned theories of “transmitted impressions,” “automatic cerebral action,” and
the like. It is unfortunately the tendency of some minds, to cast about for some
difficult and far-fetched construction of facts, when the true interpretation lies
clear and plain before them. If however, these gentlemen would hear iu mind,
that there are abundant instances to which their favorite explanation do not ap
ply,— cases where impression, or transmission could not have taken place:—it
would save much time, controversy, and inkshed.

A MEDIUMS EXPERIENCE.

m.

I now became daily more anxious to receive knowledge from the spirit-world
and used each morning to closet myself in a private room,and under spiritual
influence write, the whole of the day, only allowing myself time to take necessary
refreshment.
Numerous and beautiful were the commuuications I used to receive, and many
of them will be prized by the world in years to come.
While under the influence, my hand is used without any voluntary action of
my own, and I have frequently run over three and four quires of foolscap a day.
It was indeed a pleasure to me to be thus cmyloyed. I regret to say, at the
present time, I am frequently obliged, in consequence of surrounding circum
stances, to neglect the spirits call; the meanness and grossness of peoples minds
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generally, Las been the cause of many of the evils that have arisen; fur they
cannot or will not receive ami appreciate the truth.
I could relate numerous circumstances, of persons who have joined our circle
end seemed deeply interested, have acknowledged their belief in Spirit-power
and their determination to follow, for the remainder of their lives in the body
the beautiful teachings and advice of the spirits, and bye and bye the spirits have
veutured to rebuke, for a besetting evil which they could perceive in their minds,
directly this has been done, be has rebelled against the purest intentions of the
spirits and preferred to walk still in his own natural grossness. I will give an
instance to prove tbe truth of what I assert; a gentleman, one of the Medina I
profession, who had frequently called upon me about this time two years ago, a1
last joined our circle,—became convinced of the truth, and anxious to receive
all be could. About three times a week, after be had visited his patients, bo
would come, has he termed it, to school and eagerly receive the spirit teaching,'
made copies of tiie communications in his own book and bore them home to his
house in triumph. He soon became
*
quite a dear friend. I used to visit him
at his house when he could not come to mine. I generally used’to dine with
them, and the Dr. would request mo to walk into the small surgery, when he
would leave me alone with pencil and book before me, and request all in the
house not to disturb me until his return: he would leave also a number of
questions for the spirits to answer referring especially to medical and scientific
subjects. He has published a small work lately, and I perceive by reading it that he must have found his communications a great assistance to him.
This gentleman very nobly fought against the prejudices of his good lady who
though a very domesticated person, had never a very enquiring mind. She
however, always treated me respectfully and made me very welcome at her house.
I became so attached to them, that it was always a pleasure, and not a task, to
visit them. Being therefore in a passive and happy frame of mind, I was the
more susceptible of the influence. The only annoj'ance 1 experienced, was from
a youth, about 17 years of age, the only child of the Dr’s, a spoiled boy, who
would frequently speak sarcastically, and ridicule the communications and man
ifestations of the spirits, while like many over-grown boys — who fancy they arc
men — and have become Lords of the creation,—think it exceedingly clever ; to
do this however, did not much affect me, as I considered lie erred through the
want of more knowledge, and I hinted accordingly. His father received some
warning at one time, respecting how he should educate his son, and endeavour
spiritually to influence his mind. I believe be profited by this to some extent
for after a short time, when I u«ed to be entranced at their house, the sou would
take down the address in shorthand.
Having had his mind so far raised up, my friend requested that now and then,
our spirit friends, instead of meeting at my house, should meet at liis, that he
expecting to be called out to patients, could not well at times leave home. I
consented, and, without any pecuniary reward, gave myselfup to theiiiHueiicc
*
for the instruction of many who would assemble, some to profit some to ridicule.,

finding he had succeeded so far, in spite of occasional outbreaks of his wjfu
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who would at times rather vehemently declare she should not have her house
made into a meeting place. The Doctor now suggested the propriety and the
great advantage it would be, to form a circle, or society, at his house, and giving
it a name, calling it a branch of our circle agency, that then I, as the medium,
should be paid for my services cut of the funds of the society ; and although he
should desire that as soon as this was accomplished, a certain sum might he rais
ed to reward me for past labors, as I bad walked many, many miles to serve the
cause and of course, to some extent had been compelled to neglect my young fami
ly, being obliged to leave another less interested than myself to fill my place dur
ing my absence, (yet he hoped as persons assembled and the circle formed that
other media would be discovered which would lighten the work forme .)
Quiet warm in the cause, and anxious to be up and doing, a secretary was
appointed by the Dr. and he began to draw up a proposition which was laid be
fore the circle at the next meeting, All minds were not alike and consequently
one found fault with one suggestion, another with another, and many were the
alterations made, each after each passed away and they were no further advanc
ed.
The Dr. in private conversation with me, would always ask my opinion, and
say he thought it nothing but right, since I had been the instrument through
whom they had been led so far, that my opinion and consent to certain arrange
ments should be obtained.
Several communications were given through my hand, warning them not to
treat the matter in such a worldly manner, but that if they would be directed
by them (the spirits) the subject would spread and the circle grow larger.
] immediately perceived the Dr. did not like to be interfered with by the spirits.
He evidently desired to be sole master of the ceremony, and even raid, that as
it was to ho held at his house, he thought it ought to he formed as lie choosed.
Now the gross material mind began to shew itself. On one occasion when my
friend had been talking about his intentions of engaging persons he thought
would be mediums, or ofendeavoring to find media, that they might have a variety
of manifestations so as to suit, if possible all persons enquiring. He also said
that he thought it would be necessary to make an entrance fee, of what I thought
rather an extortionate sum ; I beged leave to differ and this offended iny friend.
I was desirous to follow the advice of our kind spirit friends, lie wanted to follow
his own desires and material ideas (by the way) before lie knew me, lie had been
a materialist, or secularist.
The following day, while alone, at my own house, I saw the sign, ihata spirit
wished to communicate. Perhaps you will ask “What is this sign?” It is a
light, which vividly passes before me, like that of a flash of lightning. The wife
of your cosrespondent H. B. secs the same sign when the spirits wish to write
through her. I shall relate hereafter how Mrs. B. was developed as a medium
while receiving spirit teaching through me some years back; but to proceed, I
must tell you, that though I have frequently resisted the spiritual call, yet on
this occasion I delivered myself up to the influence, and a striking communica
tion was written, respecting the proposed society; especially warning the Doctor
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in his proceedings auJ telling him that, if he would be taught and led aright, lie
must be humble, nnd with reference to media, that must he left to them (the
spirits) to those they found most fit for their inlluetice. The communication al
together was decisive, and contained in it so decided a rebuke to my friend, that
of my own accord, I should have been loath to send it. I was however com
manded, faithfully to copy it, and send it to the l)r. I did so, and surely an evil
Spirit must have influenced him at the time the postman consigned it to his hands
for he replied, not to the Spirit, but to me personally, in a revengeful and angry
tone, saying that he would not be interfered with, that he would have his way in
the matter, that since the society was going to he formed at his house, he would
at least choose the medii and that the spiiits had no right to say they would
choose their own. If I do not give his exact words I have retained the sense of
them; yet I thiuk I have preserved the letter wherein the words are written re
ferring to the subject.
Seeing he was so obstinate and determined not to be led, after having been so
highly favored, I thought it best to leave him to himself, and hoped in time he
would see his own folly and shortsightedness. I therefore declined entering fur
ther into the matter with him, he thinking he could do all without either me or
my earthly partner. We seperated, nevertheless J, being of an affectionate na
ture, hud so wound my affections around them as friends, that for a time I felt
bitteily the cruel neglect and ingratitude; in fact it was the cause of a long and
severe illness. So much did I ponder over the several circumstances, that had
transpired. Of course there was nothing more done. The good Dr. thought ho
could act of himself, without either spiritual council or association, and so the
spirits left him to do all and he has done nothing. The fire went gradually out
the Dr. grew cool, and amongst him and his friends, the subject almost ceased to
be talked of: he is however, still a believer, and although I do not visit my friend
the spiritual medium does, and they meet once or twice a week to hold spirit
intercourse, but from their actions and the little good they do with what they re
ceive I am led to think that the spirits suit themsedves to them. They have no
reproofs now, but all is comfortable ; the spirits who communicate with them kind
ly suit themselves to the Dr’s, mind — and to the minds of his friends — and they
are liappv and they have given up the idea of a society, because after all, they
think it will not ba so well if tlisy let the world know that they are Spirit
ualists, so what they dr, they do under a cloak and thus put their candle tindera
bushel. Such actions as these, seem to stimulate me to come forth boldly in the
world with my expeiience, full of facts, and the world will see that I have never
been moved by sinister motives, but, by laying before them the suffering and illusage I have undergone, tbe complaints of many may be stayed, which is, that
it is but a new way of getting a livelihood; also I desire to shew the folly of too
much self dependence and conceit, for the best of mortals are' only poor shortsight
ed creatures, whose minds are unsettled and tossed too and fro like the waves of
the troubled sea.
.
K, HAnDixot.
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LIGHTS AND SHADOWS OF SPIRITISM.
BY H. B.

devoted much time and attention to the investigation of Spirit-Manifesta
tions, and witnessed various methods of conducting circles, I think it might be
useful to some of your readers to offer a few remarks expressive cf some of the
results of my experience.
No one, I think, who has paid much attention to this subject, can deny that
it has its lights as well as its shadows. It will be my endeavor, in tliis short ar
ticle, to shew that which I have found to be the safest and most satisfactory way
ofpursuing it.
I have found that almost any class of manifestations may be obtained ? from
the most violent and ludicrous physical movements, to the highest intellectual
and moral communications.
Affinity appears as the link connecting the whole. The important question is
"IVhat do we seek for!" Is it only for the gratification of a transcient curiosity
or idle pastime, or like that of those who take up a pack of cards or turn a tea
cup? If so, I would advise this pursuit to be discontinued and such trifiers to
make a better use of their time. But there is a higher and nobler end to be at
tained. If the subject be pursued becomingly and if the information and instruc
tion recieved be reduced to practice, Man will, I am persuaded become what he
ought to be, "The noblest work of God.” If this on investigation is found to be
true, it is necessarily required of us to enter upon the subject with a sincere and
truthful mind, void of bigotry, cant, or superstition; ever watchful, not forgetful
of the injunction "Try the Spirrt3;” believing that God is love: finally it would
be well if we were impressed, generally with the sentimeuts expressed in the fol
lowing prayer purporting to comefrom a Spirit of the 7th, sphere, for the use of a
Circle: —
Havino

"Merciful and great God! Assist us to enter upon this subject with sincerity
and faith ; and permit onr spiritual Friends, so far as they are commissioned by
thy will, to attend us. Allure us by thy Holy Spirit front the vanities of the
world, and free our minds from evil thoughts and' influences. Create within us
clean hearts O God I Cast us not away from thy presence, and take not thy Ho
ly Spirit from us. Restore unto us the joy of thy salvation, and uphold us with
thy mighty Power. Instruct us now O Lord, in that which is best for the good
of mankind, help us to cleave to that which is good, and deliver us from all evil:
for Thine is the kingdom, the power, and the glory fur ever. Amen.”

But it will be vain to expect that a prayer will act as a charm or talisman:
prayer with the lips only, being nothing more than cant and hypocrisy. There
*
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fore let us not deceive ourselves — but endeavor to cultivate the best feelings of
our nature in love and charity to man, of whatever class, creed, or clime, and wo
shall then be linked in the bonds of affnity, to those bright beings who have
passed into the world of Spirits, who will bring good and truthful tidings from
the higher spheres.
I have known several instances of sensitive Media experiencing injurious ef
fects from rushing into the subject without due care and training; and 1 would
urge the necessity of great caution, especially in the first stage of mediumship
until the medium has gained an affinity with a high class of Spirit, or Spirits.
1 am fully aware that media vary in quality, as much as individuals do in
character; some being only acted upon for physical movements, such as table
moving, tilting, or tapping; others fur the higher class of manifestations, as
writing or trance; some,''for both mental and physical. To more than one sen
sitive medium, I have found attending mixed Circles injurious, where strong
physical manifestations take place and where sceptical persons are presid; and
I have received spiritual communications corroborating my experience and stat
ing that “Strong nerved Spirits” are generally the first to excercise their power
over such media, and that those Spirits are not of a high class and are ky no
means considerate as to the injury they may inflict on a medium, provided they
can shew their power to advantage.

------ o----AN AMERICAN MEDIUM.

One of our correspondents,

connected with the Charing Cross Circle, has kindly
favored us with the following note, and which we have taken the earliest oppor
tunity oflaying before our readers :—
“1 take this opportunity to inform you that Mr 1*. B. Randolph, the Ameri
can Medium (of whom an article appeared in your Telegraph, No. 17, August
1850.) was present at our‘Spirit Power Circle,’ Charing Cross, last Friday even
ing; and he delivered a most excellent Address, purporting to come from four
Spirits of the ‘Royal Circle’ in the Spirit Heavens : which for power of language,
and poetical feeling, surpassed any thing of the kind we had ever heard.”
lonoon. jan. 12th, 1856.

1 have witnessed teeing mediums, who see and describe with perfect accuracy
spirits present, whom they have never seen nor heard of before , also healing me
diums of almost miraculous power. Governor Tallmadge.
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MOVEMENT IN LONDON.

(Circular.) "

The Spirit-power Circle has been

formed at Charing Cross, as being a central
pointfor all the Members to meet, for the development of the phenomena of Spi
rit manifestations; and under certain restrictions, for bringing our friends and others
to witness and examine for themselves, free of charge—it being apparent, that if
the phenomena exist, they must arise from some latent law in the material world
yet undiscovered, or from spirit action—if the one, it must be of immense import
ance to science to discover that law, if the other—of vital importance to us, for
riveting on our intellects the practical belief that we really are immortal: and
such manifestations ofSpirit-power being shown to the scientific and literary leaders
of the age, must produce a startling change in the future literature of the country.
A few plain arrangements or rules are made for guiding the seances ; there are
no paid officials—we meet as friends, having great and mighty objects in view:
the first, to convince ourselves of the reality of Spirit-power, and the motive for
Its development; and the second to operate upon Society so far as in us lies.

Throughout London there are many private Circles, and phenomena of various
kinds produced — but there being no centre — the incidents are lost—forgotten;
there has hitherto been no combined movement by the leading friends of various
sections of the church and no church, to meet as on common ground to relate
wliat they have witnessed in their own private circles; and as friends anxious to
have powerful manifestations, meet at a central point and act upon society.
The greatest difficulty we have to contend with is, the extreme timidity of
mnd'iums,they dislike to meet strangers — they lose sight of the value of the gift
given them and the blessing they might be to thousands by convincing the lead
ers of society, of the truthfulness of the phenomena and the source from whence
they spring.
There is also a tinge of selfishness shewn by some who have coutroul over
good mediums — their hearts cannot expand beyond their own firesides—they
are willing to get all, but give none ; to such we would kindly say, “With what
measure ye meet it shall bo measured to you again."
Doubtless circles formed in the leading towns throughout England on the
principles developed in the circular would lay the foundation of a movement,
which guided by spirit influence, would act upon the whole of society.

er.cKtAM.

jan. 1st, 1857.

J,
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Health uuto all

and life iu the spirit, from tlie breath ofEluah !

In the glorious time of which it is given me to declare, the diseases which
now afflict mankind shall depart away,
'

With the waving of the hands, with the wafting of the breath, in the glance of
an eye, they shall flee and be beard of no more among mankind.
For holy palms shall be placed upon the aching head aud it shall cease to pain,
and the sacred oil shall be poured forth and the prayer of faith shall save the
sick and afflicted.
And let all know, that even at the present time there is health enough upon
earth, to drive away disease from humanity hut love is lacking without which it
cannot he cast out.

For love is the lamp of light and its oil maketh it to shine aud therewith
should we he anointed for the true life.

Unto all Health, and in the Heavenly Times on earth, strength and vigor
power and bliss, from fourfold to tenfold.
Then none shall be barren hut the vine shall he fruitful and the branches
thereof many and the grapes large, round and sweet.

And the man shall increase the joy of the woman and the woman shall increase
the joy of the man, and their pleasures shall he pure for they shall abstain at the
appointed times and no more disobey the commandment of God, by partaking
of the forbidden fruit which is in the midst of the garden of life.
And no more shall the body he sold for lust or for gold, and there shall he no
adulterers in those days.
And none shall fear to have children or destroy the flesh of their flesh, for
there shall be bread for all and the common wealth shall he the parent of the
orphan.
.
>

And in those times the days of mankind shall he lengthened, and no more
shall fourscore years he the limit of their lives hut they shall say, of centuries,
we know ye; we have seen your beginning and we shall kuow your cud!
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And when they depart, the elders shall fade in glory like autumn leaves, red
and golden in the sunset; fur Eloah shall put them asleep below, but that they
may awake above.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED THROUGH
THE COVENTET MEDIUM.

The following discourse was given by a spirit bearing the name of Bomor, through
the “Coventry Medium,” on Christmas Day, at the village of Collycroft,
near Bedworth. A week or ten days previously we had been informed by the
same Spirit, in writing, that such an address would be given ; as also one by the
Spirit of Shelley on the same occasion. It is our practice to commence proceed
ings with prayer and just as our invocation were concluded the medium was
entranced and spoke as follows
’’The principal portion of my subject will he the Blessedness of the birth of
Christ. Yea mv brethren, the birth ofChrist was a most blessed event for lie was
truly the light of the world. He is now the light of the world and in the Spirit,
will continue to be the light of the world.
God sought to reconcile the world unto himself in the person of Christ, for God was
in him and spoke to the world through him. But like all whom God has sent to
purify and redeem degraded man, he was persecuted and his doctrines misun
derstood and remain so even to this day. He who was merciful and full of love
above all men whose forgiveness of repentant sinners knew no bounds—has been
represented as teaching a doctrine cursed above all doctrines the doctrine ofeternal
punishment of the individual sinner. Yea. in-the boasted nineteenth century is
the holy and forgiving Jesus held forth by his professional disciples as the teacher
of a doctrine so unforgiving and full of vengeance! But I would ask you breth
ren whether that can be the1 Spirit of Christ that tells a brother if lie does not
believe in this creed or that, he will be damned to eternity ? or if lie, being weak,and
frail, and human—and in some casesliardly knowing where right ends and wrong
begins—dies in an unregenerate condition, will everlastingly be punished? No
brethren, the blessedness of the birth of Christ consisted in his being sent to put
an end to all doctrines of hatred and vengeance, and to leach those of forgiveness
and love. He hated sill, but was merciful to sinners; and those in whom bis
Spirit dwells are like unto himself. Nevertheless lie taught that sin .is eternally
punished, although the individual sinner is not. The Spiritual fire is eternal that
consumes sin but it ceases to burn in the sinner when he is purged from his sin.
This was Hip teaching of Christ, and it is a doctrine of truth and mercy and in
harmony with all the works of God. Blessed in this, my brethren, was the birth
of Christ.
(to be canliimrd)
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II \\tn- forwarde,. 'o ‘.iiv iiiinistei of a congregation of Dissenters f»y one ot
ins hearers, a circular containing the statement of a lew of the modern proofs
of Spirit acting «n inanimate objects Xu.‘ In au-wtr to the hearers enquiry
‘•what do von think of it ?" the mini -o■ r h.piled.. -‘T.ien if these things have
occured as stated--w ha'. is t a- hh ot it I
have' the lit hie to guide us.” lo
be sure Me inti»*. seal lire hearer. ami so Utr subject \i us stifled, ond hy 'vitoni -—
bv a limn who sivi th • lit ole is enough, yet that saint' man. stands up ailmath
after sabbath, aiid ptr-whet about the Poolers ut the past, amt Doti » dcathics
with I'lliin. bVe will take tin weapon hum him. anil tinning it against Ins
rivt vein-,o — sag, “Watt I; the use of it.1 we have the Bible to guide ns.‘‘
Yes verily we ha'c, and if his congregation ,-isv the force o’ the argument, and
acted upon his pice.pt: he would soon hate to doff the gown and salary, and
his preaching b-' a thing ot the pass ,—Preaching! iVh.il is the use of it? A
narcotic to metis >i,uls, administered on an average twice on sundaes, to keep
the spit it numb for six days and then administer it. afresh every seventh day,
till fever and its satellites conn. and whirl the soul into eternity.
Preaching! What is tin- me of It i —To tickD mens spirits info a belief,
that they are the chosen of (tod —elect —precious : -—that the Planets, and the'ir
attendant stars, sweeping their fearful circles in ImnreliMly — that the earth we
tread, with its mountain;, and its vallles, before which tve are as a maggot to
the' Andes— that the mom ncHohin uiii.ioxs of the human family, basking
in the sunshine of Hod’s goodness, are the devils hell-girt fiend«, win» at death
are to wallow in brimstone and tire’, while the preachers pigmy ffeck —a few
drowsv slecpv heaters—and the ditto of a few more ministers, scattered hfrf
i
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on

tnd there
a few yard
*
of God's earth, are the ones the inly one
*,
nut of
the vast assemblage of eight hundred million
*
tor whom the sun shines—the
stars roll in their courses, the—Earth sings aloud for joy,' and Heaven is kept
vacant.
Preachiugl — What is the use of it? it wrings the mothers heart with agony
that she has perhaps brought into the world, an immortal devil — slip sighs in
secret—pray
*
in secret — fears in secret,
Four months ago, a Lady and a mother, I had never spoken to, stopped me
in the street, and said — "I have lost iny lovely boy— I did not think he was
dying—I am afraid he is lost—i often feel as if I would destroy myself—
Oi I would give my life to know he is not lost : — They tell me you believe
the dead can come and communicate with us: — Can yntt get lo know if my
William is safe?"
.
Jn answer to the enquiry—why she thought her son (a boy of 7 yeare old)
was last — her reply came out with choking earnestness — “I was brought up
a Calvinist, and though my husband is a Methodist, and 1 attendhis chapel.yet 1
ecnnot overget my fear, that my poor boy is lost," Ah, what does her mind con
*
up in that word "LOST?” Preaching— wlmt is the use of it? It has filled
christendom with the wormwood and the gall of acrimonious contention, — It
sees no beauty in its neighbors plans mid doings for spiritual good. — It will not
allow its hearers to mingle in spiritual exercises ami philanthropic action beyond
its own portals — and when a few enlarged heart
,
*
endeavor to sink self and
meet on a common level, under the phase, may be of an evangelic alliance, they
get snubbed at — snarled at — their motives maligned—their plans by some
positively, and by others negatively opposed, till the alliance becomes a name —
• body without a soul, a soul without a spirit.
Preaching—what is the tt*e of it? In the hands of a St. Paul—a Luther—
• Whitfield or a Wesley—of men in earnest to reform the habits of the masses—
of men who lay hold of the vital elements of man's nature —of his S pit it; and ap
ply spirit knowledge—spirit teachings—Men tint FF.EL, and teach that GOD
IS A SPIRIT—and augels are spirits — men at death are spirits, — that God's
laws respecting spirit are the same now, that they were some two thousand years
ago — men that believe prayer can he nnswered — that it will restore the sick —
and if the sick, why not the lame? uml if the lame, why nut the blind—in fact
without mincing the matter — that the LAST WORDS AND ORDER OF
CHRIST still stands good — “Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel
to every crentur e—and these sty ns shall follow them that believe : In my name
shall they take up serpent?, and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not
hurt them, — they shall lay their hands on the sick, and they shall recover: and
they went forth preaching every where, the Lord working with them, and con
firming the word with signs. In the hands of such men, preaching vibrates
through families — communities—kingdoms — Empires in the world of lmman
life, feeling and reason. If the command to preach still stands good, the sioss
of true christi an "Preaching” are still required as a test.
Now comes the head and front of our attack upon him pnd they who say
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“Even if these Spirit-inanifestatiuni have occured, what i» lLe use m1’.'. cm i"
reply — Set your house in order, for ifthere lacks the Test of your Preaching being
truthful; — if there be no signs and wonders following", then —
WHAT IS THE USE OF IT?

January 11th, 185?.

Sitto».

SPIRIT-POWER CIRCLE, CHARING CROSS. LONDON.

Table 6 feet 8, by 2 feet 6, (of heavy Mahogany.)

Tuesday eveniog, January
15th, 1857. Fifteen persons sat down to the table and nine remained in the
room, not at the tabte. In answer to the question if all were seated right
—the table tilted no, — number 3 and 15 were to withdraw — and No. 3 outside
to comp to the table, leaving 14 sitters.
• !. • '«.‘.¡t.;-. ■ !' ri't •tail.'- i-

• — T'r~m 7 •■'c’nc’; till ’"0 i: hfte«

altei — “curial cmiiesaliuu as tu Spoil pavnoulelia, and iTariallve ul 1 ic-s -'ll • .!

have come to the knowledge of the members since last seance ; from 20 minutes
past 7 till a quarter past S.for Spirit-power manifestation on inanimate sub
stances; from a quarter past 8 till 9 for Trance, writing, music with instruments,
Spirit hands &c.
The Bible is on the tabic, and at the commencement of the seance a short
pause is made to allow the mental uplifting cf the heart to God by the members
through the Lord’s prayer or otherwise.
It was reported, that on Friday l .ist at a circle of three persons—two ladies
and a gentleman, all mediums, two of them literary characters. The s n ill rm.nl
table they weie sitting at, gently raised a lillle off the ground —soon after they
placed the points of llieir fingers on the table and a« tli“'r hinds rose, the t ible
rose till it was ai.imi ti■ n incl:e
*
i 1T ’h* ginund : it renui.u-d thi-ie a s’mr t■ i.i
and iben gentle de-cended to the* floor. ihe names of llie persons ‘.v.egi’ili
to llie chairman b nt they were not to be published.
It was reported by a meim^br:—That he attended a seance at his father? lu use
last evening—the table after moving in various directions, turned edgeways--.nJ
then rose to the ceiling—the father put his hand up and brought the tab.e
down,
MiNisreniTo spirits: It was reported that the lady of one of the members be
ing an ins ill i<I mid wliu-e case requii ed strict attention to regioiTli,— la-l sat tr Sy
felt iiilcined to have a glass of ale, and while debating in her mind wiietner
she ought to take it or milk — her eldest daughter, a girl under twelve years of
age, had her hand much moved, and said “Ma, ray .hand is moved. — I feel at if
1 must write.” What do you wish to write? I dont know, answered the girl.

*
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She look the slate and pen then laying on the table and her hand wrote “Milk’
Mrs.—then said “very well.” The motion in her hand then ceased, and the
girl went on with her sewing — of course the lady took the milk instead of the
ale as directed.
It was reported by a lady present:—that after a seance at her father's house last
evening—she saw a spirit hand in the sitting room, and at that part of the room
pointed out about ten days ago, by a medium whose hand was raised from the
table—lifted above his head, and pointed to a part of the room — in answer to
the question, is this young lady a medium? Yes. What for? For seeing
Spirit hands.
The time for conversation having elapsed, the question was asked, “Are our
Spirit friends here?" The table was tilled three times, (answer for yes.)
Question, “Will you keep time if we sing ‘God save the Queen' ?”
Answer. “Yes.”
The circle then all stood up, and placed their finger ends on the table, — the
two legs of the table lengthways then rose and beat time correctly to two verses.
The tune was then changed to “Home can I forget thee.” Time was accurately
kept by the constant rising and falling of the table. Several active minded per
sons began to put questions,—when the Spirits called for the alphabet and it
was rapped out “Do not put so many questions?"
Ques. “Will you play the accordian to-night V Alls. “Yes."
Q. “Who is to hold it ?”
Three raps by tiltings of the table indicated the person, namely, Mr Randolph
the American medium, but he refused to take it. It then rapped out 14, a lady
who had only the previous evening been developed as a Trance medium. She
held it some time but without efficc,—she evidently was going off into trance
but (as she afterwards told the chairman) she resisted the inlfnence, as she was
in the presence of so many strangers.
A medium present, stated he saw a spirit hand on the table before him, and
wished the light to be put out, but two or three members objected to sitting in a
dark circle. — The medium seemed vexed as he felt sure the circle would sec
Spirit hands.
The time for Trance had now arrived, but there seemed adeaducss in the room,
and it was not till a few minutes before D o'clock that Mr Randolph was under
Spirit influence, and after stating that the Spirit who had promised to take up the
subject “Sanity and Insanity” could not stay at the circle as we had not, at the
time appointed, attended to the conditions as arranged at the previous circlee —
but that he a “little Spirit” from the oth, sphere would answer a few questions,
lie stated he was known on earth as a chemist — that his time was occupied in
endeavoring to develope the power of the Gasestke., and after eloquently speak
ing and using telling similies, shewing us the necessity of obeying the directions
of the spirits in the course of the seance, as they saw the nature of the emana
tions flowing from each sitter at the circle and had to arrange those emanations
so as to produce a result to satisfy the circle. lie at the close gave the name
IJ, D. (Humphrey Davy.)
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The foregoing Is given, as from it many lessons may be learned by those who
are anxious to have powerful manifestations at their circles,
peckhsm, mx, 21st, J8.57,
J, Jones,

HOW I BECAME convinced,
III.

I Leri off in my last with saying that subsequent events would Jinw how for
my conviction became strengthened.
It is scarcely necessary for me to state that I had mentioned my witnessing
these phenomena to friends who claimed to be men of the world and men of
science.
“I did not think you could be so easily duped," said one,
“What will be the next peice of pleasantry ?” asked another.
“Well,” said a third, “if it really is not sliglit-of-liand‘ nor slight-of-foot, we
can only attribute it to some occult operation of nature, some action of the tier
*
votts fluid, corresponding, as I conceive, to the sixth sense by which the mes
merists explain clairvoyance, with the co-agency of the newly-discovered odyle;
depend upon it, that it is purely a physical affair. I should say that all the
mind you fancy you see in the phenomena, you'll b? able, if you keep both eyes
open, to trace directly to your medium, as you call him, and indirectly to your
self and others about him. lint, my dear fellow, in the name of all that's sane
and sensible, don't talk about spirits, science has laid them long ago.”
‘•You mistake about clairvoyance,” I answered, ‘'thut has proved to me that
science has not laid spirits.”
''Well,” my friend rejoined, “I confess I don't know much about that dreamy
subject. 1 only know what scientific men say who write hooks about it. I
staid by science and science h.n most undoubtedly, not only laid but buried
spir/s, and as to their ghostly ashes, let them rest in peace; and — pardon me —
it seuns to me not unlike folly to seek to disturb them in this nineteenth century
of ours ”
. The Oily suggestion in these criticisms worthy of attention was this, — that the
phenometa might be directly traceable to the medium's nerve power and brain
power as ajents in their production, the co-agent being the all-pervading odyle.
“In which C'se,” said I, ‘‘the medium must really be in the clairvoyant state,
although upporentln not so : and lie must realty be in a state of unconsciousness
although anpanntly not so : and although unconscious he must u»e the odylce—
that is to say, something of which he knows nothing, — most understanding} to
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produce certain effects—surely effects being before unknown to him and beyond
bis understanding, — why, the scientific world, instead of , distantly pooh — pooli
ng such a living phenomenon, ought to rush in a body to look at hint! At ail
events I shall certainly keep both eyes open while contemplating the enigmati
ca w onder.”
t will be remembered that through the sounds or “raps,” I was directed to
someiii two days, at 4 o'clock.
In the morning of the day appointed, it happened that I was called to a pa
tient. On my return home, while speculating upon the probability of my being
able to keep the appointment at 4 o'clock, my little medium presented himself,
with, — “If you please, sir, there isn't to be a sitting this afternoon.”
“How is that, Dan?”
“Wev'e been sitting this morning and the spirits said so by the alphabet, and
they said I wa3 to come and tell you; and we are to sit tomorrow at ten.”
“Very well, my boy.”
It turned out tli.it I was not lib^erjited from my attendance on this patient un
til C o'clock.
At the sitting next morning I asked, “Did you know of my inability to come
yesterday?” “Yes.”
“In the unusual circumstances of the case, were the sudden thoughts I had
suggested, by you ?" “Yes.”
“Can you give suggestions by the means before us in other cases?” “Yes.” .
"In the case of-------- ?’ ’ “Yes.”
And through the alphabet, medicine, applications, and regimen wete recom
tr ill led, ind — nhhocgh novel — apposhe and reasonable in the case. Forme
1 .
■ i
, ■ i1 :<
i* ji\ IVm, ilu
*
lioi u mild luVe been
Millie tin- communication was being spelled out; ur as 1 prcler ■ to Cill it, Itlegraplied, my friend E— walked about uneasily, and now and then left the
room:— he had been for some time in ill health, — the communication to me
was interrupted, and this was given, — “E ------st’down ■ Take a teaspoonud
of
/amam!ngaparllen’arniedici ne. Zfe.svas notconnen,ed, then, in pro
ducing the communication.
At this sitting, which was prolonged, I asked a scries of questions, by the an
weis to which I hoped to be able to ascertain beyond doubt, whether there was
the action of an intelligence not of the medium, and which intelligene could i«t
be trace ■ ! either to E. or myself, the only ihdividuals visibly present with linn—
answers requiring the inatentancOua exereise of a critical judgement in nieitcme
physical science, morals and personal action. The answers were not vajue or
hap-hazard : they exhibited all the characteristics I required. “No” w< given
where E. and I expected “Yes," and “Yes” where we expected “No,” nie alpha
bet being now and then called for by a definite number of sounds, md an ex
planatory communication given, marked not only by an informing intelligence,
but by sympathy. One of my questions was .(believing I was ^dressing my
father, — " Will you give me a rule 3 maxim for my guidance ’’’^-“Yes. Pray
be cheerful; and take cajbon.”
.
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t confess that I wus much struck with this. I retieeUjPrayer implies niy
maintaining, on my own pair, my filial relationship spititually to God; cheer
fulness ami fraternal relationship morally to my fellow creature:»; my taking car
bon lias some significance in reference to my personal bodily state, Here, thought
1, are the three elements of a model maxim, — the universal, the general, urid
the particular: the spiritual, the moral, and the physical,
While pondering upon the ( ■ is it appeared lo me) intellectual and sympathetic
character of this maxim, the alphabet was called again, and, as if in answer to my
mental questioning, a short and simple prayer was given, and after the/'AnienJ"
came this: —
•‘Praise the Lord alone : yes, 1 will praise him 1 praise him all ye good Spirits;
0, heavenly Father, O Lord, I will praise thy great iiame, Amen.”
My thoughts now reverted to the carbon, then imt known to me as a medicine
and which 1 h.ul been taught to regard as a valueless and inert substance taken
internally : 1 asked, “Am I to understand that carbon would be good for me lo
take medicinally!"
“Yes," then a dose was pr,sc'ribed, I asked now for tiie principle upon which
it acted,
•
A principle was stated through the alphabet, (inestion. “Common powder
ed cliarcca I
.Ini. “No,” Then some particular woods were specified, and
by the alphabet 1 Was told to prepare it myself, and litnv to do to prepare
*
it;
“In the mean time, can 1 get none that you approve off”
“Yes," and the address of a chemist’s some distance otf was giveil;
To do justice to this carbon question in its various aspects would rcijuire a
Volume instead of these few lines If any thing had been wanting to convince
me of the extrinsic and spiritual source of these communications, I had It in the
attentive prosecution of this part of the subject,
Uy following this part of the maxim, thus conveyed to me, I have lost a most
troublesome affection with which 1 hud been harassed, ill spite of every recog
nised remedy, for -o years: on the most careful consideration I cannot attribute
it to any thing else,
So much for the
* extrinsic intelligence exhibited in these manifestations, Hut
‘intelligence’ is a poor word unless we associate with it the idea of many degrees
cf elevation above the intelligence of any in this sphere. The ‘intelligence’ of
the Spirits
*
I found associated with an insight of principles and prescience of
'■liiugs to come, or foreknowledge of effects more profound than any mail Cun
pretend to, however intellectual and scientific ho may be, unless indeed — as I
kmw by my previous studies in magnetism — lie be in the state of clairvoyance
fndtced by human or by -piritual magnetism • but he is not then in the ordinary
intell-ctual and scientific state, lie has then transcended this and is in direct re
lation -th the denizens of the spiritual spheres and is a medium for a higher or
lower dtrree,
On tlinindglit mid foreknowledge 1 had frequent evidence, I copy the fol
lowing me’^jrandurn to the point from my notes: Aug, 30th, (1853,) Dan
came to me ay that at that evening’s sitting the Spirits said the cholera woul4
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be here In Iwn month
*
and that all were to take half-a lM->«pnonful of rarhnn
every day, and that I was to be told." I made tin entry as a test. (1 now smile
at my occasional gleams of scepticism with respect to litle Dan.) Exactly two
months, to a day afterwards tho official notifications that the cholera had appear
ed in London were issued and I received a copy. There were many cases in
my locality, some very severe. I noticed the value of carbon in a pamphlet [
published the year following.
I looked for proofs of intelligence as coming from individuals not visibly pre.
sent: I did not look for what are culied physical manifestations: and yet some
thing of this kind occured nt cue of our earlier sittings which was curious. We
had been sitting above two hours, and the sounds had became weak: E., asked if
we should take farewell? “No."
"Can ice do anything by which the raps may be stronger?"
"Yes, put a board under the table."
Wc laid under the table tho lid of a small packing-box : the sounds were not
much louder. Then we made out by the ulplmhet that a hit of tin was to be nail
ed on tlie board, This was done and it answered somewhat belter. "Willthat
do?" I asked.
Answer by the alphabet i — "Gutta percha on the other side."
A piece wae found and fixed with tnck». Again tlip apparatus was placed
tinder the table, and with surprising effect now so far as facilitating the produc
tion of the sounds was concerned, I could compare the sounds to none that I
had hitherto heard for sharpness, brilliancy and rapidity. But the board thus
armed on either side, singular t» say, did not remain stationary; it leaped about
under the table, the most rapid dunce-music — like what 1 endeavor'd to describe
in my last—being a, It were emitted from it all the while, and finally it was
thrown a full yard from the stem of the table.
With respect to this apparatus I would remark that although tin is a better
Conductor of electricity than wood, gutta percha is a non-conductor, perhaps the
apparatus had some peculiar odylic properties harmonious with tho force proper
to the spirits.
. This seemed to be a trial of its capabilities. It having hern again put under
the table the alphabet was called for, and “call li.'Vas spelled out: for — fatigu
ed with the length of the sitting— he had left the table during the construction
of the apparatus, and was now "taking a nap" in the adjoining room: being cal
led he took his place at the table, and pleaded indisposition, requested to take
leave. Having directed him to take a dose of one of their favorite mediciivS
the spirits appointed an hour for meeting in the morning, and gave their nual
sign for farewell.
I resume tnv narrative in my next.
1. D.
JfXt London
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AX OPPONENT'S ATTACK,

At the National Hall Holborn, Mr Perdlt well known at a Lecturer has been
delivering, a series of opposition discourses on “Spirit or table Manifestations.’
Last Sunday lie delivered a most disgracefully scurrilous speech in which by an
unmanly inuendo he attacked the character of “The American Medium” Mrs
Hayden. — At the conclusion of the lecture (?) Mr W. Turley who was in the
gallery, requested leave to ask a question of Mr Peintt who immediately cried out,
“ The rule of this place is to admit no questions, and I hope the audience will
support the rule.” Mr Turley replied “he had no wish to infringe hut had it
been otherwise would certainly have opposed much to the Lecturer’s statements,
but since you will not allow fair opportunity after making improper state
ments: I invite you to my next seance at St. Martin,s Hall, where you shall
have n fair opportunity to substantiate your charge».” To this very just otjbr
Mr perfitt replied, (Mr Turley, on request having given his name) “Oh, I
don’t mean to do any thing of the sort, I am not ready to fill your Hall, which
I should do If I went, ns many would follow me.”
So here is a man who publicly calumlnctei a stronger, an American Sister,
of whom ha knows nothirg, and then shielding hiuwelf behind a dirty expediency.
This L an Englishman (?) who deals a covered blow at a woniant reputation which
has not hitherto been proved dishonest, and then dares not defend his public
statement. If this calumniator ever show
*
his face on the other side of the At
lantic he will no doubt find the Americans chary of their reputations. In En
gland, we presume even the most criminal innocent and discharge him from cus
tody unless proved guilty. The protection from scandal which even the law af
fords. Mr Perfitt does not extend to this stranger, (we say nothing .about her
being a woman) lie boldly insinuated she decieved poor obi Hubert Owen, using
secret machinery under or about the table in an upstairs room.
Mr Turley however, who was not to he shaken from his purpose, again took
St. Martin’s Hall, specially to deal with Mr Perfitts statements and to expose
his dastardly attack on a defenceless .and distint woman. We trust the friends
of truth will take care not to allow their own, or any friends reputation, to be
slandered aw.av, while we trust they will equally give car to intelligent opposi
tion.
We understand that at Mr Turley’« last seance, a stranger brought hi
* cun
talk to the Hall, to test the spirits, when lo! in ten minutes it rim all about the
stage having .answered the gentleman’s own mental query. The same gentle
man, not satisfied, then demanded that <at Mr Turley’s next seance, he might
be allowed to introduce n “Butcher-' Block.” Even to this Mr Turley assented,
as h« ii desirous to afford the fullest and fairest opportunity to all fair enquires.
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WHAT DO THE PRESS SAY ABOUT US:'

On Tuesday evening Mr. Turley gave a lecture in St. Martin's-hull un spiritualism
and table-turning. The lecture comprised a clear exposition of tlic usual pheno
mena supposed to result from supernatural agency, and was in many pru ts especi
ally in describing the absurdities of atheism really eloquent: Considerable amuse
ment was created by a sceptical gentleman who brought his own table fur the
spirits to operate upon. The challenge was accepted, and the experiments appeared
to git-e perfect satisfastimi. Beth the lecture and tipping of the tables often elicited
the hearty applause of the tudience.—Morning Star, Jan. loth, 1857.

Becoming a Medium—A short time since a young male friend of ours, who from
a sneering sceptic, had become a devout believer in spiritualism, retired torestafter
having his nervous system partially destroyed with the information, through the
spirit of his grandfather, that he would become a powerful medium. He was in
his first comfortable snooze, when a clicking noise in the direction of the door awoke
liim. He listened intently ; the noise was still going on—very like the raps of the
spirit on the table, indeed !
“Who's there ?”
There was no answer, and the noise stopped;
“Anybody there ?"
“No,” wus the uuswer.
“It must have been a spirit," he said to himself. “I must be a meadium; I'll try;
[Aloud.] If there is a spirit in the room it will signify the same by saying
*
aye' —
no, that's not what I mean. If there is a spirit in the room, will it please to rap
three times.” Three very distinct raps were give in the direction of the bureau;
“ Is it the spirit of riiy sister ?”
No answer;
“Is it the spirit of my mother!”
Three taps.
“ Are you happy?"
Nine taps.
“ I)o you want anything?”
A succession of very loud raps.
“ Will you give me a communication if I get up?"
No answer.
“Shall I hoar from you to-morrow?"
_
‘
Raps very loud again ; this time in the direction of the door. He waited long for
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an answer to Ms last question, but none came. The spirit liaJ gone ; ami after
thinking on the extraordinary visit, lie turned over and fell asleep.
On getting up in the morning he found that the spirit of his mother had carried olf
his watch and purse, taken his pantaloons down into the hall, and his greatcoat
off altogether.— Delruit Advertiser.
Awkward tor a Snkit; illustrative of the mistakes which will unavoitllly happen in the “ Spirit-hand"
A gentleman was interrogating the
* invisible author of certain raps as to the1
disease of which he (the rapper) had died. With considerable natural ditlleulty
and delay, this reply was spelled out—‘‘consumption." The questioner looked
somewhat dissatisfied ; and a physician in the company, who was zealous in the
*
faith, hastened immediately to explain that there are a vatiety of forms of disease,
either of which may well enough come under the general name consumption.
•' That's all very welh" said the questioner;“butit hardly applies to this cast-;
for the man he professes to hr, irai LKucn up in a strain Lent !" The rapper wits too
indignant to make any further revelations to that medium.—Home Gazette.

Ruthkk

'•Mr. Tuklev dellvve a Lecture at St. Marrtn's Ilall, on “ Spiritual Manifes
tations," on Wednesday Mornin •’. Persons were invited from among the audience.
Tables were moved and rappings tfive ted. The “ Seance” was fuitly conducted."
Illustrated Xeus December 20, ISoti.
------- o-------

Comspon&cncc.
To the Editor of the Yorkshire Spiritual Telegraph.

Sir,
In reference To rhe article headed “A Medium's Experience" in your last
number (Jan. 21rh,) ir is necessary that I should, without delay, s.iy a lew
words in rlie inTerest of iiuth. On this subject, Truth and exactitude should be
strictly required of all your correspondents. The bulk ot The article is a profes
sed narrative of how and why a certain circle, iu which The writer was To have
been a medium, was not formed, the cause assigned being the contumacy and
evil-mindedness of the undersigned.
_
Scarcely a year ago it was proposed by myself and a few other
*,
in order To
enlarge the sphe-re of The usefulness of a valuable- medium, (K. II.) To organise
a good circle. A plan was projected in which the medium s “earthly partner '
occupied a certain position; and at the eleventh hour it was discovered that his
name could not appear in the programme. At his own request it was withdrawn.
Then it was found That the medium herself was objected To by most of those who
were requested To join. The objection was solely on grounds which I decline
lure To state. The projectors of That proposed circle have established The “Char
ing Cross Circle."
j
[Vc have received several communications on the subject ul our esteemed
correspondent's letter, and we must confess That it was extremely annoying To us
when we sawthose, uncalled for, remarks in print, llie apology we have to of
fer is simply This: —We received No. 3 of “A medium's cxpeiience" and per
used it without seeing any Thing objectionable in it but unlorTunately No. -1 was
printed without being previously read over. hVc shall insert one letter more
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from one of the parties cnneerned and then the matter must end, so far as our
columns are concerned. In justice however to Mrs. K. II. we ought to sav,
that, amongst the mass of complaints that have reached us, no one calls in ques
lion her mediumship, and with other mattiers, we can hare nothing to do. Ed.]
-------u

(Ennintuucations from Hjr Spiritual Cl&ovW.
COMMl.’XTOATIONS RECEIVED THROUGH
'DU: <fiVj.X'l liY MEllil'M,

THE BLESSEDNESS ftE THE HlflTH Oh' CHllJST,

[eovtlnurd frompagf 123.]
In God all things exist, both that which men call evil and that which they call
good. He is the one Supreme Head of the universe, and there is no chief devil
to dispute the authority and thwart His allwise and unfathomable designs. Devils
there are but God is Ruler over all. Satan is a part of God, not sepetate and
distinct from him, and is that power by which he chastises the wicked that they
may cease from sin and enjoy the blessedness of a holy life. But in God sntnn exists
as the ministering servant of his fatherly and loving attribute«; ami not, as many
think, ns the iii«tiument of gratifying a never satisfied, never ending vengeance
in the bosom of our God. No my brethren it is not so : Satan or the devil dwells
in God, but subdued and employed by bis all-knowing wisdom and triumphant
love. And man was created in the image of God. As sutan dwells in God, as
a part of the divine perfection
*,
so the devil also dwells in man as a necessary
part of his nature. And it is right, fur it is the work of God. If man was
born without any portion of the Spirit of evil he would be simply an unconscious
idiot ; and for him to be perfect as our Father in heaven is perfect, is not to des
troy all that which he calls evil in his nature, hut to keep it ever in subjection to all
he feels to be holy, pure, and true within him. His falling away from God
and his blessed iiess con sisted in tbe lower part of bis nature usurping authority over
the higher; and his restoration to peace and joy can only take place by the
higher again becoming ruler over the lower, and not in its destruction, for it can
not be destroyed.
While Christ was on this earth he showed himself to he as perfect ns man can
conceive of God to be ; and yet he like all men had his passions, but his love
predominated anti ruled over all other ofliis attributes. The lion as well as the lamb
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was in him hut they dwelt in peace together. It was the lion stirring within him
that whipped the money changers out of the temple, reproved the wicked ill high
places, mid enabled him to pass through the lit'o of so tiering and the death of
agony he had to hear. Blessed is our (iad for sending such a being on the earth
to be alight and example unto the world. Yes! blessed he God for thebiilh of
Christ!
Brethren, the dispensation of love is about to take place ; that holy dispensation
that sagos have looked fur and longed to see. That blessed era is about to hallow
this earth with its presence. Then, brethren, look to Christ as your example.
lie as he was, act as ho did ; care not for the crown of thorns ; cave not for the
cup of gall; hut do your duty iu faithfulness, in love and in freviicss of heart
casting yourselves on that perfect and divine Spirit who is your only helpt Use
wrath when in wisdom, it is necessary, milder means having failed; and hence,
ns I before said, we find our blessed I.orJ using this passion when he chastized
the traders in the temple, and other evil doers; yet love was ill his heart reigning
over all his actions. Like him let love rule all your nature ; like him rely on God
for all things, working hard to establish the kingdom of heaven on earth and to
reach that hallowed head of humanity, the man Christ. Strive- tu reach often that
*
divine
state which lie came to institute; wherein none should say, this is mine or that
is thine but all should be the Lords.
And now brethren I will draw your attention to another subject, the words of
Christ to his disciples, vefering to this last dispensation. He said unto them, I
have many things to say unto yon but ye cannot bear tbem now howbeit when he
the Spirit ofTruth is come, he will guide you into all truth : lor he shall not speak
of himsdl; but whatsoever he shall hear that shall he speak ; ami lie will show you
things to come. Brethren, that blessed opirlt has been operating on the indi
vidual heart in all ages, hut ns yet it lias had no dispensation. It has not yetlcd
mankind into all truth : but its time is speedily coming, and the chosen Medium
ofthut bles-ed Comforter isimw on the cat th ; yea even the Spirit ofall Truth, whom
Christ promised to send from the Father, lie it is, as the instrument ot the most
Holy Spirit, that will establish the New Dispensation of Love. Ile it is to whom you
must look as the Spirit of God in a human form, as the
* Apostles of Christ looked
upon him when on earth. He it is to whom you must aho look as the Centro
and Organizer of this wide — spreading, glorious, but at present chaotic work of
the Spiriu: for without such Organizer confusion must continue, and one Spirit will
destroy the work of another and perhaps better Spirit. The Spirit, brethren, must
rule the spirit, and its Medium must judge the work of other mediums, or their can
be no order. And ye shall know him by his works; and the beauty, the univer
sality ami truthfulness of his doctrines shall makcliis mission manifest unto you.
Now is the time when we the ministering angels of the third heaien the hea
ven of love, descend to teach men of the coining Dispensation of the Spiiit. Wo
know thatSpirits from the Spheres have taught other and eoiitiadictory docilities
and it,fora time, was right; for God, who is over all hath a tea-on foridi he doeth;
and the
* false and imperfect even goetli befuie, aud the true followctli after.
We who are now ministering and have ministered unto you, aie ambassadors
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from a Great Commander : and I, who now speaketh unto unto you, would so
*
leiunly tell you to cast yourselves the blessed Cin^foiter ; for it is the Spirit of
Christ appearing a second time on earth, to teach you those things which his dis
*
ciples were notable to bear at his first coming eighteen hundred years ago. Yea
even now there are but few who have ears to hear what the Spirit saith unto
llie Churches.
And now a word concerning the Spirit of Shelley who will speak through this
frame after me. He was a beautiful and blessed being when on earth, end yet in
this nineteenth century lie is still considered an infidel, by almost all your pro
fessors of religion. In this late period oftlie worlds history, when your nations
ought to know almost all things, it is a sure sign of the wretched, sham, and fashonable character of your religious professions, when they Cill a man so loving, so
beautiful in character, and so faithful to what he believed to he truth, an infidel.
Blessed Spirit, blessed God, hasten the time when lore shall rule for my very
soul shudders when I think that a man like Shelley so loving and so true, should
be designated an inffdel!
Come O Spirits ! both aerial and celestial and talk and rap and write out
of existence, these and all such false and wretched notions. And ye celestial
ones descend and teach mankind the religion of the highest heavens and prepare
the way for the New Jerusalem.
And now to God the Father of all; he who gave humanity the tree of knowledge
of good and evil ; the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, do I commend you
all; for he has a Father love for all his children, having made them after his
own image. The trials you have to endure, the many evils you have to encounter,
are no proofs that he does not love you ; for you must remember tins world
is a school and these adversities constitute the lessons of Good and evil, and
prepared you for the life of other worlds.
Blessed God, one and universal. Creator, and Sustainer of all things look
down upon these my brethren. Grant them power to cast themselves wholly on
thee and to make the Spirit of Christ the rock on which to build their lives. Give
them the Spirit of love, and resolution, and sacrifice of the son Jesus Christ.
Amen.”
lie then went and Shelley immediately took his place This Spirit (Bemor)
has ministered to us many times and his teachings have always been charactirized
by extraordinary gentleness and love. Other Spirits have gave him the title A
Prince of Love. Of himself, lie says he lived asa man on the planet Jupiter; but
that he is now an inhabitant of the eastern quaiter of the third heaven.
It will be seen that the address diverges considerably from the subject indi
cated by the title but as the name was that cboseu by the Spirit I have thought
jt best to give it in lieu of one of my choosing.
(to he continued)
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tdblng us lo understand the true character of unusual phenomena:
which, we may thus see under different- phases, and examine by dif
ferent lights; but after all, facts and phenomena are of little value, except,
ns materials for thought, or at least, until thought has l>een employed
upon them. If we do not thoroughly think them out. their multiplici
ty, instead of enlightening, tend only ro bewilder and perplex us. Facts
are the food of the mind; and if not properly digested, serve only to
oppress and enfeeble its action.
If any readers have made up their minds, not to accept as facts, any
thing out of their ordinary experience, however strong, clear, and un
impeachable the testimony in their favor.unless vouch'd for by the testimo
ny of their senses; or to admit them for true (as some say,) only in a
subjective sense: they may as well give up reading altogether upon this,
or any subject to which this rule of reasoning is applied: and if con
sistent, this will include much, perhaps more than they liave bargained
for. It would be a mere waste of time for them to proceed further: one
can only say to them, as did Tomy Weller to liis incredulous son “Wnl
Samivel go and see."
The opponents of Spiritism, must either deny the facts alleged by its
advocates; or, the conclusion they deduce from them; no middle course
la possible: now the general facts given in evidence are admitted, freely,
fully, unreservedly admitted; by its most searching ana able opponents
men of letters and of science, Philosophers and Divines have done so ;
simply, because they could unt help it,—because they knew, that no sane
man who had thoroughly investigated could honestly deny them:—they
could only write underneath Q. ]•'. D. and proceed further. Those
who have remained opponents afttr attaining to this result, have
had no alternative, but, to combat the inference which has been drawn
from the facts presented. It is because I have felt that among nun con
versant with the subject, this is now the only remaining point at issue:
that throughout these letters I have not only stated facts, but endeavor
ed to shew that these, and all facts bearing upon the question, lend
inevitably to one. and the same conclusion : namely, that sjiivitx mail ami
do communicate with those an earth : that the facts lead ns here, or nowhere.
We dare disproof of tiic facts alleged as the promises of our argument,
and we challenge discussion on the validity of th
* leading inference we
draw from them.
But “return we to our muttons,"—the narrative of facts; one or two
instances, in addition to those already cited, may still further illustrate
the position maintained in my last letter,—tliat the responses obtained
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iuthe circle are frequently such as could not have been transmitted from
the miml, or brain of any one then visibly present.
A communication one day taking place nt home, about what had
been seen at Mr Its. circle, as given in my last, my brother said to his
friend present, “Well Jack suppose wo go there and see for ourselves."
“With all the pleasure in life" responded Jack ; laying down his meer
schaum and pulling forth his last volume of smoke. Jack be it known
between our selves, en passant, was a great connoisseur in meerschaums
and nt one time possessed a collection of them that a German Prince
might have envied: further lie did not object to “Old October", but his
great penchant, was for tlio canine species: lie had occasionally practised
“gentle surgery” on their behalf, it was his glory and his pride to know
all the “points" about them, aud being somewhat of an amateur artist,
he would indulge his “particular vanity” in painting sketches of his
four-footed favourites, this amiable weakness was however unknown,
and scarcely suspected by the medium, and greater part of the circle
he was about to visit.
On his return, in answer to enquiries how they had got on, Jack re
plied “Oli stunning," and thereupon proceeded to narrate, that several
short mottoes, or practical maxims, suitable to the character and cir.
. cumstancesof those to whom they were severally addressed, were succes
sively given. When it came to my turn, I said,“Now let's have something
good." The table signified in the usual way,a willingness to comply with
this reasonable request. The alphabet was called over, the first two
. words signalled being “leave off"—two or three of the knowing ones,
interposed with “Oh we know wliat's corning next, you're to leave off
smoking." In this shrewd conjecture the table intimated they were
mistaken: the next letter telegraphed was “d." “Ah! they had it now,
he was to leave off drinking.” No, wrong again. Well then we must
go Lack to the. alphabet. Upon doing so, “dog-fancies” was tho com
pound word supplied; finishing as they thought the sentence. Jack
opened his eyes to their utmost width, and when he had sufficiently re
covered breath, said “Well I suppose that’s all you've got to say to me."
“No" it was'nt. “Well that concludes the sentence dont it?” “NO.”
The sentence was then completed, ami it read. “Leave off dog-fancies,
and study something better.” “Well! could they tell him what was
this something better?” “Yes." “Would they tell him?" “No." Pro
bably they thought that they had sufficiently complied with his request
to “let's have something good:" that they had given him enough for
the present, and that it might be left to his own judgement to find out
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something better to study than “dog-fancies." Whether lie has found
it or not by this time, I cannot say; but whenever the subject is
alluded to in his presence, he kindles up and replies, “Well certainly,
that was a rum go anyhow, was’nt it?"
I have detailed this incident at somewhat greater length than its
trifling character may appear to warrant, because I think it shews,
though in one short sentence,that the substance of the communication,
was not only different from, 'but directly contrary to, the impression on
the minds of all present; again and again, they felt confident, that
they knew what would come next,' and again and again, they found
themselves mistaken; they guessed repeatedly, and in each case guess
ed wrongly, and in this case «as in each instance, the advice tender’d dis
played considerable knowledge, and diserimin ition of character.
On another occasion at the same ■ family-circle a young man was
present, whom I will call X. Y. Z. His age on enquiry was correctly
given, and in answer to the question, where he was born, the name of
n small French Town in the West Indies was spelt out,;—a name
with which all present but himself were unacquainted: he admitted that
lie was bom, and had spent the greater part of his life there. A commu
nication being asked for, he was told in French that he was, “mi yOmi<
hommc niauvaupour Its dames and subsequently, the same evening, a com
munication was given, (as before by the table letter by letter) which was
unintelligible to the circle. On enquiry “Was it in a foreign lan
guage? they were answered “IVs." An interpretation was asked for,
hut instead of receiving this: X. Y. Z’s proper name was spelt out.
“Does that mean that he can translate it?” “Yes." hejennc homme,
acknowledged with some trepidation, that he understood it,—that it
was in the ■ Carrilbcan language, a language spoken by a tribe of sav
ages nearly extinct with which he bad become acquainted whilo in the
West Indies. He however refused to interpret it, but subsequently, he
gave the literal translation to «a friend, from whom 1 received it. Suf
fice it to say, that it was in purport, similar to the one given in French.
In narating the story to his friend lie added, “I also 'asked some other
questions, and they hit me so hard that I can on't stand it any longer, so
I took up my lint and bolted out of the house."
I had this account from the friend to whom X. Y. Z., communicat
ed it; and also, (with the exception of the translation from the Carri
bcan about which they were still in the dark) severally, from each of
the other persons present, and within two or three days of the occur
rence.’ I coulcl detect no discrepancy in their statements, their astonish-
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Ttent was too unequivocal to bo simulated or mistaken, and well know
ing the parties, I feel sure that they told mo what had taken place, just
as it occurred. I will not darken the light of these facts by com
ment, let philosophers of tho materialistic school, ruminate over, and
explain them as they cun,

OUR CIRCLE.

(Extract from a letter)

“In business, it is usual that men when they commence, make up their
minds to jog on for six or twelve months day by day, week bv week,
with little hope of efl'e^^i^ng more than laying a good foundation for fu
ture success:—The same holds good in Spirit-po^^^i^’-i^um^fie^tt^^^oi^is—
earnestness ami regularity of attendance by the members at the hour fix
ed, is of essential importance:—you must show your faith hy your
works, and after a few sittings you will have the commencement of that
cloud stream of proofs, which only a few weeks before was little as a hu
man hand upon the table; this is tlie more necessary, as in England,
the difficulty of sustaining a circle is much greater than in America, ow
ing to the bands of theological discipline being tighter, and mediums
and others being threatened with many evils by church friends and others
if they attend circles:—Our first months seances held twice a week
were to our eyes comparatively a failure;—our second month's
seances, have been interesting and encouraging ;—our third month will
be still more encouraging, and in the second quarter of our st-ances, tlie
manifestations will come fast ami thick;—Spirit hands—Hells ringing—
Tables rising off the floor Ac. but while looking forward into the future,
do not let us forget to examine the present; look calmly at the facts.
1st. We have heavy mahogany table—Ofeet 8 inches lengthways,
rising off two legs, and beating exact time to music sung by the circle,
stopping at the last note—How is this?
2nd. In answer to the question “Is any one to withdraw from the
circle?" the dead unnerrous Table rises lengthways and strikes the floor,
the number of such strokes, telling the persons who are to withdraw;
and tlie persons so pointed out have hitherto aluvys been those whose
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activity of mind disturbs the power: —and it also points out truthfully,
those whose sensitive trance gifts would be injured by sitting in circle
for Table manifestations. How is this? What or who produced it?—
It is not sufficient to shrug the shoulder and dash off to another branch
of facts, and that branch possibly one where debate can arise as to its
affinity to mesmeric action — let us grapple boldly with the facts already
witnessed at our circle,—that the table moves with vigour without
muscular action, and that intelligent movements are so far as our eyes
are concerned, produced by an inanimate substance. Let us act as men
having reasoning powers, examine those facts and come to a fair logical
judgement—do not let us be like children—interested a moment with
the table rising, and then cry out for a new toy to bo handled, admired
and then thrown away for a still newer one—no—a man may read a
hundred volumes or see a bundled facts, and be none the wiser; be as
ignorant ofthe principles involved in what he has read or seen, as the
passenger in a steam vessel is of the mechanism of the Steam Engine
by simply staring at the paddle wheels while in motion.
Jan. 31st, 1857.
J. Jone6.

the last leaf from our journal.
.

(For the F. J. Telegraph)

Last Wednesday evening a circle was convened at the house of Mr----in London. STr Randolph, the American medium, had been invited.
Extraordinary care had been taken so to darken the room that not a
ray of light could enter it: and at 9 o'clock the tire was put out and
wc commenced a —

DARK CIRCLE.
As soon as the party, eleven in number, had got comfortably seated
at a largo round centre table, we asked for lights from the spirits whom
wc supposed were present; and in order to secure ourselves mutually
from all chance of jokes, tricks, or larking, each person laid the hands
so that they touched the person of each neighbor right and left. Wchad
sat thus but a short time when multitudes of lights were seen by the
sitters, and so light did the room become that the curtains, picture» and
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carpets were seen by the observers. Lights in the shape of bright star
ry specks were frequently visible, utnl a column of greyish white light
moved majestically from in front of Mr Randolph all around the table.1'
At other times lights streamed up in a corner and passed over the head
of Mr------ , our host. This continued to be the case during the entire '•
evening, and they became the subject of a warm discussion between
parties at the table. And here let nie observe, before I go any further)
that in sitting for thcsS'kind of manifestations, not any thing in the
shape of debate should be indulged in, or permitted; because it de
stroys the conditions absolutely necessary in order to successful practice,
iii the rarer kind of Spiritual phenomena
at least the' spirits them
selves tell ns si, and 1 for olic do really place implicit confidence in
what they say in this respect. They say that there are certain laws
of rules governing them, and which mortals must observe, or else no
good resiHls can take place : just like a delicate chemical experiment ■
fails if the retorts be unclean or the utensil be out of proper order!
I will resume this subject at another time, at present I will go on '
to describe what further took place on the night in question.
After we had seen a number of lights, a ¡minaii ■j'lnin about two
feet high; got on the table and stood fanning Mr 1*.
but it vanished
almost immediately.
The next thing that took place was very singular indeed! Mr 1*. the
artist, sat opposite Mr. Randolph the medium, and directly; between
the two, appeared several times two rather indistinct and ropery hu
man forms, which floated as it were together, and then mingled into
one. and then disappeard in a sort of grey blue mists and us they
did so, a bright star, intensely brilliant ascended from Mr F's. head
and seemed to pass through the ceiling. Streaks of light, and half
moons now appeared in different parts of the
*
room, ami almost instant
ly thereafter Air F. accused Air W. junior, of touching him, which ac
cusation was indignantly repelled by the young gentleman. Flit
now came a great wonder, fora Spirit hand took Mr F's. hand in its
grasp and shook it till the house fairly trembled; it was the greeting
of a dearly loved one, and affected us all very much indeed by its fond
earnestness. It kept this up for at least five minutes, and Air F. de
clared the hand felt as soft as satin. Permit me here to state, that a
lady nt the Charing Cross Circle, at which the same medium sat on
the night previous, and at which, at his own request, both his hands
were tightly held by two gentlemen, declared that the hand which
jcuched her, was e»J‘t us crlrct,
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Well, io go on with the detail of wonders : after it left Mr F, it
patted Mr Randolph on the head, and then grasped his leg tightly, to
convince him that it was not fancy on Mr F’s. part, but sound reality.
After this, for ten minutes we had rappings, and then a gigantic hand
and arm hung over Mr. P. the Artist. It was all the way to the
shoulder, and was so plain that he examined the hand and declared
it was perfectly white, but had a red thumb. Tilts was then followed by
another hand not so large as the other.
After the lights were brought in, we had the raps ; each spectacle
was confirmed by the spirits through this means and after a pleasant
evening the party broke up to meet soon again to renew the experiment.
Here a question will arise, namely. “Was it not all imagination?" In
reply, I answer—Imagination don’t light up a room till pictures, walls,
curtains and carpets can he seen, nor does imagination take a strong
man by the hand, and shake it till . the house trembles. Imagination
don’t tip tables weighing 25 pounds, nor does it spell out names ncr
rnp out answers.
Last night, Mr Turley gave another lecture ; he was applauded fre
quently, and braved the scoffs of all who choose to fling them, by bold
ly defending the character of Mrs. Hayden, which had been maligned
by one who ought to be ashamed of himself (Mr Perfitt, the National
Hall Lecturer.)
Another Spiritual Lecture takes place next Thursday at the West
End, of which doubtless you will see reports.

Observer.
[Though the names of the parties composing the Circle are not published, yet
our correspondent kindly furnishes us wiih them for our own satisfaction as to
their reliability. Ed.]

LETTER OF Dr. ASHBURNER TO Mr. G. J. HOLYOAKE.
[continued from page 95.]

The phenomena of thought-reading are so familiar to those who have studied
mesmerism, that I shall not urge upon you the obvious explanation that is et
hand, if the question be asked as to how the unseen intelligences read our
thoughts and converse with us mentally 7 I may find it as difficult to satisfy you
on these factsas on the undignified nature of the celestial telegraph. Some persons
turn from all mesmerism with unmixed disgust, and speak of its resulting from
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Satanic agency; and it is not impossible but that you may feel so bothered with
the thought of its marvels, us to consign it into the heart of your next edition of
Father Pinainonti's Hell. Only reuiemebr, that the accounts which have hitherto
reached us of life in the Spheres is diametrically opposed to the descriptions o
the hcly father, and in no respect more so than in the delicious odours inhaled
by the virtuous spirit.
I have a great difficulty to contend with in advocating the existence and
powers of unseen intelligences, or spiritual beings, from the fact relating to the
operations of the human will not being credited by great numbers of persons
believing themselves to be philosophers. It may be that there is no possible mode
of intercourse known to the inhabitants of the upper magnetic spheres than the
employment of the will, a magnetic force or agent in the production of the raps,
which appear to be when carefully listened to, vibrations or disturbances of
magnetic relation between the molecules of the wood glass, or other substance
whence the sounds would seem to reverberate. We know well that the guiding
tba hand of a writing medium is quite analogous to many an experiment that
* been made by my friend, Mr. Thompson, of Fairfield and myself. If, in
ha
sitting in an omnibus, or in a railroad carriage, I have been able by the force of
my will, to make a person sleep, and fur the purpose of establishing the truth of
the existence of this power I have repeatedly made persons fall asleep in these
vehicles— if sitting near or opposite to a passenger, I have induced that person to
putahand into mine, or to do other ridiculous things—and 1 haveoften done this
— I have establislledan important truth. I have often, by the exertion of my will,
obliged a person, who was distance two miles from me, to sleep instantly, and to
continue asleep from eleven at night until seven in the morning, thus influencing
a poor wretched victim ofinsanity.forher good, not only at the instant, butsetting
up a train of tonic forces in her nervous system which lasted eight hours. 1 have,
by the force of will, obliged individuals to come to me from places at the distance
of two miles, hastening over the ground at a quick pace. I know that Mr.
Thompson has done the same thing, the distance being much greater ; and he
has influenced persons to sleep at two hundred miles. In Mr. Spurrell's little
bcok on the rationale of Mesmerism, a fact is recorded of a person being willed
to come from Norwich to London. I do not find it so hard to beleive that the
spirit of my father can, by bis will, guide my hand to write sentences, the matter
of which was not only not in my head a second before, but of which most often
I cannot guess the purport, while my passive hand is guided in the formation of
the letters. If you had become a writing medium, and had communicated as
I have done with old friends long departed front this earth, you would perforce
cease to disbelieve in the phenomena, and you would derive enjoyment from the
knowledge that those who were your attached friends still live, to be developed
into intelligences even more pure and refined than they were here. Who could
have been a finer or a nobler character than the late Professor Macartney, of
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tlie University of Dublin ? Large in intellect, he was necessarily free in thought.
High in moral qualities, he was the most strictly honourable and conscientious
man I ever intimately knew, and many a pupil and many a fiiend will vouch
for his generosity and for the warmth of his attachment. His acquirement and
his industry, such is the force of example, give a noble tone to the studies it was
Lis lot to superintend. Is it not a source of exquisite enjoyment to be certain
of being able to renew, even by the aid of the undignified telegraph, one's former
affectionate intercourse with such a friend ?
1 had the misfortune to lose my father fifty-five years ago. Although, I was
but a child, I have a vivid remembrance of bim. By the natives of Bombay lie
was more than respected. He was venerated for his high talents, and for liis
great goodness. Is it nothing to feci that such an intelligence is able to make
bis ideas clear to his son ? But you will ask, ‘What proof have you of the iden
tities of these persons ?' This brings me to narrate to you the events of the
first evening I spent in the presence of Mrs. Hayden.
I had always regarded the class of phenomena relating to ghosts and spirits as
matter too occult for the piesent state of our knowledge. I had not facts enough
for any hypothesis but that which engaged for them a place among optical phantoms
connected in some way with the poetical creations of our organs of ideality and
wonder, and my hope and expectations always pointed to the direction of phren
ology for the solution of all the difficulties connected with the subject. As to the
rappittgs, 1 had witnessed enough, to he aware that those who were not deceiving
others were , deceiving themselves ; and there really exist on our planet a number
of persons who are subject to the double failing of character. Having been invited
by a friend to his hotlse iii Manchester Square, iii order to witness the spirit mani
festation in he presence of Mrs. Hayden, my good friend can testify that 1 went
expecting to witness the same class of transparent /absurdities 1 had previously
witnessed with other persons described to lue as media. 1 went in any but a
credulous frame of mind i and having, while a gentleman wa, recriving a long
communication from his wife, whom he had lost under melancholy circumstances
of childbed, some years ago watched Mrs. Hayden most attentively, and with the
severest scrutiny, 1 finally sat'sfied myself that the raps were not produced by her,
for they indicated letters, of the alphabet, which, written down in succession
constituted words, forming a deeply interesting letter, couched in tender and
touching terms, respecting the boy to which that eloquent mother had given
when she departed from this world. If Mrs. Hayden could have had any share
in the production of that charming and elegant epistle, she must be a most marvel
lous woman, for during a good part of tlie time that the raps were indicating to
the gentleman the letters of the communication, I was purposely engaging her iti
conversation. The gentleman would nut himself point to the alphabet lot his mind
should in any way interfere with the result; and theicfore he requested the lady of
tlie house to point to the letters for him, while her husband, seated at another
part of the table, wrote down each letter indicated by tlie raps on apiece of
(to be continued.)
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To the Editor of the Yorkshire Spiritual Telegraph.

Sin,

.
i narrating
her experience in the “Telegraph,” and had it been continued in the
tame spirit
iu which it was commenced, it might have beeu made both interestin'- ; and use
ful: but I am sorry to sec, that in her last letter, the “Medium" has
made your
columns simply a vehicle for personal vituperation, chiefly directed i igainst one
of your most able and zealous correspondents. The statements made t being al
most either entirely, untrue, or the facts so warped :rnd twisted as
to be very
little better.
I do not say that your correspondent has written these things kn. tiring them
to be false ; I cannot see the heart, and do not wish to judge of mo lives, but 1
speak of the alleged facts, and knowing them to be false, injustice
to others, I
feel bound to correct some of the misrepresentations made. That the . “good Dr."
as she has styled him, with more truth than irony, “grew cool” as j regarded.l(er
circle is true, but that he has grown cool regarding the cause, is
ilisrowedby
the communications which appear in almost every No. of the Tele graph . That
the subject has “almost ceased to be talked of amongst him and
Isis friends I
know to be false : that “they had given up the idea of a socicty”
js equally un
true. The same No. in which her letter appears, contains a r<
¡port from the
circle they have established. She has neither given “t“e e xac
t words” of the
Dr’s, letter to her, nor“ retained the sense of them.” Her me:
nory in this, as
in other respects has betrayed her. That tiie Dr. has notostent
atiously paraded
his name in print is true, if this is what she means by assertin'
» that lie and liis
friends hsve acted “under a cloak." She should learn better
the meaning of
the words she uses: whenever the interests of the cause may
require it, 1 will
venture to say that the Dr. for one will not withold his name.
.
The circumstances which led the Dr. and others to withdr
JW from her circle
arc incorrectly stated, they were partly of a personal nature,
with these I and
the readers of the Telegraph have nothing to do. Whatev
ev they muy have
been, the Dr. has not obtruded them in print, has notpublis
ned Zier antecedents
her domestic affairs, has not lampooned the members of her
family : has not in
timated that “surely some evil spirit must have influenced
.her. No: he is too
much of a gentleman for these things. But independent o
f personal grounds it
became evident to the Dr. to II. B. myself, and 1 think
. near]y all the mem«
bers of the circle, that wherever her personal feelings w<
»re concerned. they so
far influenced thp communications as to render them wor
< than worthless. I do
I Felt much pleasure in perceiving that “A Medium” had commenced
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not meai * to say, or to insinuate, that this was done consciously by her, because
I do not believe it was so. Perhaps “the spirits kindly suited themselves to
the mediu •.¥»’* mind,” and saw the facts only as there reflected ; and as her per
ceptions were frequently obscure and erroneous, the comments based upon these
false app reliensions were egregiously misplaced and wide of the mark.
I do 1: iot wish to pursue this ungracious task further and have made those
remarks 1 lot in any Spirit of ill will toward the medium far from it: my relations
with her have ever been of a friendly character. I have frequently attended her
circle, an d 1 hope, received some benefit from the communications received
through h er mediumship ; had any accusations which I knew to be false, been
brought i n print against her I trust I should have been equally ready to have
repelled tl lem.
In a no te I received from the Mediums “earthly partner,’’ less than a month
since he
writes to ine concrening the Dr. and his friends,— ” I pray most
earnestly
that whatever and wherever the cause of our seperation may be, that
it may be > removed and that we may yet again be united together in the truebonds of love and friendship and that the coming year may bring forth more
harmony
and good works amongst us than the past has.” To which prayer I
most cord ially respond, Amen. But I would ask the Medium to reflect iu her
calmer me >ments whether her last letter is calculated to bring about that re
sult. She
proclaims in print that she possesses an affectionate nature. Does
her letter < s^ii^^^it? Andfurtlier, is its Spirit in accordance with those Spirit-Teach
ings whici i have so often been communicated through her ?
I trust Mi * Editor, you will not allow these offensive personalities to again encum
ber and di (figure your paper, as it will considerably injure its circulation, cause
many of yo ur present correspondents to withold further contribution and be a scan
dal to the c ause.
I . am Sir,
Your, and the Mediums' obedient Servant,
A Truth Seeker and Truth Speaker.

(£omm um'cations front tj £pjiritual ZCtoriH
CO

MMUNICATIONS RECEIVED THROUGH
THE COVENTRY MEDIUM.

AN ADDRESS
From the

Sp.

SYSTE

uhtof

Shelly

ms, and the

I am the Spirit
earth. But thong
Truth and Beauty
trnst. It is true I
fear falls down and
Yet my ideas of Go
earth 1 have learnt m
been felt and seen by
1 doubted many things

the poet, cn the downfall of existing

Advent

of a

New Dispensation.

of the poet, Shelley ; he that was named an infidel when on
h I was so named I was no iufldel, for 1 believed in Loveand
; and God is Love, and in the power of that God did I ever
doubted the being ofa demon God, such ns the world through
worships. 1 did not beleivein a God like this nor do I still.
1 and an after life, were far from perfect and since I left the
uch and glories such as no human mind can conceive have
* me.
which I now know to be true; but my sipirit was in harmany
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with heavenly things, and revelled in the truths that were continually mani
fested to mel When on the earth’ I studied the Hook of Nature, and strove
fo lire as that book told me. I doubted the Hook of Revelation, as many
now doubt these revelations; hut love animated iny heart, and the desire
for truth was in my mind. It is that love and desire which has exulted
me to tbs third heaven, and blessed me with unspeakable bliss. It is love
that saves and blesses every one that submits to its holy influence;
Live then O friends, the life of love divine!
To bless each other be your grand design.
Seek to bless with your influence all things for all were made in love}
and there is nothing existing that God had not a reason for its creation 1
Trust in the workings of his Allwise providence, and seek to do his highest
will with all the powers of your souls. Live in communion with one another
with angels and the Spirits of the just made perfect, and with our Father irt
heaven. Learn to live the life of that dear being, Jesus the Chief of mail,
kind, then you will take a delight in ministering to the welfare of one another, in
things material as well as Spiritual. Then you will love to live ami labor,
and share in common—to take part in the common burdens, and rejoice in
the common joys. When on earth I took great delight in contemplating the
blessedness of that glorious time which I saw before me in the future, and I
strove with all the abilities which God bad given me to hasten its advent.
Blessed time ! I then felt an instinctive assurance that it was not far off, and
now I know it is at hand. The decree has gone fjrth, God has said it, and
it must be done! Fear not, strength from on high will be given you, and angels
from heaven shall minister unto you.
And now I will say a few words on the mode of worshiping God as pursued
by the world at large. Brethren, I am in truth compelled to say it isa buso
and terrible sham. I say this and I know it, that your Churches and chap
els have become in a great measure places of fashionable resort, that they are
spiritually dead and have little or no bold on the spiritual nature of man,
and therefore it is that God manifesting his will to these humble seekers after
truth who belong to none of the dead churches. Therefore it is that in those
latter times He lias taken the gifts of his Spirit from them and is giving
them to the honest of heart and truth loving in mind who belong not to their
communions. Beal infidelity my brethren is in the churches ! they profess with
their lips, but their hearts are far from God and his ways. They will have
none of him except he consent to manifest himself as they desire lie should
and not as he himself chooses. And I would ask whether this is the way to
reach eternal blessedness ? I answer no if is not. It makes my very soul
sick to think of the shain surface religions of the nineteenth century. Progress
in arts and sciences there is, but true progress does not consist in those only
butin the practise of love and in the knowledge of divine things. These should
go hand in hand together with the progress in a knowledge of natural science;
then would progress be real in both directions, natural and divine ; and not
as pow, true in one aspect an4—in the churches —false in the other. But
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the time for this division between science and revelation, heaven and earth,
Spirit and matter, is drawing to a close. Praise God and rejoice, 0 my
brethren ! for he is raising up a people — despised by the churches, laughed
at by the philosophers of matter—to whom he has committed a great and
mighty work, the greatest ever done under the sun. Tin's people will have
wisdom and power to unite that which lias hitherto been divided. This people
will read, study, and believe, both the Dook of Nature and the Book of Re
velation ; and all who do not do so but ignore or deny the claims of one cr
the other, must of necessity be very imperfect and bigoted. To be truly
wise nnd charitable, to make real progress and to be perfect in character, both
must be believed as realities, and their lessons be the guide of life. Yes, my
brethren, God is preparing a people who will do this : and thoughin disorder
at present, and not able to read aright in many matters tile signs of the times, or
to understand in what direction events are conducting.them; yet they are in
his hands, and out of their midst will he raise up the church of his Holy
Spirit, full of gifts and blessedness. This Holy Church, full of life and Spirit,
will supercede your dead churches, filled as they are with the rotteness of the
past. Bodies they are without souls to preserve them from corruption ; and
even now they are falling to pieces on every hand although the wisdom and
Ingenuity of their supporters are being exercised to the utmost to keep them from
decay. I say this, and I know that I speak Gods truth, that these churches
must die 1 their mission is drawing to a close and their abominations have seal
ed their doom.
I know a rich man—rich in this world’sgoods;—and he is a type of many,
—and he thinks he is very pious and holy; and he thinks he shall reach a state
of eternal blessedness; and yet this same rich man has . left a number of poor
individuals, with whom he once associated, to enjoy his luxuries alone. These
individuals were honest in character and intelligent companions but they were
poor and he rich. And thus it is that poor mortal man, with a few more of
the glittering baubles of earth than his fellows, thinks it too great a con
descension to associate with his perhaps better and wiser brothers who have
them not. And this is the practice of those who frequent your churches.
How if God nnd his holy angels refuse to associate with these self-righteous
pharisees when they enter into the world of Spirits, helpless, naked and poor
divested of all the riches of this world in which they prided ? 0 how will
their hopes be disappointed if they remain in such a state ; 0 hellish state of
society! and yet it might be a blessed earth were it not for the devil of self
ishness that animates the breasts of your religious professors.

(to be continued)
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SPIRIT-RAPPING,

Those who fasten their attention on some minute portion of a subject,
that does not accord with their notions of the dignity of Spirits: remind
me of a person viewing the Apollo Bellaedore statue, and forgetting
or overlooking the symetrieal proportions of it as a whole, fasten, point
and carp at some trifling flaw in the marble, and make it a charge o'
want of skill against the sculptor: — forgetting or pertinaciously refus’
ing to look at the statue as a
—at the numerous evidences of
skill and of mind displayed: — such persons bluster and seem afraid of
drawing their eyes and thinkings from the marble blemish.
In like manner the “spirits" of our deceased friends have the defects
of matter to contend with in producing their powerful proofs of mind
and existence.—Candidly and thoughtfully examine the subject. — It
is said, “It is below the dignity of spirits to come and rap or make
noises on tables.” Not more beneath the dignity of a spirit, than it
was below the dignity of “our Saviour” to come and lie in ahorse
trough ns an infant, among hay; cows and other cattle in an outhouse :
but again, think and tell us what better plan could you devise. — 0 snvs
one—“If they would come and with a voico somewhere in the room
converse with us, I would think 'that proof.” "Would you ! My an
swer would be “Ventriloquism."
Another plan suggested is — “Let some one be thrown into an in
sensible-state, and then in trance tell us who is seen and what is said.’’
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The answer is “'Heated imagination." Again, “let the Spirit enter a
person, as in Ezekiel’s case ; and speak audibly so that we could hear."
The answer is—“0 the ravings of a fanatic or a fool:’’ hail him off
to Bedlam. Again ;—let a person suddenly have his hands acted up
on, and let communications be written beyond the power of the person,
and then we would see something more convincing —more dignified."
Nay friend—that species of developement would be attributed to de
ceit or to “unconscious action of the brain."— Any other dignified sug
gestion ? No.—Then the result of the review of means, is to come
and acknowledge that a table is the symbol of harmony:—Bound the
table the family sit and enjoy themselves—at a table signatures are
attached to deeds that give and takeaway property:—Range the house,
and you will not find an article of furniture soVeil adapted for avoid
ing the objections of the caviller.—If from that table, no sounds have
ever been heard to come,—then suddenly, while wishing for proofs of
the existence of human beings after the death of the physical body
unusual sounds are heard — sounds of various tones, and on asking ques
tions, as if though blind, we were conscious of some one in the room;
w c, by telegraphic signs, get communications relating to facts connected
with the past that are known to those sitting at the table, and- again
facts not known, but on enquiry afterwards are found to have transpir
ed : — The sitters have evidence of an intelligent power acting and pro
ducing sound independent of any one visible in the room,— and the
raps are no more frivolous, foolish and derogatry in dignity, than those
of the wealthy noble, who announces his presence by using the knocker
on our doors,—apeice of wood which if taken off its hinges, and four
legs put to it, would look wonderously like a table, the rapping op
eration on which is so thoughtlessly scoffed at.
Let us probe this “rapping" a little further.—Noises of any land
arc produced by sudden vibrations on the air which we call sound :
How is the vibration created ? Ask the man, and he says “I used
the hammer, and sound was produced"—conveying to the mind that
his arm and hand did it through the hammer;—Suppose thatman was
struck What we call dead andtlienaskhim to strike. There is no response;
but, if you galvanise that hand and arm it will strike and produce
. sound. Then it is plain, it was not the arm and the hand or the ham
mer that was the motive power but you have to confess that it was the
unseen essence flowing out from the battery whether galvanic or ani
mal;—but it needed the Spirit to arrange the forces in both cases to
produce the vibration. Material substances placed in certain positions
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produce sound—the action of cold upon heat often produces sound
like tickings on sonic substances, and let us rise from man’s puny
efforts on tho imponderable elements—and compare them with the
leviathan throes of nature in a thunderstorm—the lightening
*
flash
is succeeded by the roar of the thunder, till man and beast and bird
is awed into silence ;—and that power is so condensed that its bolt is
strong enough to shiver in peices the castleated turret of the proudest
potentate that ever breathed. — If so, is it n mighty, a wonderous tiling i
that man who now examines his physical structure, and leaves tin;
analization of his more subtle nature from his want of power through
his physical eyes to see and understand its elements; should, when dis
enthraled from that body, and acting through a more ethereal substance;
endeavour with his new powers to analyze that substance and the ele
ments it ranges in, with as much avidity as heretofore ; and by such
examination make discoveries as interesting and important as any
in our world, and then endeavour to bring those discoveries to prac
tical use. What therefore is there so very wonderful in Spirits bring
ing their superior knowledge of the essences of nature—call them
the imponderable elements:—and producing vibrations or sounds near
where we may be sitting. One thing is certain—that we are not en
deavoring to support a plausible theory. The TACT stands out
boldly, and is ready to be attested by thousands upon thousands of
persons in America, and hundreds upon hundreds of persons in En
gland ; that various toned musical sounds are heard, as if proceeding
from the table, the floor, or the walls, and when the alphabet, like the
telegraph, is brought into play—intelligent, correctly worded senten
ces are produced, calling to the remembrance of some sitter at tin ■
table, some event long forgotten, which with other circumstances pro
duce conviction to the mind, that a living, intelligent, unseen Being
is producing the sounds which we call
SPIRIT RAPPING,
Peckum.
J. Jones.

ANTI-SATANIC AGENCY.

circumstances remember to give thy Father in Heaven the
first offering and the last thanksgiving.
Until thou art perfect, judge not. If a brother err, pity and help
“In

all
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him. If lie do good, go thou and do likewise.
Leam to wait until thy spirit speaks, then thou wilt find very little
spoken to recall.
The instant light flashes upon thy brain, the machinery moves un
der its power, and the result proves its power and clearness. But if
the light comes not within, how can it shine without?
Always remember that silence is preferable to error. The former
is on the level, lmt the latter is below the surface of tr utli.
The proper balance of mind is only obtained by having the Intel
lectual or Reasoning faculties completely under the control of the
grand regulator, SPIRIT. In those men whose regulator is out of
order, the tendency is to run into absurd extremes.— Linton, in Trance.

SPIRITISM AT St. MARTIN'S HALL.

Ox Thursday last Mr Turley held his third seance at “St. Martin's
Hall," London : the gentleman who had challenged the Spirits to move
a “Butcher’s block" did not attend.
As the lecture was given specially, to afford Mr Pertht, of the “Na
tional Hall" Holbovit, an opportunity of explaining liis cowardly attack
on the character of Mrs. Hayden, and he did not attend, Mr Turley ob
served, that “instead of doing the smallest justice to this unoffending
stranger, Mr Perlitt, last Sunday, at the same place, re-commenced his
subject by introducing one of the most beastly, bawdy, „filthy, disgraceful
anecdotes which ever fell upon the ears of a public audience, some of
whom, after which, felt, no surprise at his dirty attack on the “Ameri
can Medium,” for a foul mouth is shaped to slander. How his audi
ence tolerated so disgusting an exhibition is the wonder. I have been
before the public," said Mr Turley “many years, and I defy it
to say that one sentence ever fell from my lips at which the cheek of
inucence could blush. My objeet lias ever been to elevate, not destroy,
virtue, and if unsuccessful in imparting wisdom, will not soil my lis
teners ears, or my own moutli, with filthy tales and slanderous accusa
tions, but this Teacher, (of filthy thought) this despoiler of youthful
purity, told bis audience not to come here for fear they should put money
in iny pocket. Generous men do not act meanly. I am content to
tell such truths as I have, even at money loss. What is Mr Pcrlitt's
object iu bringing dirty trash before the public ? No one would sus-
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f»ect this specimen oflccturiug purity requiring payment for his sereins .f
lie of course teaches his haldcrdnsli, and imputations, gratuitously. (?)
After this we cease to notice this dirty minded, foulmouthed, calumni
ator."
Mr Turley has been very successful in eliciting phenomena before
liis audiences : more than could possibly bo expected by those who
know the difficulty of obtaining results before « mixed meeting. His
wish is to place the matter in the dearest light before the public, and
ho always invites it to inspect his tables, or if it pleases to bring one,
he endeavors to operate upon it. The abuse showered upon the facts
does not destroy them ; but us imputation is easier than investigation
and as mankind is ever sensitive, when its long standing conceits, meet
with the opposition of realities—then is its self-esteem mortified, and
sends forth harsh names. Moreover every observer is aware, that im
position will creep in with every truth—and Spiritists are no more,
amenable for this than the science of medicine is for the numberless
quackeries which dung with parasitical tenacity round its great truths.
The investigators and believers in these phenomena must be prepar
ed for abuse, and then reward will be found in their own consciences.
Patient investigation and manly endurance, are the requisites of truth.
With these your (now) oponents will, sooner or later, come to respect
you. If you detect imposition, at once expose it. This duty you owe
to your convictions, — to the truths which urc so fully, so beautifully
in your possession.
With the unborn future trifle not,

To thee i. eatU time, — moment, precious,
It is thy tile, nosing forth at ev’ry stroke
Yon dial makes. Unsoil’d keep thy soul
Uy gold ill eamV, that dianumd truth
May thus emblazon thy head, rever’d.

BIGOTRY OVERCOME I

tx Lancaster — Spiritism has again burst forth stronger thaii ever. Tlitt
Independant local preacher Who was scratched off the preacbing’plun by
his deacons (anc of them called Spiritism—hellish! devdish ! mid each
joined in dedaring that it had injured the work of God largely in Amer
ica, or as wc should sayj had iree’d the people from their Galvinistic
chains .) on a charge of spirit ■ nipping, has been restored in a lull Churcl)
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meeting by a victorious majority; and the tables are being encircled
every night by earnest inquirers. There has not been less than seven
mediums developed in Lancaster and Spiritism is the talk of the place.
All honor to the brave victorious majority for their manly determina
tion to oppose the exercise of tyranny over the conscience of a truthseekhtg brother. May their example prove a warning to the intoler
ant among all sects. ; also may it prove a beacon to those who have
hitherto neglected, through fear of the ecclesiastical chains, to inves
tigate those marvellous phenomena.

LETTER OF Pr, ASHBURNER TO Mr. G. J. HOLYOAKE,

[continued jfrompage 152.]

I was now kindly requested to take my turn nt the table, and having succes
sively placed myself in various chnirl> in order that I might narrowly watch Mrs.
Hayden in all her proceedings, I at last seated myself, relatively to her, in such
a position as to feel convinced that I could . not be deceived; and in fact, I was at
last obliged to conclude that it was weakness or folly to suspect her of any fraud
or tiickery.
There are so ne people who think themselvs uncommonly clever and astute when
they suspect their .neighbors of fraud and delinquency. It may be wisdom to be
nut too soft and credulous, but depend upon it the statistics of tbe existence uf
roguery and knavery in society, and the relative p:oportioul they bear to honesty,
will not bear out the proposition that it is wiser to suspect every man to be a
knave until you have proved hitn tj be honest. The world may be bad enough in
morals, but unless there were a great deal more of goad titan of evil in the human
heart—I should say in the human brain — society would not hold together as it
does. I know no man who has been hit so hard by tbe villany and knavery of
his brethren, as I have myself been ; and yet, attributing much to the influence
of surrounding circumstances operating upon the bad moral organisations it has
been my misfortune to meet with in medical life, I should be sorry to came to
the conclusion that my worst enemies were
*
not to be far more pitied than blamed.
As for Mrs. Hayden, I have .so strong a conviction of her perfect honesty, that
I marvel at any one who could deliberately accuse her uffiaud.
In order Io obbfn ao ex’u’rimv.’ of the phono neat in the fr'r-est manner. 1
asked Mrs. Hayden to inform me whether it was requisite to think ofone parti
cular spirit with whom I wished to converse. ‘Yes .MVell 1 am now thinking ofone.
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It was the spirit of my father whom I wished to enlighten me. No rap
*
on the
table. 1 lud anticipated at» immediate reply, but there was for awhile none.
Mrs. Hayden asked if there was any spirit present who knows Dr. Ashburnor ?
Immediately, close to my elbow, on the table there were two distinct successions
of gentle rapping sounds. The next question was, ‘Was the spirit he wished to
converse with present ?' ‘No.’ Was there any one present who would endeavour to
bring it ?'‘Yes.
*
Are the spirts who rap near Dr. A slibumer friends of whom he is
thinking?' ‘No.?‘WIll ihey give their names?’, Yes.' These replies were signified
by rappingsto questionsput, some audibly, some mentally. Mrs. Hayden sug
gested that I should take up the alphabet, which was printed on a card. I took
the card into my hand and pointed at each individual letter with the end of a
porcupine quill — my friend .Mr. Hoyland, the gentleman of the house, kindly
undertaking to put down on paper forme the Utters distinguished by the raps.
When I arrived at a letter which the spirit desired to indicate, a rapping took
place ; but at all the other letters there was a complete silence. In this manner
1 obtained the letters successively anx iivshy, the name of one of the1 most
beautiful and accomplished, as well as pious and excellent, persons I had evev
known. I had not seen her since 1S12. She married two years after, and died
in 1S13. My father and most of the members of my family had been on terms
of the greatest intimacy with scrveral branches of the Hurry family, and I bad,
in youth and childhood, known Ann and her cousins, as companions and playfel
lows. By the aid of the telegraphi c signals I have endeavoured to describe,
1 conversed for stn.e tine with tl.e charming cmipanicn cf my early years,
1 learned very interesting particulars relating to her happy abode in the
spirit world. My curiosity bad been excited by the different sounds produced
by rappings that I heard close to those made by my friend Ann. I asked for the
name of the spirit they represented. The name which came out by the letters indica
ted on the alphabet was llizvbltii maluice, another companion of the childhood
of myself and my brother and sister — am thcr almost angelic being while on cnrtb,
bit now, with her cousin Ana, an inhabitant of the third sphere in Paradise. The
authoress of the ‘Invalid's Book,' and some other works testifying to a pure, gentle,
and refuted taste, conversed with me awhile; and at lasta louder and more decided
signal was made to me from the middle of the table. The name 1 obtained by the
telegraphic raps was that of my father. I asked him to communicate to me the
date on which he quitted this world for the spirit home, and the raps indicated
‘Till September, 1703.' 1 asked where the event took place, and I obtained the
answer ‘At Bombay.' I asked his age at the time, with many other questions the
replies to which were all quite correct. 1 kept up mentally a long conversation
with him on subjects deeply iuteita'.ing, and it was productive of accmmv.n1cation
from him, which I subjoin : —
•My dear Son,— I am delighted to have this privilege of communicating with you,
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hoping to dispel somo of those wrong impressions which now hover around you iti
regard to this spiritual being. Allow a spirit who inhabits one of the higher circles
to decide for yon on a most important subject, to try to remove from your mind
the doubts which perplex you, and to establish in their stead a firm faith in the
Creator of heaven and earth. It is He who permits us to make these manifesta
tions, through certain constituted persons, in order to impress mankind with tiic
fact that the spirit shall live in a future state, in a more bright and blissful
home. What proof can I give you of the truth of this ! You have only to name
it, and it shall he granted to you from your father, who has ever watched over you
with the care of an angel. Do not doubt wliat I now say.
Your affectionate father,
William Asiisuhnlr.

I am giving you a short narrative of the first part of my course' of experience
ofthe spirit manifestations. It is important not to be too diffuse. I am desirous
of showing that if the subject be investigated in a calm and bold frame of mind,
there is no danger of the bad tendencies which have been so fiercely deprecated.
I may not be able to prove to you, and to such a* yourself, tint there is a suffici
ent amount of facts to satisfy you of the existence of intelligences absent from
the immediatesphere of our own cognisances, but I have at all events been able
to adduce to you a number ofcurious facts; and if these and more such be tied to
gether in bundles, so placed as to affect the phrenological organs ofavast num
ber of brains with the attractive force of agreeable conviction, many of the ideas
advocated by the Remover will have a chance of being displaced and furcediuto
the category of negative existence. To take up the impossibility of future
existence, isto deny that we are beings of limited capacities, and to arrogateto
ourselves the power of finality. No weakness is so ridiculous as that of fancy
ing that we are arbiters of events — that our trill, exercised by organs that soon
shall rot, is to determine the fate of a holy truth . How ardentiy does the bigot
fancy he is right . Sincerity may be his merit, if ignorance be (because of par
don for a foolish sincerity. A new truth, a new event, which, established into
a fact, is a new light, makes the antecedent idea pale, and it vanishes before the
force ofnew conviction. I cannot express to you the influence on my mind pro
duced by the facts, rapped out by alphabetical signals, that my spirit friends
Ann and Elizabeth, knew of there cousins Hannah and Isabella having
called a few days before at my liou»e at twelve o' clock, and that they knew I
was goingfromMr. Iloylar.d’s house to 17, Palace Gardens, Kensington. They
knew the persons I should see there: and on being asked if they were acquainted
with any other persons residing in Palace Gardens, Ann replied to me that her
cousin Henry Goodeve lived at No. 2 — a house lie had not longbeforc purchased.
Ifthesc be not facts demonstrative of a future stats of existence, in which ftiends
pf former days are now cognisant of the events occmring here, I do not know
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what will be sufficient to force your mind to
*a conviction. Hut these are only u
small part of the numerous proofs 1 have had of the identity of persons with whom
1 hadbeen acquainted years ago. 1 have, in subsequent sctiitas, had many op
portunities of holding intercourse with a score of other uersous now in the upper
magnetic regions of space surrounding this earth — intelligences, some of whom
were friends here, and some of whom were individuals of whom I had been
desired to learn facts that turned outto be marvellously true.
Had 1 been inclined, I could have made an equally absurd affair of this seri
ous inquiry, as some have succeeded in doing. My taste does not lean in that direc
tion. When I am convinced that I have a good grip of a hold eml sacred truth,
it is not an easy matter to shake me faun it. 1 have tested the fact of the spirit
ual manifestations most minutely and carefully, and 1 grieve for those' who luivc
concluded agaiustit from a touchy disposition not to accept a truth simply
because it dees not orginate from self, or on account of any other weak and
personal consideration. It is easy to goto simpletons and say your neighbour is
a credulous fool, and the simpletons believe it; because perhaps they have never
seen a mesmerised somnambule, under the influence of a magnetic impulse from
the huger on the organ of self-esteem, obliged to utter the same class of words.
You in your articles on ‘Those Happing Spirits' were influenced to trot in a
groove on the point of dignity. Some infallible judges of dignity there are who
cannot perceive in mankind any other high qualities hut those of cunning and
acquisitiveness. Man is a strange compound, and to the philosopher it is a cu
rious subject of reflection how very trifling in themselvs are the motives whichmake
the wisest rush into the most foolish and illiberal courses. It is unnecessary, alter the
notices of the spirit manifestations in subsequent numbers ofyour peridiocul, to
dilate on the deficiencies of philosophical taste that have characterised some
of the wonld-be-considered investigators of the subject. I may say that
when I have been impelled by the lower feelings of our nature to feel desirous of
attacking them, it has happened invariably of late that 1 have bad affectionate
warningsfiom the Spheres nut to he guilty of the error of hurting unnecessarily
the feelings of my friends. You will acknowledge that if the tendencies of spirit
ualism are to make men more tender towards the failings of their neighbours,
and more mindful of the obligation they owe to kimlpess and friendship, those ten
dencies cannot be verv dangerous, or evil, or pernicious.
With every good wish, 1 remain, lay dear Mr. llolyoake,
Yours truly,
40, York place,
John Asiicvuncii
May 26, 1S33.”
*

To this letter Mr. llolyoake lias, as yet published no reply. Neither has he given
any direct judgment upon it, though, in certain paragraphs subsequently inserted
in the Reasoner bearing his initials, umuistakeable indications are given of his
continuing “of the same opinion still,'' with reference to the general question involvedin these ‘Manifrrlatii i:».’ 'Jlie evidtnce of such a man asDr. Ashburner,however, is of too weighty and forcible a kind to be withoutetfect, and that its effect
might not be confined to the ingenuous readers of the Secular Gazette, 1 obtained
the leave of its accomplished writer to introduce it here to new circles of ac
quaintance. I may not conclude this reference to it without saying, that my
own experience amply contirntsthe facts mentioned by Dr. Ashburner, relating
to the power of the human will, the perceptive capabilities of persons in the mes
meric state, the light issuing from organic bodies, ami, gcncially, all the fuels of
mesmerism to which he adverts
Ld.
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To the Editor of the Yorkshire Spiritual Telegraph.

Sir,
Permit me to recount some of the wonderful things which I have witnessed in
London during the past five weeks; and as a commencement, let me say that
two months ago I scoffed at the very things which I hare since, by spiritual agcncy, been rapped into. My soul attracted by reports of the great things said
to be done at Mr Tiffin's in the way of manifestations. 1 went there, and saw
tables jump about as if alive ; I also saw tests given. One night, a lady sat at
at a table, and a gentleman asked for a rest, and, producing his watch, he de
manded of the invisible agent what it contained ; and it rapped and tipped out
“a memento of a dear friend — hair,” which was true, and I never doubted
spiritual agency afler that. Another evening, a speaking medium, lately from
Egypt, an American I believe, by the name of Randolph, was there, and fell
into a trance : the spirit purported to be that of Emma Martin, whom the
medium had never seen ; but she proceeded to give tests of her actual presence
by recounting facts, naming parties and referring to incidents which had pre
viously occurred. She then proceeded to address the company in poetry, using
such exqusite language, that every one of us was completely charmed, and an
eminent person that was present, declared, that if there was acting on the part
of the medium, it was the best he had ever heard or seen anywhere. Several
test answers to mental questions were given by the same medium to Mr Cav
anagh which questions, besides being unspoken, were put in a foriegn language;
yet it made no difference, they were, in every instance, correctly answeredMr G. Mr Wallis, and Mr Whitaker also got many mental questions and tests
answered.
Mr Turley has surprised London recently—surprised it greatly by his action
in reference to these great truths : for not only has he given several lectures
and seances of rapping, tipping S:c. in St. Martin's Hall, hut has also publicly
challenged all the world to defeat him if it can, and shew any other origin than
the spiritual for the wonderful manifestations now taking place. lie gives an
other seance this week, and intends doing so, till people change their sentiments
in regard to these new things now taking place.
The Strand Circle is progressing finely: they have had slight success in the
way of Spirit lights and hands, playing the accordeou and so forth, by spirits :
and no doubt if Mr R. could remain in England, we might be able to witness
the same phenomena that is said to attend Mr Hume. But has he leaves for
the Orient soon, wo must look and hope for other media of the same kind. One
thing is certain, all England must soon be wakened in regard to these wonder
ful proofs of the life of man's soul beyond the grave ; and what may we not ex
pect in the way of reformation t
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Mr R. was persuaded to prolong his stay in London for a few weeks, in
order that parties might hear him. He has not spoken in public, that I am
aware, nor do I know that he will, which is to be regretted. His health is ve
ry feeble, so that he cannot be expected to live long. It is understood that he
returns to Egypt very soon for that reason, and hopes to visit Persia, India,
China and Japan, in order to finish a great philosophical work on which lie
is engaged.
He speaks in the trance and wakeful states, and is wholly educated by Spirits;
and is so completely under their control that even his slightest movements are
determined by them.
He spoke several times in the Strand Circle to a delighted company. There
is also another movement here among spiritualists, of which 1 will soon inform
you. There are many' mediums in London of great power for speaking, writ
ing, rapping, seeing, and so forth, and they are increasing rapidly in the City,
and I suspect, over the whole country likewise, at which I rejoice.
Mr and Mrs. Wallis, conducted their seances at St. Martin's Hall so fairly
that several of the papers spoke in very commendatory terms thereof, which I
think, is no very bad sign of which way the Spiritual breeze is blowing. As
for me, I am s happier man since I accepted these new, but soul-saving truths!
I have recently been introduced to several influential Circles, aud all facts of
note transpiring therein, I shall not fail to note for your paper.
Hailing the truth of Spiritualism as a new saviour, believe me, Sir,
Yours respectfully,
A Looker on in London.
-------- 0-------

Gommtuuciittons from % JTyini^ttal cCtorU.
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED THROUGH
THE COVENTRY MEDIUM.

AN ADDRESS
From

the

Spirit

of

Shelly

the foet, cm the downfall of existing

SYSTEMS, AND THE ADVENT OF AN’l^W DISPENSATION.

[continued from page 15$.]

Yet God will bless mankind with the fullness of righteousness and truth.
Yea, Gcd has blessed his creatures from the very beginning, even in his sev
erest lessons of wisdom. He has breathed a blessing on all his works, and
pronounced them good.
God sent s blessed light into the world, in the person of Christ and the
great ones hearkened not unto him. God has again sent another light even
the Paraclete and men of the churches and the great ones of the earth have
hearkened not unto him; and therefore God has sent Spirits to testify of his
work, and prepare the hearts of the people for the coming change. In this
new dispensation all will live the life of love, and man will see and believe
that God's care is and ever has been over all his works. Yes, I am ss
certain of this coming time of love, as I am of the reality of the third hea
ven;— a time when all will commune with the Holy Spirit, with the «angels of
heaven, and with one another. Yeal see it coming and my Spirit rejoices)

I«3
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Now must I leave this frame for the Spirit of the medium to.return. But.be
*
fore I go I must pray the Father for all present; and remember it is the Spirit of
the poet Shelley who was once on earth, but now has goneto rest.
O Father! breathe a blessing on these thy children assembled before thfe, and
the work thou has given them to do; and bless all who are at work in spread
ing thy truth. God over all blessed for ever, bless them and thy holy work.
And now may the God of heaven and all creation be with you, now and hence
forward. Amen.”
It is usual while the Spirit is speaking through the medium, for his own Spirit
to be engaged in other scenes, which he is able to discribe when recalled to
his normal state ; but in this instance it appeared to him that he had been a
sleep, and he remembered only that at the moment of his being entranced he
felt an influx into his cerebcllnm,
lie was speaking one hour and three
quarters.

Jesse
(We extract the following from Mr Jones private note.)

Deaf. Friend.
I send you the foregoing communications for the Telegraph, and hope they
will prove as interesting to others as to those who heard them from the
mouth of the medium. Much more was said that I have not been able to re
port, a portion of which was for privtae edification and engcouragement. Ad
vice also was given to Spiritists in general on the importance of unity among
one another, and of the various circles earnestly seeking after the best gifts,
the most perfect means of communion with the Spirit-world and the highest
and all-embracing truths of heaven.
We are here very much pleased with the decided improvement in the Tel
egraph both literary and typographical. And concerning the advice that has
been given on the communication of “facts and short articles ’• I would
remarckthat, however desirable it be that every “fact " of importance be made
knowir, it is at least a matter of equal moment that true “ principles ’’ be under
stood. Facts are the body, of which principles are the life. Facts are useful
to convince the mind, but principles are required to improve the heart. Let
ns then have both; but let us not forget that, however numerous may be our facts,
unless we can animate them with life-regenerating principles, they are comparatively
useless, but in the communication of principles which require to be given in the words
of the Spirits themselves the question of long or short articles can hardly be enter
tained.It is otherwise with the communication of facts, for here brevity or verbosity
depend chiefly on the narrator's command of language. Here, then, I think
may be met the difficulty of the very important question of long or short, ar
ticles —short, for the reporting of facts ; long, for communicating principles.
It should, however, he borne in mind by Spiiitists, that ns in the Spirit
world there are Spirits of the most ignorant and deceptive, as well as the
most enlightened and truthful character, it is not desirable or necessary for
}public welfare that the principles of every class of Spirits be reported. Let the
ower be judged by the higher, and give place unto them.
I am glad to see the interest taken up so spiritedly on behalf of the “Tel
egraph’' and I now send you two shillings in stamps fer IOO of your uncovered
tracts. Were I richer I would do more.
•
The Pages of the Paraclete are extremely interesting to us, and happy will it be
for mankind when the multitude are . capablcof appreciating the truths they reveal.
-------- o--------END OF yob. III.
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